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EVENT DEDICATED TO THE 100TH ANNIVERSARY OF GREAT ROMANIA:
A book "One Hundred Romanian Authors in Theoretical Computer Science"

Cover of the Book

In a plenary session of International Conference on Computers Communications and Control
(ICCCC2018, May 8-12, Oradea, Romania) has been launched the book "One Hundred Ro-
manian Authors in Theoretical Computer Science" (Eds. Svetlana Cojocaru, Gheorghe Păun,
Dragoş Vaida).

Gheorghe Păun: The volume includes short presentations (education, positions, scientific
interests, main results, prizes/awards, selected lists of publications) of 100 Romanian researchers
with contributions to theoretical computer science. One considers "Romanians" persons born
in Romania (the present or the Great one) or speaking the Romanian language. There were
included both classic names, such as Grigore C. Moisil and Solomon Marcus, other scientists
who passed away, and researchers living in Romania or in Republic of Moldova, or born here and
spread all over the world. Of course, several names remained outside the contents of the volume.
The book provides a great amount of information, concerning the areas of computer science
addressed by Romanian scientists, the places (countries and companies) where they work, the
evolution in time of main addressed topics. It is, in fact, a (more technical) supplement of the
chapter "From the history of the Romanian theoretical computer science" written by G. Păun
for the volume coordinated by F.G. Filip and published in the "Romanian Civilization" series of
the Romanian Academy, celebrating the 100th Anniversary of Great Romania.

Sveltana Cojocaru: The presented volume includes also the contribution of researchers from
the Republic of Moldova, the area of interest of which is focused on small Turing machines, splic-
ing systems, TVDH systems, insertion and deletion systems, networks of evolutionary processors
etc. A special place is occupied by researches in the domain of membrane computing. There
were obtained dozens of results regarding the computational completeness and universality for
small systems. Membrane computing models with different properties allowing to investigate
the relationship between different variants of membrane systems were constructed and compared
with other related models like Petri nets or multiset rewriting.
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Abstract: Tissue P systems with evolutional communication rules and cell division
(TPec, for short) are a class of bio-inspired parallel computational models, which
can solve NP-complete problems in a feasible time. In this work, a variant of TPec,
called k-distributed tissue P systems with evolutional communication and cell division
(k-∆TPec , for short) is proposed. A uniform solution to the SAT problem by k-∆TPec

under balanced fixed-partition is presented. The solution provides not only the pre-
cise satisfying truth assignments for all Boolean formulas, but also a precise amount
of possible such satisfying truth assignments. It is shown that the communication
resource for one-way and two-way uniform k-P protocols are increased with respect
to k; while a single communication is shown to be possible for bi-directional uniform
k-P protocols for any k. We further show that if the number of clauses is at least
equal to the square of the number of variables of the given boolean formula, then
k-∆TPec

for solving the SAT problem are more efficient than TPec as show in [39]; if
the number of clauses is equal to the number of variables, then k-∆TPec

for solving
the SAT problem work no much faster than TPec.
Keywords: Membrane computing, distributed P system, SAT, communication com-
plexity

1 Introduction

Since the research area of membrane computing was proposed in 1998 [8,19], the research lines
about computation power of various variants of P systems [25, 26, 26, 33, 37], their applications
[8,24,29,36] and implementation issues [15,16,32] have been investigated widely. Several solution

Copyright ©2018 CC BY-NC
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approaches and techniques have been presented in the literature for solving Satisfiability Problem
(SAT) using many variants of P systems [11, 12, 27, 30]. Each of these variants of P systems
solving SAT provided better solutions than the conventional model in terms of time efficiency or
computational time complexity [18,31,38]. Most of them are benefited from the nondeterministic
maximal parallelism of P systems and its ability to produce exponentially many cells or regions
(in linear time) in a computation [35].

Evolution and communication are the core operations in the solutions offered by the variants
of P systems, where communication allows objects to be transmitted to the other regions/cells for
further processing. In [14], Hernandez, et al. provided a solution to 3-SAT, where the amount of
communications is measured from a dynamic communication complexity perspective [1]. Several
results might have been reported using communication as a measure of complexity [2, 5, 6], but
the analyses would be dissimilar to that of [1].

In order to capture the concept of communication complexity as introduced by A.C. Yao
in [34], Gh. Păun, et al. [21] introduced and defined a so-called dP scheme, where the input of
a k-dP scheme is partitioned and these parts are distributed to the participating components.
Necessarily, these components need to communicate to solve a problem, and the so-called inter-
component communication rules are introduced as a new kind of set of communication rules.

Computation done by distributed model in this work depends on the agreed upon partition
of the input among the participating P systems. A partition is called balanced partition if the
number of objects or the length of the part of the input assigned to each participating component
P systems is almost equal. Let w be an input for a distributed system with two components.
The partition w1 and w2 of w, where wi is assigned to Πi, i = 1, 2 is balanced if and only if
||w1| − |w2|| ≤ 1. In particular, it is a balanced fixed-partition, if w = w1w2; otherwise, we have
unbalanced (fixed-)partition.

The distributed P systems halt if and only if all participating component P systems halt. If
a distributed system halts in a specified accepting configuration, then it accepts/decides/solves
a problem.

Since k-dP scheme was introduced, some of the results on this variant were reported in
[7,10,23]. In [4], Buño, et al. introduced a distributed solution for n-queens problem as presented
in Naranjo, et al. [13]. Indeed, in [4], the reduction of the n-queens problem to SAT of a dP
scheme were used, where the components are P systems with active membranes.

Recently, Buño, et al. [3] capitalized the power of tissue P systems (TPec) with evolutional
communication rules and cell division introduced in [39], in proposing a distributed solution to
SAT. In particular, they defined a so-called 2-dTPec. The paper claimed a decent advantage of
distributed solution compared to the non-distributed one with respect to the results reported in
[39]. Also, only two participating components in systems were considered working on a balanced
partition.

In this work, the solution presented in [3] will be revisited and some other insights into the
consequences of our results are provided. Some other relevant issues related to communication
complexity in distributed tissue P systems with evolutional communication and cell division are
proposed.

Contributions of the present work are summarized as follows:

(a) A variant of tissue P systems with evolutional communication and cell division, called k-
distributed tissue P systems with evolutional communication and cell division (k-∆TPec ,
for short) and the corresponding recognizer version are proposed.

(b) A uniform solution to the SAT problem by k-∆TPec under balanced fixed-partition is pre-
sented. The solution provides not only the precise satisfying truth assignments for all
Boolean formulas, but also a precise amount of possible such satisfying truth assignments.
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(c) The communication resource for one-way and two-way uniform k-P protocols is increased
with respect to k; while a single communication is shown to be possible for bi-directional
uniform k-P protocols for any k.

(d) We further show that if the number of clauses is at least equal to the square of the number
of variables of the given boolean formula, then k-∆TPec for solving the SAT problem are
more efficient than TPec as show in [39]; if the number of clauses is equal to the number
of variables, then k-∆TPec for solving the SAT problem works no much faster than TPec.

The rest of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the preliminaries of a dP
scheme, introducing the concepts of P protocols and balanced (fixed) partition and the commu-
nication resources used in the analyses of the solution to SAT. In Section 3, distributed tissue
P systems with evolutional communication and cell division or k-∆TPec are defined. Solution to
SAT using 2-∆TPec is presented in Section 3, while solution to SAT using 3-∆TPec is given in
Section 5. Remarks on the relative efficiency of distributed solutions are provided in Section 4.
Finally, conclusions and discussions are given in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, the notions of k-dP scheme and communication complexity of P systems
are presented, then tissue P systems with cell division and evolutional communication rules are
introduced [39].

Definition 1. A k-dP scheme (k ≥ 2) is a tuple

k-∆Π = (Γ, 0,Π1,Π2, . . . ,Πk, R∆),

where

• Π is a fixed variant of P system;

• Γ is an alphabet of objects in the whole system ∆;

• 0 is the common/shared environment of Πi;

• Πi for i = 1, 2, . . . , k are P systems of the fixd variant Π with Γ as working alphabet,
skin membranes or local environments of each P system will be labelled injectively as
s1, s2, . . . , sk;

• R∆ is a finite set of rules of the form (si, u/v, sj), where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, i 6= j, and u, v ∈ Γ∗,
such that uv 6= λ. We denote by |uv| the weight of the rule (si, u/v, sj). This antiport-like
communication rule is called inter-component communication rule.

The mechanism by which a k-dP scheme performs its computation could be found in [21].
In particular, an input for a k-dP scheme is partitioned into k parts and distributed one part
to each of the k components of the dP scheme. Thus, communication to solve the problem is
inevitable. In this paper, definition of balanced and unbalanced partition of an input is provided.

Definition 2. A partition {P1, P2, . . . , Pk} is called balanced partition if and only if for all i, Pi
have the same size or at most a difference of 1. Otherwise, we call it an unbalanced partition.

Definition 3. We call a k-balanced (unbalanced) partition {P1, P2, . . . , Pk} (resp., a k-balanced
(unbalanced) fixed-partition) if and only if the k-partition of input is done from left to right with
respect to the (resp., fixed) ordering of the input.
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Cooperation between component P systems of a dP scheme is defined in the set R∆ of inter-
component communications. R∆ specifies the mode of communication protocol of a dP scheme.
In what follows, k-P protocols for a k-dP scheme are defined.

Definition 4. Let k-∆Π be a k-dP scheme.

• k-∆Π is called 1-way k-P protocol if and only ifR contains only rules of the form (si, u/λ, sj).

• k-∆Π is called 2-way k-P protocol if and only if R contains rules of the form (si, u/λ, sj)
and (si, λ/v, sj).

• k-∆Π is called bi-directional k-P protocol if and only if R contains rules of the form
(si, u/v, sj), (si, u/λ, sj) and (si, λ/v, sj).

A k-dP scheme computes as follows. All component P systems of a k-dP scheme are aware of
the problem that they are solving. Each component P system knows only the part of the input
assigned to them. We allow each component P system to perform computation to the input part
known to them. To solve the problem, component P systems must communicate with respect to
a particular protocol.

Definition 5. A configuration δj of k-∆Π is a vector in C = 0×M〈1,0〉×M〈2,0〉× . . .×M〈k,0〉,
where 0 is the common environment, and M〈i,0〉 are sets of multisets of objects in 〈i, 0〉, i =
1, 2, . . . , k. In particular, δj = (m0j ,m1j ,m2j , . . . ,mkj ) ∈ C indicates that at time j, m0 ∈ 0 and
mi ∈M〈i,0〉, i = 1, 2, . . . , k.

Definition 6. A computation of k-∆Π is the transition of configurations represented by a se-
quence δ : δ0 ⇒ δ1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ δh, where δ0 is the initial configuration, and δh is the final or
halting configuration. The initial configuration δ0 is a vector of initial multisets contained in 0
(local environment of component P systems). δ is a halting computation if and only if δh is a
configuration, where one of the objects yes or no is contained in some (specified) membrane of
the system.

k-∆Π has an accepting configuration if and only if δ is a halting computation and at configura-
tion δh, object yes appeared in a specified membrane in the system. δ is a rejecting computation
if and only if at δh object no appeared.

Definition 7. A language L is decided by k-∆Π, L = L(k-∆Π) if and only if for every input w
over some alphabet, there is a halting computation δ of k-∆Π that decides on w ∈ L.

In this work, the existence of at least an object yes in 0 implies an affirmative decision on a
problem, while the appearance of at least an object no in 0 connotes a negative decision.

All component P systems with the same and uniform procedure in processing input part,
that is to say, component P systems of a k-dP scheme would be all the same, is called a uniform
k-dP scheme. If we have a uniform k-∆Π, then k-P protocol is called uniform k-P protocol.

This work focuses on the amount of communications used by component P systems in deciding
the satisfiability of some formula ϕ in conjunctive normal form (CNF). Thus, the following notions
are used [1].

Definition 8. [21] Let ∆ be a dP scheme, δ : δ0 ⇒ δ1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ δh is a halting computation in
∆, where δ0 is the initial configuration. Then for each i = 0, 1, · · · , h− 1, we have the following
parameters:

• ComN(δi ⇒ δi+1) =

{
1, if a communication rule is used in this transition,
0, otherwise,
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• ComR(δi ⇒ δi+1) denotes the number of communication rules used in this transition,

• ComW (δi ⇒ δi+1) denotes the total weight of the communication rules used in this tran-
sition.

The above mentioned parameters can also be used to measure computations, results of com-
putations, systems and languages (problems).

Definition 9. Let L(∆) be the set of strings accepted by ∆. For X ∈ {N,R,W}, we define:
ComX(δ) =

∑h−1
i=0 ComX(δi ⇒ δi+1), δ is a halting computation,

ComX(w,∆) = min{ComX(δ) | δ is an accepting computation of ∆ for w},
ComX(∆) = max{ComX(w,∆) | w ∈ L(∆)}.

3 Distributed recognizer tissue P systems

In this section, we introduce the notions of (recognizer) tissue P systems with evolutional
symport/antiport rules and cell division and k-distributed tissue P systems with evolutional
symport/antiport rules and cell division.

Definition 10. A tissue P system (of degree q ≥ 1) with evolutional symport/antiport rules
and cell division (TPec) is a tuple

Π = (Γ, E ,M1, . . . ,Mq, R, iout),

where

1. Γ is a working alphabet of objects;

2. E ⊆ Γ is the set of objects initially located in the environment;

3. Mi, 1 ≤ i ≤ q, are finite multisets over Γ;

4. R is a finite set of rules of the following forms:

(a) Evolutional communication rules:
i. Evolutional symport rules: [u]i[ ]j → [ ]i[u

′]j , for 1 < i ≤ q, 0 < j ≤ q, i 6= j;u ∈
Γ+, u′ ∈ Γ∗ or i = 0, 1 < j ≤ q;u ∈ Γ+, u′ ∈ Γ∗, and there exists at least one
object a ∈ Γ \ E , which is in cell i = 0. The length of an evolutional symport rule
is defined as |u|+ |u′|.

ii. Evolutional antiport rule: [u]i[v]j → [v′]i[u
′]j , where 0 ≤ i 6= j ≤ q, u, v ∈

Γ+, u′, v′ ∈ Γ∗. The length of an evolutional antiport rule is defined as |u|+ |u′|+
|v|+ |v′|.

(b) Division rules: [a]i → [b]i[c]i, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}, i 6= iout, a, b, c ∈ Γ.

5. iout ∈ {1, 2, , . . . , q}.

The details of the mechanism on how TPec works can be found in [39]. In what follows, we
introduce the notion of recognizer TPec systems.

Definition 11. A recognizer tissue P system with evolutional symport/antiport rules and cell
division of degree q ≥ 1 is a tuple

Π = (Γ,Σ, E ,M1, · · · ,Mq, R, iin, iout),

where
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• Γ has two distinguished objects yes and no;

• Σ ⊆ Γ is the input alphabet;

• M1, · · · ,Mq are finite multisets over Γ \ Σ;

• iin ∈ {1, · · · , q} is the label of the input cell, and iout = 0;

• all computations halt;

• either an object yes or an object no is released into the environment at the last step of
any computation.

Theorem 12. [39] Let PMCTDEC(k) be the set of all decision problems solvable in a uniform
way and polynomial time by means of recognizer tissue P systems with cell division and evolutional
communication rules of length at most k. Then, SAT ∈ PMCTDEC(4).

In this work, at least two recognizer tissue P systems with evolutional symport/antiport rules
and cell division of degree q ≥ 1 are used to solve the SAT problem, where the input multiset is
partitioned with respect to the number of component recognizer tissue P systems. Consequently,
a so-called k-distributed tissue P system with evolutional symport/antiport rules and cell division
rules (k-dTPec system) is defined.

Definition 13. A k-distributed tissue P system with evolutional symport/antiport rules and
cell division or k-dTPec system is defined as follows:

k-∆TPec = (Γ, 0,Π1,Π2, . . . ,Πk, R∆, iout),

where

1. Γ is a set of alphabet of objects in the whole system ∆;

2. 0 is the common or shared environment of all Πi, i = 1, 2, . . . , k;

3. Πi, i = 1, 2, . . . , k are recognizer tissue P systems with evolutional symport/antiport rules
and cell division. Each Πi has the alphabet of objects in Γ. Each cell of Πi will be labelled
〈i, j〉, where j = 1, 2, . . . , di, and di denotes the number of cells of Πi. The external region
or the environment is different for each component. We will refer to the environment of
component i as the local environment of i and is denoted by the label 〈i, 0〉;

4. R∆ is a set of finite inter-component communication rules of the form: (〈i, 0〉, u/v, 〈j, 0〉),
where 〈i, 0〉 and 〈j, 0〉 are the local environments of components i and j, respectively,
u, v ∈ Γ∗, and |uv| ≥ 1;

5. iout is the component of the dTPec designated as the output component. Only the ob-
jects produced in the output region of the system are considered as output in a halting
computation of the dTPec.

Note that the k-dP tissue P system used in the next section is actually a uniform k-distributed
recognizer tissue P system with evolutional symport/antiport rules.
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4 Solving SAT by 2-∆TPec

In this section, a 2-∆TPec is presented that solves the satisfiability of any instance ϕ of
the SAT problem. In particular, a uniform 2-P protocols is constructed which is based on the
construction in [39].

Theorem 14. Let ϕ be any instance of the SAT problem in CNF with m clauses and n variables.
Then there exists 2-∆TPec deciding on satisfiability of ϕ under a balanced fixed-partition in 3n+
3dm2 e+ 4 steps using antiport-like inter-component communication rules.

Proof: A 2-∆TPec for the SAT problem will be constructed such that component P systems are
quite the same with that presented in [39] but with some additional rules.

Let 2-∆TPec be defined as follows:

2-∆TPec = (Γ, 0,Π1,Π2, R∆),

where

• Γ = Γ1 ∪ Γ2,

• 0 is the common shared environment of the Π1 and Π2,

• Πk, k = 1, 2 are recognizer tissue P systems defined as:

Πk(〈n,m〉) = (Γk,Σk, Ek,Mk,1,Mk,2,Mk,3,Mk,x, Rk, ikin = 2, ikout = 0),

where:

– Γk = Γ′k ∪ V ,
Γ′k = Σh ∪ {ai, ti, fi, t′i, f ′i , βi, β′i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}

∪ {ei,j , e′i,j , ei,j , e′i,j , Ei,j , Ei,j | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m}
∪ {di,j,h, d′i,j,h, di,j,h, d′i,j,h | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ h ≤ n− 1}
∪ {bjcj , cj , c′j , Ej | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}
∪ {bj,h, b′j,h | 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ h ≤ n− 1}
∪ {α, α′i | 0 ≤ i ≤ 3n+ 3mk}
∪ {d,Emk+1, α3n+3mk+1, yes, no, y, y

′},
V = {vl | 1 ≤ l ≤ 2n, where n is the number of variables}.

– Σk = {xi,j , xi,j | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m},
– Ek = {α′i | 0 ≤ i ≤ 3n+ 3mk},
– Mk,1 = {a1, . . . , an, E1},Mk,2 = {b1, . . . , bn, d, α0},Mk,3 = {a1, . . . , an}, andMk,x =
∅,

– Rk is the set of rules of each k = 1, 2 component.
The set of rules we will use are those set of rules r1,i until r26,i, from [39] only with
the following modifications and addition:

(a) we split r1,i into r1,i;c, where c indicates in which cell r1,i will be applied on
variable i :
r1,i;3 ≡ [ a1 ]3 → [β1 ]3 [β′1 ]3, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
r1,i;1 ≡ [ ai ]1 → [ t′i ]1 [ f ′i ]1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n;

(b) we replace r27 with the following:
r27 ≡ [ vlEmk+1 ] 1[ vl ]3 → [ y ]1 [ vl yes ]3;
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(c) we replace r28 with the following:
r28 ≡ [ vl yes ]3 [ ]0 → [ ]3 [ vl yes ]0;

(d) we replace r29 with the following:
r29 ≡ [α3n+3mk+1 d ]2 [ ]0 → [ ]2 [ no ]0;

(e) cell-labeling rules: rp;c denotes rp is used to label cell c,
r30;1 ≡ [β1 ]3 [ t′1 ]1 → [ v1 ]3 [ v1 t1 ]1,
r31;1 ≡ [β′1 ]3 [ f ′1 ]1 → [ v2 ]3 [ v2 f1 ]1.
r32;1 ≡ [βi ]3 [ t′ivl ]1 → [ v2l ]3 [ ti v2l ]1, l ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}, 2 ≤ i ≤ n,
r33;1 ≡ [β′i ]3 [ f ′ivl ]1 → [ v2l−1 ]3 [ fi v2l−1 ]1, l ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}, 2 ≤ i ≤ n;

(f) cleaning rules, unused objects (during computation) are dump to cell x
r34 ≡ [ yes vl ]0 [ ]x → [ ]0 [ yes vl ]x,
r35 ≡ [ ]3 [ y ]1 → [ y′ ]3 [ ]1,
r36 ≡ [ y′ ]3 [ ] → [ ]3 [ y ]0,
r37 ≡ [ y ]0 [ ]x → [ ]0 [ y ]x.

• R∆ is the set of inter-component communication rules:
Rbi-∆2 = {r′1 ≡ (〈1, 0〉, yes vl/yes vl, 〈2, 0〉), r′2 ≡ (〈1, 0〉, no/no, 〈2, 0〉),

r′3 ≡ (〈1, 0〉, λ/no, 〈2, 0〉), r′4 ≡ (〈1, 0〉, no/λ, 〈2, 0〉),
r′5 ≡ (〈1, 0〉, yes /λ, 0), r′6 ≡ (〈1, 0〉, no/λ, 0), r′7 ≡ (〈2, 0〉, yes /λ, 0),
r′8 ≡ (〈2, 0〉, no/λ, 0)}.

Note that each (uniform) recognizer tissue P system Πk(〈n,m〉) in a dP scheme will process all
Boolean formulas ϕ, which are in conjunctive normal form (CNF) with n variables andm clauses,
where 〈n,m〉 = (n+m)(n+m+1)

2 + n, as long as appropriate input multiset cod(ϕ) is supplied to
each component system [39]. Furthermore, we will use non-deterministic maximal parallelism in
the application of rules of the system. Thus, the correctness of the computations made by the
component P systems of 2-∆TPec is done [39].

In the construction of 2-∆TPec , labelling rules are introduced. Initially, both cells 1 and 3
contain a1, a2, . . . , an, which represent the variables in ϕ. After applying rules r1,i;1 and r1,i;3, we
would have 2n copies of cell 1 and 2n copies of cell 3 in both Π1 and Π2 in 2-∆TPec . Each cell 1
contains a unique truth assignments of the n variables to be evaluated. Each cell 3 contains the
corresponding sequence of βi and β′i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Note that the number of t′i and f

′
i equals to the

number of βi and β′i, respectively.
We need to show that our labelling of all cells 1 is unique to guarantee a consistent truth

assignments by both component P systems in 2-∆TPec for each variable in ϕ before the inter-
component communication is done.

The set of labelling rules is composed of r30;1 to r33;1 of 2-∆TPec . The existence of βi and β′i
in each of cell 3 is assured after applying r1,i;3, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Also t′is and f ′is are in each cell 1 after
applying r1,i;1.

Labelling rules can be expressed as follows. Given initial labels obtained by using r30;1 and
r31;1. Let r32;1 be the mapping gt′ : l 7→ 2l, and r33;1 be the mapping gf ′ : l 7→ 2l − 1. These
mapping are bijections. Thus the unique labelling vl of each cell 1 is obtained. Furthermore,
each cell 1 labelled vl contains distinct thruth assignments that makes true the formula ϕ.

The labelling procedure is done in O(n) steps. Each component P system of ∆TPec performs
its evaluation individually in 3n+ 3mk + 2 steps, where mk = dm2 e. In particular, after 3n+ 3mk

steps, Emk+1 and vl are found in each cell 1, which means the truth assignment for ϕ is satisfied.
Rule r27 collects all pairs vl and yes in cell 3 at step 3n+3mk+1, then r28 releases pairs of vl and
yes to the local environment of each component P system in the dP scheme. The communication
rule r′1 can be applied at the same time unused pairs of vl and yes during the communication
will be dumped to cell x.
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Finally, the object yes will be at the common environment after step 3n + 3mk + 4 or the
object no will be at the common environment after step 3n+3mk +3. Note that at δh the object
yes is in 0. 2

The succeeding results will measure the amount of communications in each component P
system.

Theorem 15. There exists a bi-directional P protocol ∆TPec for solving the SAT problem under a
balanced fixed-partition such that ComN(∆TPec) = 1, ComR(∆TPec) = S, ComW (∆TPec) = 4S,
where S is the number of satisfying truth assignment to the SAT problem.

Proof: The dP scheme 2-∆TPec from Theorem 14 decides ϕ using bi-directional P protocol.
After the component P systems of ∆TPec individually decide on their parts of the input, they
would need to communicate their decisions to the other components for consistency of truth
assignments. Since 2-∆TPec is using an antiport-like inter-component communication rules, this
requires only one communication. Each of the component P systems, if ϕ is satisfiable, then the
system will certainly have some vl. In particular, if (〈1, 0〉, vlyes/vlyes, 〈2, 0〉) is used by both
component P systems Π1 and Π2, which implies both of them obtained at least a satisfying truth
assignment for ϕ.

Let Tk be the set of satisfying truth assignments obtained by Πk, (k = 1, 2), then T1 ∩ T2

is the set of satisfying truth assignments for ϕ. Let |T1 ∩ T2| = S, then ComN(∆TPec) =
1, ComR(∆TPec) = S, ComW (∆TPec) = 4S. 2

Theorem 16. Let ϕ be any instance of SAT in CNF with m clauses and n variables. Then under
a balanced fixed-partition, there is a two-way 2-P protocol ∆TPec for solving the SAT problem such
that ComN(∆TPec) = 2, ComR(∆TPec) = S + T, ComW (∆TPec) = 2(S + T ), where S is the
number of satisfying truth assignment to ϕ1, and T is the number of satisfying truth assignments
of the SAT problem.

Proof: The same 2-∆TPec in Theorem 15 is used but rules in R∆ will be as follows.

R2-∆2 = {r′1 ≡ (〈1, 0〉, vl yes /λ, 〈2, 0〉), r′2 ≡ (〈1, 0〉, λ/ v′l yes 〈2, 0〉),
r′3 ≡ (〈1, 0〉, no/λ, 0), r′4 ≡ (〈2, 0〉, y′ yes /λ, 0), r′5 ≡ (〈2, 0〉, no/λ, 0)}.

Furthermore, we add cell 4 to each component P system of ∆TPec. Then we have

∆TPec = (Γ, 0,Π1,Π2, R∆),

where Πk(〈n,m〉) = (Γk,Σk, Ek,Mk,1,Mk,2,Mk,3,Mk,4,Mk,x, Rk, ikin = 2, ikout = 0), such that
Mk,4 = {ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, and Γk = Γ′ ∪ V ∪ V ′ ∪ {εi, ε′i, κi, κ′i γi, γ′i}.

Similarly, we add the following rules in Rk :

Rule applied to cell 3 with objects βi, β′i, κi and κ
′
i

r1,i;3 ≡ [ a1 ]3 → [β1 κ1 ]3 [β′1 κ
′
1 ]3, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Rule applied to generate copies of cell 4 with objects γ′i and ε
′
i

r1,i;4 ≡ [ ai ]4 → [ γ′i ]4 [ ε′i ]4, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Cell-labeling rules for cell 4:
r30;4 ≡ [κ1 ]3 [ γ′1 ]4 → [ v1 ]3 [ v1 γ1 ]4,
r31;4 ≡ [κ′1 ]3 [ ε′1 ]4 → [ v2 ]3 [ v2 ε1 ]4,
r32;4 ≡ [κi ]3 [ γ′ivl ]4 → [ v2l ]3 [ γi v2l ]4, l ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}, 2 ≤ i ≤ n,
r33;4 ≡ [κ′i ]3 [ ε′ivl ]4 → [ v2l−1 ]3 [ εi v2l−1 ]4, l ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}, 2 ≤ i ≤ n.
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Additional rules
r38 ≡ [ v2

l y ]0 [ vl ]4 → [ vl ]0 [ v′l y
′ ]4,

r39 ≡ [ ]0 [ v′l y
′ ]4 → [ v′l y

′ ]0 [ ]4.

Let ϕ = ϕ1 ∧ϕ2, where ϕ1 is assigned to Π1 and ϕ2 is assigned to Π2. The inputs are placed
in the appropriate cells of the component P systems of ∆TPec in an encoded form. Solution must
be made known to both component P systems of ∆TPec . Thus, the decision has been made known
to both component P systems if object yes appeared in 0 or the common shared environment of
Π1 and Π2. Note that communications start from left to right, then from right to left.

When both components of ∆TPec have already been produced all labels vl in cell 1, and if
object Emk+1 appears at least in a cell 1 (it means ϕ is satisfiable). Emk+1 together with vl will
be evolved to yes, vl in 〈k, 0〉, k = 1, 2. At this time, communication for the system commences.

Π1 will communicate to Π2, all labels vl of cell 1 that appear in its local environment use the
rule (〈1, 0〉, vl yes /λ, 〈2, 0〉). Suppose there are S copies of vl in 〈1, 0〉, hence 2S copies of objects
have been communicated to Π2 in one communication using S symport-like inter-component
rules. Let T1 and T2 denote sets of satisfying assignments obtained by Π1 and Π2, respectively,
then T1 ∩ T2 is the set of satisfying assignments for the SAT problem.

After performing rules r38 and r39, Π2 will send all v′l and yes to Π1 to inform the solution on
the satisfiability of the SAT problem. At the same time, Π2 sends objects yes, y′ to 0. Finally,
Π1 is informed with the satisfying assignments for the SAT problem.

Therefore, ComN(∆TPec) = 2, ComR(∆TPec) = S + T, ComW (∆TPec) = 2(S + T ). 2

Theorem 17. Let ϕ be any instance of the SAT problem in CNF with m clauses and n variables.
Then under a balanced fixed-partition, there is a one-way 2-P protocol ∆TPec for the SAT problem
such that ComN(∆TPec) = 1, ComR(∆TPec) = S, ComW (∆TPec) = 2S, where S is the number
of satisfying truth assignment of the SAT problem.

Proof: The same 2-∆TPec in Theorem 16 is used.
Communications between Π1 and Π2 end after Π1 sends its pairs vl, yes to Π2. After using

r39, Π2 sends copies of yes to 0 to declare satisfiability of the SAT problem.
At the end of computation/communications, both Π1 and Π2 know the labels of the satisfying

truth assignments for the SAT problem, which requires only a single communication using S
number of communication rules with a total of 2S objects, where S is the number of satisfying
truth assignment of the SAT problem.

Therefore, ComN(∆TPec) = 1, ComR(∆TPec) = S, ComW (∆TPec) = 2S. 2

Remark 18. Suppose we consider an unbalanced fixed-partition for the input of the SAT problem.
Let |P1| = m1, and |P2| = m −m1 such that |m1 −m2| ≥ 2. Then 2-P protocol ∆TPec would
need 3n+ 3m′ + 3 steps to provide a decision for the SAT problem, where m′ = max{m1,m2}.
Eventually, results on communication complexity (Theorems 15, 16 and 17) can be re-stated for
the case of unbalanced fixed-partition.

5 Solving SAT by 3-∆TPec

In this section, solution to the SAT problem will be presented using 3 components recognizer
tissue P systems.

Theorem 19. Let ϕ be any instance of the SAT problem in CNF with m clauses and n variables.
Then under a balanced fixed-partition, there is a one-way 3-P protocol 3-∆TPec for SAT such that
ComN(∆TPec) = 2, ComR(∆TPec) = V ′′ + V ′, ComW (∆TPec) = 2(V ′′ + V ′), where V ′′ is the
number of satisfying truth assignments to ϕ2, and V ′ is the number of satisfying truth assignments
of Π1 for ϕ1.
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Proof: Let 3-∆TPec = (Γ, 0,Π1,Π2,Π3, R∆) be a dP scheme, where each Πk (k = 1, 2, 3) is the
same as those in Theorem 16. Each Πk has almost the same set of rules presented in Theorem
16 in processing input instance ϕ of SAT. In this model, the following rule is added:

r40 ≡ [ v′l vl y ]0 [ vl ]4 → [ vl ]0 [ v′l y
′ ]4.

Consequently, the following inter-component communication rules for 3-∆TPec will be used.

R1-∆3 = {r′1 ≡ (〈1, 0〉, vl yes /λ, 〈2, 0〉), r′2 ≡ (〈2, 0〉, v′l, yes / λ 〈3, 0〉),
r′3 ≡ (〈3, 0〉, y′ yes/λ, 0), r′4 ≡ (〈3, 0〉, no /λ, 0),
r′5 ≡ (〈2, 0〉, no/λ, 0), r′6 ≡ (〈1, 0〉, no/λ, 0)}.

Communication between components of 3-∆TPec is done successively from Π1 to Π2, then
from Π2 to Π3. After each component processed their part of the input, Π1 starts communication
with Π2 by sending all labels of cell 1. Π2 obtained all these vl, which are labels of cell 1 that
provide satisfying truth assignments for ϕ from Π1. Let T1 be the set of all labels vl of cell 1, if
|T1| = V ′, then Π1 sent 2V ′ copies of object to Π2 in one step.

Now Π3 obtained from Π2 copies of object v′l and yes after 3n+ 3mk + 6 steps. Each v′l is a
label of a satisfying truth assignment made by Π1 and Π2, hence all copies of objects v′l, vl, vl′ ,
yes are contained in 〈3, 0〉 after Π2 sent objects v′l, yes to Π3. Π3 uses r40 and r39 to prepare
using (〈3, 0〉, y′ yes/λ, 0) to declare satisfiability of ϕ. The number of y′ is equal to the number of
satisfying truth assignments of ϕ. In particular, the number of y′ is equal to |T1∩T2∩T3|, where
T1, T2, and T3 are sets of satisfying truth assignments evaluated by Π1,Π2, and Π3, respectively.

Let |T1| = V ′, and |T2| = V ′′. Finally, we have ComN(3-∆TPec) = 2, ComR(3-∆TPec) =
V ′′ + V ′, and ComW (3-∆TPec) = 2V ′′ + 2V ′. 2

Theorem 20. Let ϕ be any instance of the SAT problem in CNF with m clauses and n variables.
Then under a balanced fixed-partition, there is a two-way 3-P protocol 3-∆TPec for the SAT
problem such that ComN(3-∆TPec) = 4, ComR(3-∆TPec) = 2S + V ′ + V ′′, ComW (∆3-TPec) =
2(S + V ′ + V ′′), where S is the number of satisfying truth assignment to ϕ, V ′ is the number of
satisfying assignments of Π1 for ϕ1, and V ′′ = |T1 ∩ T2|, where T1 and T2 are satisfying truth
assignments of ϕ1 and ϕ2, respectively.

Proof: The 3-∆TPec in Theorem 19 is used but the set of inter-component communication rules
R∆ = R2-∆3 uses only the symport-like communication rules. Specifically,

R2-∆3 = R1-∆3 ∪ {(〈2, 0〉, λ / v′l, 〈3, 0〉), (〈1, 0〉, λ / v′l, 〈2, 0〉) }.

From Π1, it is easy to know that 2V ′ copies of object are sent to Π2, where V ′ = |T1|, T1

being the set of satisfying truth assignments for ϕ1 evaluated by Π1.
Using r40 and r39, Π2 will eventually send objects v′l and yes to Π3. The total amount of

objects is equal to 2V ′′ in a single communication. Π3 realizes S labels that give satisfying truth
assignments for ϕ, where S is the total number of labels that are common to all component P
systems.

After 3n+ 3mk + 10 steps, y′ and yes will be sent by Π3 to 0, simultaneously, objects v′l and
yes are sent to Π2. Hence Π2 sends the same copies of objects to Π1. The communication going
back from Π3 to Π1 requires 2S copies of objects using 2S rules in two communications.

Therefore, ComN(3-∆TPec) = 4, ComR(3-∆TPec) = S + V ′ + V ′′, and ComW (3-∆TPec) =
S + 2V ′ + 2V ′′. 2

Theorem 21. Let ϕ be any instance of the SAT problem in CNF with m clauses and n variables.
Then under a balanced fixed-partition, there is a bi-directional 3-P protocol 3-∆TPec for the SAT
problem such that ComN(3-∆TPec) = 1, ComR(3-∆TPec) = S, ComW (∆3-TPec) = 6S, where S
is the number of satisfying truth assignment to ϕ.
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Proof: The 3-P protocol 3-∆TPec used in this proof will have component P systems similar to
that in Theorem 15, but we use the following additional rules:

r41 ≡ [ vl yes ]3 [ vl ]4 → [ ]3 [ v′3l yes3 ]4, and r42 ≡ [ ]0 [ v′l yes ]4 → [ vl yes ]0 [ ]4,
and the set of inter-component communication rules R∆ as follows:

Rbi-∆3 = {r′1 ≡ (〈1, 0〉, yes vl/yes vl, 〈2, 0〉), r′2 ≡ (〈1, 0〉, yes vl/yes vl, 〈3, 0〉),
r′3 ≡ (〈2, 0〉, yes vl/yes vl, 〈3, 0〉),
r′4 ≡ (〈1, 0〉, y yes /λ, 0), r′5 ≡ (〈2, 0〉, y yes /λ, 0), r′6 ≡ (〈3, 0〉, y yes /λ, 0),
r′7 ≡ (〈1, 0〉, no/λ, 0), r′8 ≡ (〈2, 0〉, no/λ, 0), r′9 ≡ (〈3, 0〉, no/λ, 0)}.

Furthermore, each component of 3-∆TPec is as follows:

Πk(〈n,m〉) = (Γk,Σk, Ek,Mk,1,Mk,2,Mk,3,Mk,4,Mk,x, Rk, ikin = 2, ikout = 0),

such thatMk,4 = {ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and Γk = Γ′ ∪ V ∪ V ′ ∪ {εi, ε′i, κi, κ′i γi, γ′i}, r34 6∈ Rk.
In this modified 3-∆TPec, the additional rules allow each component P system to triple its vl

and yes in order to prepare for a simultaneous antiport-like communications. If ϕ is satisfiable,
then rules r′1, r′2, and r′3 could be used. Simultaneously, by all component P systems send y, yes
to 0. Since the communication is bi-directional, this is done in one step, using S rules and total
of 6 objects. Note that S is the number of satisfying assignments for ϕ.

Therefore, ComN(3-∆TPec) = 1, ComR(3-∆TPec) = S, ComW (∆3-TPec) = 6S, where S is
the number of satisfying truth assignment to ϕ. 2

6 Relative performance of k-∆TPec

The relative performance and parallelizability of k-∆TPec is considered in this section. The
concept of weak parallelizability introduced in [21] is also considered.

A problem L is said to be (k,m)-weakly ComX parallelizable, for some k ≥ 2,m ≥ 1 and
X ∈ {, N,R,W}, if there is a dP scheme ∆ with k components and there is a finite F∆ ⊆ L such
that each string x ∈ L− F∆ can be written as x = x1x2 · · ·xk, such that ||xi| − |xj || ≤ 1 for all
1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, each component Πi takes as input the string xi, 1 ≥ i ≤ k and string x is accepted
by ∆ in a halting computation δ such that ComX ≤ m. A problem L is called weakly ComX
parallelizable if it is (k,m)-weakly ComX parallelizable for some k ≥ 2,m ≥ 1.

In the case of k-∆TPec, k = 2, 3 deciding on the SAT problem, the following results on
parallelizability are obtained. In particular, results presented in Section 3 implies the following.

Theorem 22. Let SAT= {ϕ | ϕ has n variables and m clauses}.

1. Let 2-∆TPec be a uniform bi-directional 2-P protocol for SAT under balanced fixed-partition,
then SAT is (2, r)-weakly ComX parallelizable, where
(r, ComX) ∈ { (1, ComN), (S,ComR), (4S,ComW ) }, S is the number of satisfying truth
assignments for ϕ.

2. Let 2-∆TPec be a uniform two-way 2-P protocol for SAT under balanced fixed-partition,
then SAT is (2, r)-weakly ComX parallelizable, where
(r, ComX) ∈ { (2, ComN), (S + T,ComR), (2(S + T ), ComW ) }, where S is the number
of satisfying truth assignment to ϕ1, and T is the number of satisfying truth assignments
for ϕ.

3. Let 2-∆TPec be a uniform one-way 2-P protocol for SAT under balanced fixed-partition,
then SAT is (2, r)-weakly ComX parallelizable, where
(r, ComX) ∈ { (1, ComN), (S,ComR), (2S,ComW ) }, where S is the number of satisfying
truth assignment of ϕ1.
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In the case of 3-∆TPec for solving the SAT problem under balanced fixed-partition, the results
in Section 5 implies the following.

Theorem 23. Let SAT= {ϕ | ϕ has n variables and m clauses}.

1. Let -∆TPec be a uniform bi-directional 3-P protocol for SAT under balanced fixed-partition,
then SAT is (3, r)-weakly ComX parallelizable, where
(r, ComX) ∈ { (1, ComN), (S,ComR), (6S,ComW ) }, where S is the number of satisfying
truth assignments for ϕ.

2. Let 2-∆TPec be a uniform two-way 3-P protocol for SAT under balanced fixed-partition,
then SAT is (3, r)-weakly ComX parallelizable, where
(r, ComX) ∈ { (4, ComN), (2S+V ′+V ′′, ComR), (2(S+V ′+V ′′), ComW ) }, where S is
the number of satisfying truth assignment to ϕ, V ′ is the number of satisfying assignments
of Π1 for ϕ1, and V ′′ = |T1 ∩ T2|, where T1,and T2 are satisfying truth assignments of ϕ1,
and ϕ2, respectively.

3. Let 2-∆TPec be a uniform one-way 3-P protocol for SAT under balanced fixed-partition,
then SAT is (3, r)-weakly ComX parallelizable, where
(r, ComX) ∈ { (2, ComN), (V ′′ + V ′, ComR), (2(V ′′ + V ′), ComW ) }, where V ′′ is the
number of satisfying truth assignment to ϕ2, and V ′ is the number of satisfying assignments
of Π1 for ϕ1.

The relative efficiency of performance of k-∆TPec (k = 2, 3) can also be viewed with respect to
its computation time spent solving a problem. In this respect, k-∆TPec will be compared to the
efficient solution presented in [39]. Let TIMEΠ(〈n,m〉)(n,m) be the running time of Π(〈n,m〉),
and TIME∆TPec

(n,m) denotes the running time of ∆TPec .

In [39], TIMEΠ(〈n,m〉)(n,m) = 2n+ 3m+ 2, while Theorem 14 gives TIME2-∆TPec
(n,m) =

3n+3mk +4. The following limit represents the speed up ratio between Π(〈n,m〉) and 2-∆TPec(n,m).

lim
n→∞

TIMEΠ(〈n,m〉)(n,m)

TIME2-∆TPec
(n,m)

= lim
n→∞

2n+ 3m+ 2

3n+ 3mk + 4
.

The value of this limit is required to be at least 2, to imply improvements of the computation
by 2-∆TPec(n,m) compared with that by Π(〈n,m〉)(n,m) solving the same problem.

Let k = 2, and m = n, the speed-up ratio is:

lim
n→∞

TIMEΠ(〈n,m〉)(n,m)

TIME2-∆TPec
(n,m)

= lim
n→∞

5n+ 2

4.5n+ 4
≈ 1.11.

This suggests that for any k ≥ 2, as long as m ≤ n, k-∆TPec could not do significant
advantage compared with Π(〈n,m〉) for solving SAT. It can also be observed that if for any k,
n = m2, we would have

lim
n→∞

TIMEΠ(〈n,m〉)(n,m)

TIME∆TPec
(n,m)

= lim
m→∞

2m2 + 3m+ 2

3m2 + 3mk + 4
<

2

3
.

This would mean no parallelism.
If we let m = n2, then speed-up ratio becomes

lim
n→∞

TIMEΠ(〈n,m〉)(n,m)

TIME∆TPec
(n,m)

= lim
n→∞

2n+ 3n2 + 2

3n+ 3
kn

2 + 4
= k ≥ 2.
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This shows that k-∆TPec computes in at least half the required number of steps by Π(〈n,m〉),
if m ≥ n2, for any k.

The uniform recognizer tissue P systems in [39] may not be the optimal uniform recognizer
tissue P systems for solving the SAT problem, that is, deciding SAT with the smallest possible
steps, but it is efficient enough to compare the relative performance of k-∆TPec for solving SAT.

7 Conclusions and discussions

In this work, a distributed P scheme that solves instances ϕ of SAT is presented. The power of
the recognizer tissue P systems with evolutional communication rules and cell division from [39]
is capitalized in a dP scheme. Labelling of all cells 1 after cell division is suggested to give pre-
cise and exact decision on the satisfiability of ϕ. Moreover, ∆TPec requires that whatever is the
decision for ϕ, all component P systems know the decision. Two possible types of communica-
tion that ∆TPec could be performed, namely, antiport-like inter-component communication and
symport-like inter-component communication. Thus, the concept of a P protocol is introduced.
Taking into account the types of inter-component communications on dP scheme, one-way P pro-
tocol, two-way P protocol and bi-directional P protocol are defined. The concept of a uniform P
protocol is also mentioned. The idea of balanced and unbalanced partitions are also presented
and, in particular, a so-called (un)balanced fixed-partition is considered in distributing parts of
the input to component P systems of dP scheme.

It is shown that under a balanced fixed-partition k-∆TPec , could be able to decide on the
satisfiability of any instance ϕ of SAT using only one communication under a bi-directional k-P
protocol. The number of inter-component rules is the number of satisfying truth assignments for
ϕ. But the number of objects sent by the k component P systems increases with respect to k. In
the case k = 2, 3, we obtained ComN(2-∆TPec) = 1, ComR(2-∆TPec) = S, ComW (2-∆TPec) =
4S, and ComN(3-∆TPec) = 1, ComR(3-∆TPec) = S, ComW (∆3-TPec) = 6S, where S is the
number of satisfying truth assignment to ϕ.

Notice that k-∆TPec is a uniform dP scheme, that is, each component P system Πk has
(almost) the same set of rules being implemented during every computation. It is also assume that
each cell in tissue P systems is connected to every other cells in the system and can communicate
directly with each other. The only trade-off is extra steps for each component to reproduce the
objects to be communicated using bi-directional mode of communication. This is polynomial with
respect to the number of component P systems. This implies that under k-∆TPec , SAT is (k, 1)-
weakly ComN parallelizable, for all k. Note that this invariance with respect to weakly ComN is
obtained under a balanced fixed-partition of input, fixed encoding and with a bi-directional k-P
protocol.

The same invariance could be observed in the case of (k, S)- weakly ComR parallelizability
of k-∆TPec under a balanced fixed k-partition using bi-directional communication mode, for any
k. Notice that the k components P systems in k-∆TPec will have to produce k copies of the
labels of cell with satisfying truth assignments of their respective part of the input. Eventually,
k-∆TPec uses the antiport-like inter component communication rule that matches these labels
together with yes. Finally every cell in k-∆TPec sends object yes to 0 to signal the end of the
computation and decided the satisfiability of ϕ.

Note that in Remark 18, it was stated that Theorem 15 and Theorem 16 could be re-stated
in the case of unbalanced partition. Then at least for k = 2, 3, SAT is (k, 1)-weakly ComN paral-
lelizable and (k, S)-weakly ComR parallelizable under an unbalanced fixed-partition. It is believe
that SAT is (k, 1)-weakly ComN parallelizable and is also (k, S)-weakly ComR parallelizable for
any k under an unbalanced k fixed-partition.
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Statement 1 of both Theorem 22 and Theorem 23 shows that SAT belongs to the class of
problems that could be solved by uniform k-∆TPec , k = 2, 3 with ComW (2-∆TPec) = 4S, and
ComW (3-∆TPec) = 6S, where S is the number of satisfying truth assignment to ϕ, which implies
that the objects needed to be communicated by the system increases with the number compo-
nents. Note that a uniform 3-∆TPec for SAT needs more 2S objects to decide the satisfiability
of ϕ compared with 2-∆TPec . Using the uniform k-∆TPec in this paper, it might be reasonable
to believe that SAT may be (k, s)-weakly ComW parallelizable, but it is not (k + 1, s)-weakly
ComR parallelizable, for any k and for some s.

In the case of one-way and two-way uniform k-P protocols under balanced fixed-partition
(k = 2, 3), it was demonstrated that the total amount of objects to be communicated and the
total number of inter-component rules are increased with respect to the number of component P
systems of k-∆TPec . These results suggest that ComX, X ∈ {N,R,W} is directly proportional to
k. In particular, SAT belongs to the class of problems that is (2, r)-weakly ComX parallelizable,
which do not belong to the class of problems that are (3, r)-weakly ComX parallelizable, where
(r, ComX) ∈ {(r, ComN), (r, ComR), (r, ComW )}. It is of interest to know if these observed
relations between 2-∆ and 3-∆ could be extended to k-∆ and (k + 1)-∆ with one-way and
two-way uniform k P protocols under balanced fixed-partition.

It is also realized that the amount of clauses related to the number of variables is quite
necessary in order to obtain efficiency in using k-∆TPec to solve SAT. In particular, if m ≤ n, the
relative efficiency of k-∆TPec cannot be equal to 2. This is regardless if we increase the number
k of component P systems. But at m = n2, we obtain a reasonable relative efficiency k, for any
k ∈ O(n). Notice here that this efficiency is an upper bound of the precise efficiency we wanted
to obtain, since k-∆TPec is compared only to a particular Π(〈n,m〉) for solving SAT.

In [21], a problem L is said to be (k, r, s)-efficiently ComX parallelizable, for some k ≥ 2, r ≥
1, s ≥ 2, and X ∈ {N,R,W}, if it is (k, r)-weakly ComX parallelizable, and there is a dP scheme
∆ such that

lim
n→∞

TIMEΠ(x)

TIME∆(x)
≥ s,

for all P systems Π such that L = L(Π). Moreover, TIMEΠ(x) is the smallest number of
steps need for Π to accept string x should be estimated with respect to all Π for L, while
TIME∆(x) is just given by means of a construction of a suitable dP scheme ∆. It might be
reasonable to believe that SAT is (k, r, s) efficiently ComX parallelizable, where (rComX) ∈
{(r1, ComN), (r2, ComR), (r3, ComW )}, for some real numbers ri, i = 1, 2, 3; s ≤ k is the speed
up ratio and k is the number of components in the uniform dP scheme under bi-directional,
one-way and two-way uniform k-P protocol.

Notice that in order to minimize the amount of objects to be communicated proper, encoding
of objects is necessary. We need not to communicate the whole multiset of objects, but an encoded
version of them. This encoding add-up to the time and number of cells to be used by component
P systems in the systems. In the case of this paper, cell labelling is proposed to encode the truth
assignment uniquely to maintain consistency of assigning truth values to variable being evaluated
by the whole systems. In order to keep the use of rules efficiently, we have to expect to produce
at most exponential amount of cells. Finally, we suggest that one of possible path to take in
this line of research is to minimize the amount of objects to be communicated by component P
systems in solving problems, keeping the performance of component P systems within reasonable
efficiency.

Uniform P protocols under balanced fixed-partition are the ones considered, and remarked
on the unbalanced fixed-partition for solving SAT is provided. It would be nice to consider what
may be called optimal-partition, where we design partition of the objects of the input and see
how it fared with fixed-partition with respect to communication measures. Non-uniform k-P
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protocol solving hard problems might also be a nice direction to pursue. By non-uniform, means
allowing each component P system to perform what it thinks necessary with respect to the input
part. Furthermore, it is of interest to consider communication resources with respect to some
communication P protocols or dP schemes for solving other hard problems.
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Appendix: Some Tables for Inter-component Communications

The following tables below show how communication between component P systems trans-
fer. The table of communications starts when the systems already obtained a satisfying truth
assignments of their respective input parts. Notice that Table 6 which is continued in Table 7
starts at step 4. This initially started when Emk+1 appeared in any of the cell 1, which will be
the step 1 of the table.

Below are tables for cases where there are at most three component recognizer tissue P systems
with evolutional communication rules and cell division. one-way, two-way and bi-directional P
protocol are considered below. Notice that the set of communication rules differs per kind of P
protocol model. The set of rules used by each component P systems are mostly based on the
results in [39]. Variations on rules Rk for each k depends on the P communication mode required
of the systems.

The tables provide labels of each column and each row provides information on specific action
transferred with respect to the preceding row.

One would notice that the set of inter-component rules of other P communication mode are
similar as stated in the proof of some of the Theorems.
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Table 1: Expanded Communication Configuration for k-∆. Rejecting Communication (1).

step rule cell 1 cell 2 cell 3 cell x 〈1, 0〉 0 〈2, 0〉 cell x cell 3 cell 2 cell 1

1 r26 vl αp, d vl vl αp vl
2 r29 y αp+1, d vl, vl, yes αp+1, d y

3 r′6 no vl, yes y′ αp+2, d

4 no vl, yes y′ αp+3, d

Table 2: Expanded Communication Configuration for k-∆. Rejecting Communication (2).

step rule cell 1 cell 2 cell 3 cell x 〈1, 0〉 0 〈2, 0〉 cell x cell 3 cell 2 cell 1

1 r26 vl αp, d vl vl αp vl
2 r29 y αp+1, d vl, vl αp+1, d y

3 r′2 y no no y

4 y no y

Table 3: Expanded Communication Configuration for bi-∆2. Accepting Communication.

step rule cell 1 cell 2 cell 3 cell x 〈1, 0〉 0 〈2, 0〉 cell x cell 3 cell 2 cell 1

1 r26, r27 Emk+1, vl αp, d vl vl αp Emk+1 vl
2 r28, r35 y αp+1, d vl, yes vl, yes αp+1, d y

3 r′1, r34, r36 αp+2, d y′ vl, yes vl, yes y′ αp+2, d

4 r′7, r
′
5, r37 αp+3, d yes vl yes vl yes yes αp+3, d

vl 6∈ T1 vl 6∈ T2

5 y, vl yes yes y, vl yes

Table 4: Expanded Communication Configuration for 2∆2 and 1-∆2. Accepting Communication.
Note that vl′ found in cell x are those which are elements of T1 ∩ T2.

step rule cell 1 cell 2 cell 3 cell 4 cell x 〈1, 0〉 0 〈2, 0〉 cell x cell 4 cell 3 cell 2 cell 1

1 r26 Emk+1 αp vl εi εi vl αp Emk+1

r27 vl d γi γi d vl
vl vl

2 r26 y αp+1 vl yes εi εi vl yes αp+1 y
r28 d γi γi d
r35 vl vl

3 r26 αp+2 y′ εi vl yes vlyes εi y′ αp+2

r36 d γi γi d
r′1 vl vl

4 r26, r34, αp+3, d vl, εi, γi y v2
l yes2 vl, εi, γi αp+3, d

r38, r37 y vl′ 6∈ T1

yes y vl, εi, γi αp+3, d

5 r26, r39 αp+4, d vl, εi, γi y vl yes2 yes y v′l y
′ εi αp+6, d

vl′ γi vl′′ ,
l′′ 6= l

6 r26, r
′
2 αp+7, d vl, εi, γi y vl v

′
l yes y v′l y

′ εi αp+7, d
y′ yes2 vl′ γi vl′′ ,

l′′ 6= l

7 αp+8, d vl, εi, γi y v′l yes y′ yes vl yes y v′l y
′ εi αp+7, d

vl′ γi vl′′ ,
l′′ 6= l
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Table 5: Expanded Communication Configuration for 1∆3. Accepting Communication.

step rule cell 1 cell 2 cell 3 cell 4 cell x 〈2, 0〉 0 〈3, 0〉 cell x cell 4 cell 3 cell 2 cell 1

4 r26 αp+3 εi v2
l y vl εi αp+3

r37 d γi yes2 yes γi d
r38 vl vl′ , yes y vl

5 r26 αp+4 εi vl vl y εi αp+4

r39 d γi yes2 yes γi d
v′l vl′ vl
vl, yes
y

6 r26 αp+5 εi v′l vl y εi αp+5

r′ d γi y′ yes γi d
vl′ yes2 vl

7 r26 αp+6 εi y′ v′l yes εi αp+6

r40 d γi yes vl yes γl d
vl′ vl′ yes vl

8 r26 αp+7 εi y′ vl yes εi v
′
l αp+7

r39 d γi yes vl′ yes γi y
′ d

vl′ vl
9 r26 αp+8 εi y′ v′l y

′ y εi αp+8

r′ d γi yes vl yes γi d
vl vl′ yes vl

10 αp+8 εi y′ v′l y εi αp+8

d γi yes vl γi d
vl vl′ yes vl
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Abstract: Computational cost is a big challenge for almost all intelligent algorithms
which are run on CPU. In this regard, our proposed kernel P system multi-objective
binary particle swarm optimization feature selection and classification method should
perform with an efficient time that we aimed to settle via using potentials of membrane
computing in parallel processing and nondeterminism. Moreover, GPUs perform bet-
ter with latency-tolerant, highly parallel and independent tasks. In this study, to
meet all the potentials of a membrane-inspired model particularly parallelism and
to improve the time cost, feature selection method implemented on GPU. The time
cost of the proposed method on CPU, GPU and Multicore indicates a significant
improvement via implementing method on GPU.
Keywords: parallel membrane computing, GPU based membrane computing, ker-
nel P system, parallel multi-objective binary PSO, parallel kernel P system-multi
objective binary PSO.

1 Introduction

In the literature [1], from one point of view, methods of feature selection for classification
can be divided into three families 1) methods for flat features (filter models, wrapper models,
embedded models), 2) methods for structured features (graph structure) and 3) methods for
streaming features. A main disadvantage of the filter approach despite its lower time consumption
is the fact that it does not interact with the classifier, usually leading to worse performance
results than those obtained with wrappers. However, the wrapper model comes with an expensive
computational cost. An intermediate solution for researchers can be the use of embedded methods
that are usually a mix of two or more feature selection methods from different origins which use
the core of the classifier to establish a criterion to rank features.

From another perspective for the division of feature selection and classification methods, wide
range of mixed methods are developed mainly based on evolutionary learning methods such as
genetic algorithm (GA), neighborhood search like K nearest neighbor (KNN) and swarm intelli-
gence algorithms such as particle swarm optimization (PSO). Based on our review on GA and
KNN, the problems of various proposed methods can be categorized to three parts. First; e.g.,
pure genetic algorithm generally has limitations such as 1) slow convergence, 2) lacks of rank
based fitness function and 3) being a time-consuming approach. Mixed methods of GA and

Copyright ©2018 CC BY-NC
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KNN were not capable to tackle with these problems completely. Second; in terms of classifi-
cation accuracy, resulted accuracy in intelligent feature selection and classification algorithms
varies greatly either in different datasets, also due to building unstable method overfitting risk
increases dramatically when they examine on high density datasets. PSO because of first; its
ability to match with graph model as genes (nodes) and define relationship between them (edge),
second; higher accuracy in compared with flat (filter and wrapper) methods third; reasonable
time complexity on CPU is our candidate in proposing a membrane-inspired feature selection
method.Computational cost is a big challenge for almost all intelligent algorithms which are
run on CPU. Recently new attempts have been started to develop parallel feature selection and
classification methods such as [24] and some efforts are focused on parallelization of intelligent
optimization algorithms, such as parallel genetic algorithm on CPUs/computers to identify in-
formative genes for classification [16, 23], parallel Genetic algorithm on GPU [6, 15, 22], parallel
PSO on GPU [14, 19–21, 28] and parallel processing of microarray data [13]. In this regard, our
proposed membrane-inspired feature selection method should perform with an efficient time that
we aimed to settle via using potentials of membrane computing in parallel processing Due to
the inherent large-scale parallelism feature of membrane computing, any membrane computing
inspired model can fully represent this computation model only in the case of using the parallel
platform. From the beginning of introducing this model, it was a big concern in all membrane
related studies. For instance, to fully implement parallelism of such membrane computing model
and to support an efficient execution [25] used a platform based on reconfigurable hardware.
Without parallelism, all subsequent studies face a challenge of how to make rules available in all
steps of computation. In [2] a sequential computing of membrane computing, they just had an
option of using one membrane and made the rules periodically available based on time-varying
sequential P system. A sequential kernel P system multi objective binary particle swarm opti-
mization feature selection and classification method proposed in the study of [8,9]. Even by using
minimal parallelism of using rule; at least a rule from a set of rules in a membrane, e.g., with the
active membrane; solving NP-complete problems in polynomial time through trading space for
time leads to make a more efficient model of membrane computing. The architectural differences
between CPUs and GPUs cause CPUs to perform better on latency-sensitive, partially sequen-
tial, single sets of tasks. In contrast, GPUs performs better with latency-tolerant, highly parallel
and independent tasks. Recently, several studies attempted to utilize membrane computing to
improve intelligent algorithms. For instance, multi-core processing used in the study of [17] uti-
lized a membrane computing inspired genetic algorithm and [18] have highlighted parallelism in
membrane computing in the case of solving the N-queen’s problem.

As a variant of P system, kernel P system (KP system) introduced for the first time in the
study of [11,12]. This variant of P system integrates most of the features of membrane computing
which have been successfully used for modelling problems and are applied in various application.
Generally, there is two types of the rules in KP systems: first type of rules deals with the objects
to transfer them between compartments or send the objects from compartment to environment
and vice versa; second type of rules deal with the membrane structure to change the topology of
the compartments. Multi objective optimization refers to the problem of finding a set of values
which meet the limitations and are capable of optimizing the set of values to another set of values
which are the objective of optimization. PSO method itself is divided to two different approaches
called single objective and multi-objective. These two approaches meet different requirements.
Single objective is appropriate for the problems have only one correct solution. In versus, most
of the hard problems are often confronted with multi-objective decision problem that their goal
is to find the "best" solution which corresponds to the minimum or maximum value of a single
objective that lumps all different objectives into one. The combination of membrane computing
with optimization algorithm has been used in many studies such as [26,27].
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In this study, all the rules of KP system as rewriting and communication rule, division,
input/output, link creation have used to develop the proposed KP-MObPSO model. A multi-
core kernel P system multi objective binary particle swarm optimization feature selection and
classification method proposed in the study of [8]. The most important attempts to parallelize
membrane computing models are being done via using of graphic processing units (GPUs) [3–5,
7, 10]. All of these efforts have demonstrated that a parallel architecture is better positioned in
performance than traditional CPUs to simulate P systems, due to the inherently parallel nature
of them, and specifically GPUs obtain very good preliminary results simulating P systems.

2 Criteria to execute kernel P system multi objective binary PSO
on GPU

The important factor in implementing a P system-based model on GPU is to attention
the rate of communication between the threads, which is related to the dependencies between
objects [17, 18]. Previous approaches of implementing P system on GPU did not consider this
factor that exert effect on the performance of executing model on GPU. According to Figure
1, every single thread using the local memory and a thread block uses the share memory and
a grid of thread blocks use global memory. The main strategy will be assigning dependent
objects to the same thread for execution. Dependent objects in the proposed model are those
objects that should be produced by prior rule and enter the compartment as input object to
trigger the next rule. This is the reason rules are following priority for execution means those
rules have higher priority should be execute first to generate the objects which are necessary
to trigger the execution of other rules. Thus, in our model those objects that their existence is
dependent to the existence of other objects in the compartment will execute on the same thread
along with their parent objects. To design KP-MObPSO-SVM model on GPU, two important
points are concerned, first, the dependency between the objects and rules to decrease the rate of
communication, second; access to the lesser cost memories in the execution of threads like local
and shared memory. As it is shown in the Figure 1, a single thread is used to assign objects and
rules which are dependent to each other and they can use the local memory to keep the value
for the objects and send the value to another rule to trigger its execution. When the execution
of dependent rules is done, and completed in single threads, it will be needed to share the result
of the threads and make a decision to choose the best result to continue the execution of model.
To do this, a thread block which belongs to the current single threads can exchange the result
via shared memory.

According to [12], A KP system of degree n is a tuple,

kΠ = (O,µ,C1, . . . , Cn, i0)

where O is a finite set of objects, called an alphabet; µ defines the membrane structure, which
is a graph, (V,E), where V represents vertices indicating compartments and belongs to a set of
labels L(li, . . . ), and E represents edges; Ci = (ti, wi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a compartment of the system
consisting of a compartment type from T and an initial multiset, wi, over O; i0 is the output
compartment, where the result is obtained (this will not be used in this study). Each rule r may
have a guard g, in which case r is applicable when g is evaluated to true. Its generic form is
r{g}. KP systems use a graph-like structure (similar to that of tissue P systems) and two types
of rules

1. Rules to process objects: these rules used to transform object or to move objects inside
compartments or between compartments. These rules are called rewriting, communication
and input-output rules:
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Figure 1: GPU Memory

a Rewriting and communication rule: x→ y{g}, where x ∈ A+, y ∈ A?, g ∈ Finite regular
Expressions FE over (A

⋃
Ā); y at the right side defines as y = (a1, t1), . . . , (ah, th),

where aj ∈ A and tj ∈ L, 1 ≤ j ≤ h, aj is an object and tj is a target, respectively.

b The input-output rule: (x/y){g}, where x, y ∈ A?, g ∈ Finite regular Expressions FE
over (A

⋃
Ā); means that x can be sent from current compartment to the environment

or y can be brought from environment to the target compartment.

2. System structure rules: these rules make a fundamental change in the topology of the
membranes for example with division rule on a compartment, dissolution rule on a specific
compartment, make a link between compartments or dissolve the link between them. These
rules are described as follow:

a Division rule: []li →lil...lih {g}, where g ∈ Finite regular Expressions FE over (A
⋃
Ā);

means compartment li can be replaced with h number of compartments. All newly
created compartments inherit objects and links of li;

b Dissolution rule: []li → λ{g}; means compartment li is not exist anymore as well as all
its links with other compartments.
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c Link-creation rule: []li ; []lj → []li − −[]lj{cg}; means a link will be created between
compartment li with compartment lj . If there is more than one compartment with the
label lj , one of them will have a link with lj non-deterministically.

d Link-destruction rule: []li −−[]lj → []li ; []lj{cg}; means the existence link between li and
lj will eliminate and there will not be any link between them anymore. The same as link
creation, if there are more than one compartment which have a link with li then one of
them will be selected non-deterministically to apply this rule.

3 Proposed model

The entire proposed model includes two main parts, first part, features selection based on KP-
MObPSO plus classification based on (kernel P system-support vector machine) KP-SVM and
second part, KP-embedded feature selection/SVM classification. The first part defines modelling
and implementing previous MObPSO based on KP system rules with some improvements which
leads to the result consists of different set of marker genes, so called KP-MObPSO feature
selection. Thereafter, an error rate calculator based on KP-SVM applied to measure the error
rate of marker gene sets. To design the first part of the model, first it is needed to design
improved version of KP-MObPSO on GPU. To do so, we assume there are 4 compartments each
including 6 particles as Figure 2 and Figure 3. The same process will repeat for each particle as
follow:

Step 1: to assign one thread for each gene of dataset (which is including of 100 genes) first
we need to allocate memory in the Host for dataset of genes. Each gene keeps the values of six
samples, therefore an array of threads of at least size 6 is needed. Moreover, some other threads
are defined to save the values will be generated in the processing steps on the GPU and will return
back to the Host. Step 2: after allocating Host memory to each gene in the dataset, genes are
needed to transfer to Device memory to execute on GPU. Step 3: by assigning random number
of genes inside each particle, the main process will start by executing KP-MObPSO-SVM. The
kernel defined as "addkernel" will add the genes inside the particles and will execute the rules
on each thread. The sets of rules called "subgraph" and "Mycost" carry the dependent rules
as R1 to R10 (Table 1). Thus, these rules will execute on each single threads of genes. Local
memory will keep the value of all variables which are defined as objects and all the rules have
access to the same local memory to pull and push the value of objects. After that, the value of
object "Fit" for each thread and the initial value for the object "pBestScore" need to save in
shared memory to execute the function called "compare" according to the rules R11 and R12 to
refresh the value of object "pBestScore" with the minimum value of objects "Fit". This function
will implement on all threads from thread 1 to thread 4. Then, the velocity function according
to the R13 to R16 will be executed on each thread with utilizing of local memory Figure ??.
Also, two sets of rules including replacing rules and decision rules will be executed on threads
to initiate the cycle of particle preparation inside the compartments and restart the first part of
model again till predefined iteration (it=100). Then after getting the marker genes collected by
each thread, KP-SVM rules will apply to calculate the error rate for each set of marker genes.
These rules are reminded in (Table 2). Step 4: at the end of first part of the model, the error
rates of each set of marker genes will be calculated. According to the Table 2, (R1) is flag which
is an object with default value zero. R2, flag value will rewrite to 1 if it meets the guard values
including an error rate between 0 and 0.3 as well as having at least two cancerous genes indexes
in marker genes. R3, q and e are the counters of normal genes and cancerous genes respectively
which rewrite to a default value zero, and marker genes 2 keep a backup of marker genes resulted
from first part of the model.
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Table 1: KP-MObPSO Rules

R1:Rewriting
[[p,max_c]position]0 → [[(position1 . . . positionn)1 . . . (position1 . . .
positionn)p]0[[]1[]position]0
R2:Communication
[[(position1 . . . positionn)1 . . . (position1 . . . positionn)p]position]0 →
[(position1 . . . positionn)1 . . . (position1 . . . positionn)p]1]0
R3:Communication
[(position1 . . . positionn) . . . (position1 . . . positionn)p]1 → [(position1 . . .
positionn)]p1 . . . [(position1 . . . positionn)p]]1
Rulesinsideeachp : []p1 . . . []pn : r4 > r5 > r6 > r7

R4:Rewriting
[(position, a,maxc, p)]→ [NGENES], [NGENES]→ [NewNGENES,Q, c]

R5:(Communication/Rewriting)
[(NewNGENES, c, p, a)]→ [C], [C]→ [sumdiss], [a]→ [snr]
[snr]→ [sumsnr], [sumdiss, sumsnr]→ [FIT ]

R6:Link creation
[]position−−−−[]master

R7:(Communication/Rewriting)
[FIT ]→ [pBestScoren]master, [Qn]→ [Qn]master

R8:Division
[[Pn][pBestScoren, Qn]master]1]0 →
[P ]1 . . . [P ]n[pBestScoren, Qn, gBestScore]master]1[[]p1 . . . [P ]n
[fitness, pBest, gBest, V elocity, c1, c2, w, V max, s]master]1]0
R9: Membrane Dissolution
[[[]P1 . . . []Pn[]master]1]θ → λ

R10: Link Creation
[[[]P1 . . . []Pn[pBestScoren]master]1]0, [[[]P1 . . . []Pn[fitnessn]master]1]0 →
[[]P1 . . . []Pn[pBestScoren]master]1]0 −−−−− [[[]P1 . . . []Pn[fitnessn]master]1]0
R11: Communication/rewriting
[[[pBestScoren]master]1]0 → [[fitnessn]master]1]0, [[[pBestn]master]2]0 →
[[[fitnessn]master]2]0 < [[[pBestScoren]master]1]0, 1 ≤ n ≤ p
[[[gBestScore]master]1]0 → [[pBestScoren]master]1]0, [[[gBestn]master]2]0 →
[[[pBestScoren]master]1]0 < [[[gBestScore]master]1]0, 1 ≤ n ≤ p
[[[converge]master]1]0 → in[[[[pBestScore]]master]1]0
R12:Communication
[[[position]]1]0 → [[[position]master]1]0
R13: Communication/rewriting
[[[positionn, c1, c2, c, w, pBest, gBest, p,maxc, rand]master]1]0 → [[[V elocity]master]2]0
[[[V elocity]master]2]0 → [V max]master]1, V elocity > V max
[[[V elocity]master]1]0 → [−V max]master]2, V elocity < −V max
[[[[position]]master]1]0 →, rand <= 1/(1 + exp(−2 ∗ V elocity)
[[[[position]]master]2]0 → 0, rand > 1/(1 + exp(−2 ∗ V elocity)

R14:Output/link creation/communication & rewrite
[[[[position]]master]1]0 → [[position]1]0[[]1]0, [[]position]0 → []1]0 −−−−
[[]position]0[[[position]]1]0 → [[position]position]0
R15: Division rule
[[]p1 . . . []pn[]master]12[[]p1 . . . []pn[]master]121[[]p1 . . . []pn[]master]122

r16: Membrane dissolution [[]p1 . . . []pn[]master]12→ λ
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Table 2: KP-SVM Rules

R1:Rewriting (s)→ find(M(:) == i), table(i)→ lenght(s), 1 ≤ i ≤ 100

R2:Rewriting markergenes(i, it+ 1)→ i, table(i) > it, 1 ≤ i ≤ 100, 1 ≤ it ≤ n
R3:Rewriting
y(i, 1)→ +1,max_j → max_j + 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ 50

R4:Rewriting
y(i, 1)→ −1,max_f → max_f + 1, 51 ≤ i ≤ 100

R5:Rewriting
Badgenes(it+ 1, 1)→ max_f
R6:Rewriting
Y (j, 1)→ +1, 1 ≤ j ≤ max_j ∗ 3
Y (j, 1)→ −1,max_j ∗ 3 ≤ j ≤ max_j ∗ 3 +max_f ∗ 3

R7:Input
wholedata(k, 1)→ a(i, j), 1 ≤ i ≤ 100, table(i) > it, j = 1, k → k + 1
wholedata(k, 1)→ a(i, j), 1 ≤ i ≤ 100, table(i) > it, j = 3or5
wholedata(k, 2)→ a(i, j)1 ≤ i ≤ 100, table(i) > it, j = 2or4
wholedata(k, 2)→ a(i, j), k → k + 11 ≤ i ≤ 100, table(i) > it, j = 6

R8:Rewriting
wholedata(k, 1), wholedata(k, 2)→ XY,Holdout = 0.10→ Pcvpartition
X(P.training), Y (P.training)→ SVMStructsvmtrain
SVMStruct,X(P.test)→ CsvmclassifySum(Y (P.test)C)/P.testsize errRate
Y (P.test), C → conMat
ERR(1, 1)→ errRatefirst 100 times iteration, gBestScore = inf
ERR(it+ 1, 1)→ errRate
Constant→ ERR(it+ 1, 1)not first 100 times iteration, gBestScore 6= qinf

R9:Rewriting
particle2→Markergenes(:, it+ 1)1 ≤ it ≤ n, 0 ≤ ERR(it+ 1, 1) ≤ 0.3

R10:Division
a(i, j)→ (Particle2, it = 1), (Particle2, it = 2), . . . , (Particle2, it = n)
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Figure 2: Designing on GPU

Step 5: elapsed time so far for feature selection executed on one particle is 5.914 Sec.
Step 6: Let assume compartment number 1 is chosen because of meeting the criteria of

having better error rate. Marker genes 2 object will be used for further procedure on GPU. To
implement embed feature selection method, another kernel defined as "second kernel". For each
gene number from 1 to 100, rules number r4-r10 will apply to see whether entering a new gene
can improve the error rate of that particle or no. R4 and R5, gives a flag to index of genes based
on the type of genes whether they are belonged to normal genes or cancerous genes as +1 and
-1, respectively.

In parallel, q and e which are the counters of normal genes and cancerous genes will be update.
R6, the object maxj and maxf updates the number of normal and cancerous genes. R7, clear
the value of q and e. R8 reserve a place for the samples of gene indexes are selected as marker
genes and R9, inputs the real value of reserved samples inside a compartment called wholedata.
Wholedata compartment keeps real data samples for gene indexes are already highlighted as
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Figure 3: Continue Designing on GPU

marker genes. R10, applies an SVM package with rewriting rules to evaluate error rates. To
decide whether adding a new gene can improve the error rate or no, rule number 11 compares
error rates after adding each gene (from 1 to 100) with the constant error rate object resulted
in the first part of modelling for each set of marker genes. If adding a new can already can
improve constant error rate of that set of marker genes, the r11 will add this gene index to the
set of marker genes. Otherwise if a gene value already enter to the particle cannot improve the
error rate, it should be exit from the particle. Rules, R12-15 apply output and rewriting rules to
eliminate gene values inside the particle. After executing the computation model for n number
of iterations which each iteration represents one particle from it=1 to it=n, particles of marker
genes will update by new genes and result a new set of particles as (particle 3, it=1/ particle 3,
it=2/. . ./ particle 3, it=n). It means by the end of embedded feature selection and classification;
real data set will divide to a new compartment. Every time one gene will be added to the set
of genes and error rate will calculate to decide adding the gene to the set is suitable or no. If
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Table 3: Benchmark

KP-MObPSO-SVM
Maxc =100 Maximum number of genes

P=25 Number of particles
Maxiteration=100 Maximum number of generating

fitness, gbestscore, pbestscore Objects to save the results
Hardware CPU Core(TM)i5-6200U CPU @2.30 GHz (RAM): 12.0 GB
Hardware GPU NVIDA Geforce 680

adding the gene decrease the error rate means the gene will be kept and if increase the error rate
means the gene will be removed of the chosen gene set. New value for "SUM", "mean" value,
"SNR" (signal to noise) value, "dissimilarity" value, "fit" (fitness) value, "velocity" value, "std"
(standard deviation) value, "gBestvalue" value. Total elapsed time for all processes of 2 particles
is 13.12 Sec.

4 Evaluation and result

The objective of this study was to improve the time efficiency in implementing a membrane-
based optimization algorithm. In this regard, two models as KP-MObPSO and KP-MObPSO-
SVM are implemented on CPU, multicore and GPU to compare their time complexity. The
comparison of the time cost between two models indicates GPU based executions can increase
time efficiency of the models drastically. The benchmark of evaluation in terms of the maxi-
mum number of the genes, number of particles, maximum number of iterations, and hardware
specification of CPU and GPU are explained in the Table 3. According ot Table 4 and Ta-
ble 5 with the same example of 25 particles executed on multi-core and GPU with 4 workers
and independent iteration respectively, time cost dropped significantly from 5.5 min to 73.87
sec in KP-MObPSO feature selection and from 15 min to 164 sec in KP-MObPSO feature
selection and classification. While execution on CPU was taken 3.68 min in KP-MObPSO
feature selection and 8 min in Embed KP-MObPSO-SVM feature selection and classification.
Comparing CPU and multicore indicates, due to the frequent interaction between clients and
workers, it takes longer time and does not lead to improvement in timely execution of mul-
ticore KP-MObPSO. Therefore, as it is shown by example, a GPU based KP-MObPSO and
KP-MObPSO-SVM are more time efficient than CPU based models. Regardless of taking ex-
ample, Table 3 indicates the time complexity of the parallel KP-MObPSO-SVM on GPU ac-
cording to the big O calculated as O(NM) + O(N) + O(N/P ∗M) + O(N/P ) + O(M/2P )) +
O(M/P )+O(M/(P ∗Q))+O(M2/P 2)+O(M2/2P 2)+O(Q2/P 2)+O(2Q/P )+O(M ∗Q2/P 2)
where (N=Max number of particles, M=Max number of genes, I=Max number of iteration,
Q: Max number of samples, P=Max number of processors). The time complexity of sequen-
tial KP-MObPSO-SVM is O(NM) + O(INM)) + O(IN) + O(M/2) + O(M2/2) + O(M/2) +
O(MQ) + O(M) + O(M2) + O(Q2) + O(Q) + O(MQ2) + O(N) where (N=Max number of
particles, M=Max number of genes, I=Max number of iteration, Q: Max number of samples).
O(M2)+O(MQ2)andO(M2/P 2)+O(Q2/P 2) are the highest time cost for sequential and paral-
lel KP-MObPSO-SVM respectively. It is shown how the number of processors decrease the time
cost of implementing KP-MObPSO-SVM on GPU and leads to more time efficient method.
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Table 4: KP-MObPSO

KP-MObPSO-SVM
CPU 25 particles: 3.68 min (10 times of 100 iteration)

Multi-Core 25 particles: 5.5 min (4 workers)
GPU 2 particles: 5.91 Sec 25 particles: 73.87 Sec (independent iteration)

Table 5: KP-MObPSO-SVM

KP-MObPSO-SVM
CPU 25 particles: 8 min (10 times of 100 iteration)

Multi-Core 25 particles: 15 min (4 workers)
GPU 2 particles: 13.12 Sec 25 particles: 164 Sec (independent iteration)
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5 Conclusion

To design KP-MOBPSO-SVM model on GPU, two important points are concerned, first, the
dependency between the objects and rules to decrease the rate of communication, second; access
to the lesser cost memories in the execution of threads like local and shared memory. Thus,
according to the first criteria, those objects that their existence is dependent to the existence
of other objects in the compartment will execute on the same thread along with their parent
objects. Based on the second criteria, objects and rules which are dependent to each other
will use the local memory to keep the value for the objects and will send the value to another
rule to trigger its execution. When the execution of dependent rules is done, and completed
in single threads, it will be needed to share the result of the threads and make a decision to
choose the best result to continue the execution of model. To do this, a thread block which
belongs to the current single threads can exchange the result via shared memory. The time cost
of KP-MObPSO and Embedded KP-MObPSO-SVM on GPU, CPU and Multicore are compared
in the Table 3 which indicates a significant improvement in time cost via executing both KP-
MObPSO and Embedded KP-MObPSO-SVM on GPU. In 25 particles, KP-MObPSO takes 3.68
min to complete a set of 100 iteration. While the multicore due to frequent visiting of client to
exchange the result was not capable of improving time complexity, GPU does better. In GPU-
based execution of KP-MObPSO, 25 particles take 73.87 sec to complete. Therefore, a four times
improvement has happened in time efficiency. In terms of KP-MObPSO-SVM, 8 min execution
time have not improved by multicore while GPU has improved the efficiency to 5-fold. The big
O calculation indicates the time efficiency of the proposed KP-MObPSO-SVM improved from
O(M2)+O(MQ2) in sequential method to O(M2/P2)+O(Q2/P2) in parallel execution.
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Abstract: In order to develop recycle economy and friendly saving environment,
many business enterprises have deployed green supply chain management (GSCM)
practices. By employing related theorise of GSCM, organizations expect to mini-
mize the environment impact caused by their commercial and industrial activities in
supply chain. Different suppliers may provide different GSCM practices, so evalu-
ating their GSCM performance to rank the green suppliers is an important aspect
in practice. In this paper, a novel decision method named fuzzy generalized regret
decision-making method is proposed. The fuzzy generalized regret decision-making
method is based on ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operator, which is used to
effectively aggregate individual regrets related to all stats of nature for an alterna-
tive under fuzzy decision-making environment. By combing the proposed method
with the application background of GSCM practices, a novel fuzzy decision model
for evaluating GSCM performance is further proposed. In the proposed model, the
regret of decision maker is taken into consideration with an aim of minimizing the
dissatisfaction when choosing the best green supplier. Individual regrets related to
all criteria for a green supplier are aggregated to obtain effective regret. Finally, the
green suppliers can be ranked according to the effective regrets. A numerical example
is used to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Keywords: generalized regret decision making; green supply chain; multi-criteria
decision making; fuzzy set theory.

1 Introduction

As the awareness of environment protection is increasing and the concerning regulations
from government become more strict, green supply chain management (GSCM) plays more and
more important role nowadays [2, 7, 17]. GSCM is widely used particularly in commercial and
industrial applications all over the world [1,20,37]. The main purpose of using GSCM is to avoid
the negative effects on the environment caused by the commercial and industrial activities [31,59].
A lot of companies have adopted concerning theory of GSCM in order to reduce the environmental
and legal risk during the supply chain and enhance international competitiveness [6].

When applying GSCM practices, it is very necessary for companies to evaluate their own
GSCM performance. Besides, some companies also need to green their supply chains by select-
ing the better supplier from the existing green suppliers [25, 26]. Therefore, an effective tool
for evaluating GSCM performance is vital in practice [22, 30, 40]. Many factors should be taken
into consideration during the green supply chain, such as production, material, transformation,
storage, purchasing, after-sales service and so on [3, 5, 28,50,60]. It is common that information
is related to multiple aspects in many applications [9, 23, 51]. Actually, evaluating and selecting
suppliers is a multi-criteria decision making problem [18,48]. It is usually inevitable that informa-
tion contains some uncertainty when the suppliers are evaluated by human judge. Therefore the

Copyright ©2018 CC BY-NC
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environment is fuzzy for majority of multi-criteria decision making problems in practice. Many
multi-criteria decision making methods have developed in fuzzy environment [21,24,39]. Among
these methods, AHP(Analytical Hierarchy Process) and TOPSIS (Technique for Order of Prefer-
ence by Similarity to Ideal Solution) method are the most popular [21,38]. Besides, many other
theories are developed and applied to supplier evaluation and selection, such as ANP(Analytic
Network Process), VIKOR(VlseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje), DEMA-
TEL(D ecision-making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory), PROMETHEE(Preference ranking
organisation method for enrichment of evaluations), COPRAS(Complex Proportional Assess-
ment) and so on. For instance, in [20] when rating and selecting of potential suppliers, eco-
nomics (cost), operational factors (quality and delivery), and environmental criteria, recycle
capability and GHG emission control are considered by using Fuzzy TOPSIS method. Later
the PROMETHEE method is proposed to rank the suppliers according to each decision maker’s
preferences in [20]. In [40] the multiple criteria evaluation method for green supply programs
is based on integrating rough set theory elements and fuzzy TOPSIS. Literature [49] introduces
a new decision framework to evaluate GSCM practices by combining Monte Carlo simulation,
AHP and VIKOR methods under fuzzy environment. However, few work pay attention to apply
regret theory to solve the problem of evaluating green supplier’s performance in green supply
chain.

The regret decision theory is developed by Loomes and Sugden [42], Bell [4] and Fishburn [19].
For a basic regret decision-making model, there are several different regrets for an alternative
under different states of nature. The received payoffs exist some difference when decision makers
choosing different alternatives under each state of nature. The regret value is defined as a
reflection of the difference between the payoff from the choice of alternative and the best payoff
from another choice of alternative under the same state of nature. Different from the classic
decision making theory, the basic point of regret decision making is trying to minimize the
dissatisfaction when not making the best decision. By applying the regret decision theory,
the decision maker can choose the alternative that bringing the minimum regret. Therefore the
dissatisfaction of decision maker is minimum if the alternative with the minimum regret is carried
out. In this sense, the alternative with the minimum regret is the best choice, which is the most
reliable one and can bringing the best payoff compared other alternatives. Naturally, the aim is to
find the alternative with the minimum regret in regret decision-making model. So it is a key step
to find an exact regret associated with all states of nature for each alternative. However, the regret
aggregation method has some limitations in basic regret decision-making theory. For this reason,
Yager proposed the generalized regret decision-making method based on OWA operator [55]. This
method provides a parameterized family of operations, which can be used to more effectively
aggregate an alternative’s individual regrets than the basic regret decision theory [55]. However
Yager’s method is designed for certain decision environment and cannot settle the problem in
fuzzy environment. In practice, the information obtained often is uncertain [10, 13, 19]. Many
decision-making problems are under uncertain environment [8, 10, 36, 39]. In these cases, the
method proposed by Yager is not applicable even though this method is an effective tool to
handle multi-decision making problem.

The main contribution of this paper is summarized as follows. First, a new fuzzy multiple
criteria decision-making method based on regret theory is proposed. Extended the Yager’s gener-
alized decision-making method, the proposed method, called fuzzy generalized decision-making
method, can effectively handle the decision making problems in fuzzy environment. Second,
the proposed method is combined with the application background of GSCM practices, a novel
multi-criteria decision-making model for evaluating the green supplier’s performance is further
proposed. By aggregating the individual regrets associated to a supplier, the effective regret
can be obtained. The effective regret of a green supplier is smaller, and the decision makers
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are more satisfied with the decision of choosing this supplier. Our aim is to select the supplier
with the minimum effective regret, which is the best supplier. According to all effective regrets
obtained, suppliers can be ranked. A numerical example is used to illustrate the effectiveness of
the proposed decision model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the basic concepts, including
fuzzy set theory, OWA operator and presented regret type decision making. In Section 3, the
proposed decision-making method and decision model for suppliers evaluation are introduced in
detail. Section 4 presents a numerical application to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed
model. In the end, conclusion and the future works are shown in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Fuzzy set theory

The fuzzy set theory proposed by Zadeh [58] is widely applied in many fields. Nowadays many
studies are related to the fuzzy set theory, such as intelligent event process [43, 52, 57], evidence
theory [7,9,33,34], aggregation operator [49,56,74], decision making [27,76] and so on [16,63]. Let
X be the universe of discourse, X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}, a fuzzy set Ã defined on X is characterized
by a membership function µÃ(x), which can be denoted as: Ã = {

〈
x, µÃ(x)

〉
|x ∈ X }, µÃ(x)→

[0, 1]. µÃ(x) indicates the degree of x ∈ X in Ã.
Triangular fuzzy number is a special type of fuzzy sets, µA(x) for a triangular fuzzy number

A = (a, b, c) is defined as following:

µA(x) =


0, x < a
x−a
b−a , x < a, x < c, a ≤ x ≤ b
c−x
c−b , b ≤ x ≤ c
0, x > c

(1)

Let A = (a1, b1, c1) and B = (a2, b2, c2) be two triangular fuzzy numbers. Some basic
arithmetic operations for triangular fuzzy numbers are given as follows [41]:

A+B = (a1, b1, c1) + (a2, b2, c2)=(a1 + a2, b1 + b2, c1 + c2) (2)

A−B = (a1, b1, c1) + (a2, b2, c2)=(a1 − a2, b1 − b2, c1 − c2) (3)

λA = (λa1, λb1, λc1) (4)

where λ is a real number.
The distance between two triangular fuzzy numbers is a basic concept for triangular fuzzy

number. There are many methods for calculating the distance. One popular and classical distance
function is defined as follows [15]:

d(A,B) =

√
[(a1 − a2)2 + (b1 − b2)2 + (c1 − c2)2] (5)

The similarity of two triangular fuzzy numbers A and B can be defined as [29]:

s(A,B) = 1− |a1 − a2|+ |b1 − b2|+ |c1 − c2|
3

(6)

Obviously, the value of s(A,B) is larger, the two triangular fuzzy numbers A and B are more
similar.
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2.2 Ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operator

Averaging operator proposed by Yager is a important tool for information fusion [46, 57].
An OWA operator of dimension m is a mapping OWA: Rm → R that has an associated m
dimensional weighting vector w = (w1, w2, · · ·wm). If j = 1, · · · ,m the yj are a collection of
numeric values. Then the OWA aggregation of these value is

OWA(y1, y2, · · · , ym) =
∑m

k=1
wkyρ(k) (7)

where wk ∈ [0, 1] and
∑m

k=1wk = 1. ρ(k) is the index of the kth largest of yj .
A number of approaches have been introduced to obtain the OWA weights [47]. In [56] Yager

introduced a functional method of obtaining wk from function f : [0, 1]→ [0, 1]:

wk = f(
k

n
)− f(

k − 1

n
), k = 1, 2, · · · , n (8)

where function f satisfies f(x) ≥ f(y) if x > y, and f(0) = 0 and f(1) = 1.

2.3 Generalized regret decision-making theory

For a decision-making problem, assume there are m possible states of nature and n alterna-
tives, then this problem can be shown as following in a matrix S = [sij ]m×n, where sij is the
payoff received from the result of decision about jth alternative under ith state of nature. Ac-
cording to the basic regret decision making theory, the decision of selecting an alternative should
meet the desire that the regret of this choice is minimum [4,42]. For this point, the regret matrix
V is R = [rij ]m×n, where rij = simax − sij represents the difference between the payoff simax

received from the jth alternative and the maximal payoff sij received from another alternative
under ith state of nature. The regret Rj = Aggi=1 to m [rij ] for each alternative is calculated and
then select the alternative with minimum regret R′ = Minnj=1 to n [Rj ].

In the framework of generalized regret type decision-making based on OWA, the equation of
calculating aggregated regret Rj is defined as [55]:

Rj = OWA(r1j , r2j , · · · , rmj) =
∑m

k=1
wkrjpj(k) (9)

One condition is that a smaller regret is assigned no more weight than a bigger regret. That
is if riρi(k1) > riρi(k2) then wk1 > wk2 , which ensures a greater regret to dominate among all
individual regrets for an alternative. The OWA weights of regrets can be obtained by Eq. (8), in
which one feasible function f is f(x) = xr, and r ∈ (0, 1) [55]. So the equal for obtaining OWA
weights of regrets is shown as follows [55]:

Rj =
∑m

k=1
wkrjpj(k) =

∑m

k=1
((
k

m
)
r

− (
k − 1

m
)
r

)rjpj(k) (10)

3 The proposed method and model for GSCM practices

3.1 The proposed fuzzy generalized regret decision-making method

The generalized regret decision-making method proposed by Yager is an effective decision
making-method and overcomes the limitations of the basic regret decision making method. How-
ever this method is designed for exact number and can not be applied for fuzzy environment. As
we all know many decision-making problems are presented in the fuzzy environment in practice.
For this issue, a fuzzy generalized regret decision making method is proposed in this paper. The
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Step 1:Make up decision making team

Step 2:

Determine the relevant 

evaluation criteria and 

green suppliers

Determine the weights 

of criteria

Step 3:Set linguistic sacle and assess  all suppliers for 

each criterion using linguistic variables

Step 4:Calculate weighted fuzzy decision-making matrix

Step 5:Compute regret decision-making matrix 

Step 6:Calculate OWA weight and aggregate regrets for 

each supplier under all criteria

Step 7:Rank all suppliers according to the effective 

regrets

Figure 1: The proposed model for ranking green suppliers in GSCM practice
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proposed method extends Yager’s generalized regret decision making method to the fuzzy envi-
ronment and this can be used to effectively handle fuzzy decision making problem. The proposed
fuzzy generalized regret decision-making method consists of the following steps:

Step 1: For a decision making problem assume Ci for i = 1 to m is the state of nature ,the
existing alternative is Aj for i = 1 to n. And the weight of the states of nature should be taken
into consideration, which is expressed by triangular fuzzy number and is called the fuzzy weight
in this paper. Then matrix can be indicated as:

S =


s11 s12 · · · s1n

s21 s22 · · · s2n
...

...
. . .

...
sm1 sm2 · · · smn

 (11)

where sij = (aij , bij , cij), which is a triangular fuzzy number, represents the payoff for alternative
j under state of nature i.

Step 2: The fuzzy weight of each states of nature is transformed to crisp number, then
the matrix multiplied by defuzzified weights of the decision criteria is transformed to weighted
fuzzy-decision matrix:

V =


v11 v12 · · · v1n

v21 v22 · · · v2n
...

...
. . .

...
vm1 vm2 · · · vmn

 (12)

where vij = vij · wi and wi is the defuzzified weight of the ith state of nature.
Step 3: In this step the regret matrix is expected to get from the weighted fuzzy-decision

matrix. Assume vimax is the maximum fuzzy number of ith row matrix.
First the maximum vimax under the state of nature Ci is obtained by sorting the triangular

fuzzy numbers of ith row of matrix V . According to the regret theory, the regret value rij is
represented by the difference between matrix element vij and the maximum vimax. A difference
measure dif is given based on the similarity of two triangular fuzzy numbers in this paper and
is defined as:

dif(vij , vimax) = 1− s(vij , vimax) (13)

Obviously the value of dif(vij , vjmax) is larger, the difference degree between two triangular
fuzzy numbers vij and vimax is bigger. Based on the difference measure dif , the regret matrix
R is obtained as:

R = [rij ]m·n , i = 1, 2, · · · ,m; j = 1, , 2, · · · , n

where rij = dif(vij , vjmax).
Step 4: Since the regret matrix elements obtained though the last step are crisp numbers,

thus the effective regret of each alternative can be calculated by Eq. (9).
Step 5: Finally all the alternatives should be ranked according to the effective regrets obtained

in the step 4. The effective regret value is smaller indicating the corresponding alternative is
better. Among all alternatives the best one is the one with the minimum effective regret.

3.2 The decision model for GSCM practice

The aim of using GSCM practices is developing friendly environment and reduce the adverse
effects on the environment. It is important to evaluate suppliers according to their comprehensive
performance about GSCM’s criteria. In this part, based on the proposed fuzzy generalized regret
decision-making method, a new decision model is proposed to evaluate the green supplier’s
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performance in GSCM. When using the proposed model evaluates the performance of suppliers,
different criteria can be seen as different states of nature and green suppliers are equivalent
to alternatives. Assessments made by experts reflect the performance of green suppliers under
different criteria. The assessment matrix is the decision-making fuzzy matrix in the proposed
method. The process of ranking green suppliers with the proposed model is shown in Figure 1
and indicated as follows.

Step 1: The environmental experts are selected to form a decision-making team.
Step 2: Experts determine the relevant criteria for selecting and evaluating green suppliers.

Then the weights of all criteria are given by experts according to the importance of each criterion.
Step 3: Set the appropriate linguistic scale for green suppliers related to criteria for alter-

natives. Those linguistic scale is used to evaluate all green suppliers under each criterion by
environmental experts. Then those linguistic scale are transformed to scale with fuzzy numbers,
which is used to transform the linguistic assessments to the assessment matrix expressed by fuzzy
number.

Step 4: According to the weights of each criterion, the assessment matrix are disposed to
get the weighted fuzzy assessment matrix. First assessments from different experts for each
criterion should be fused into one fuzzy number so that fused assessment matrix is obtained. In
addition, the weights of criteria with fuzzy number is transformed to crisp number. Then the
weighted fuzzy assessment matrix V is obtained by multiplying the defuzzified weight and fused
assessment matrix.

Step 5: The regret decision-making matrix is calculated according to weighted fuzzy assess-
ment matrix V . First by ranking the triangular fuzzy numbers, the maximal fuzzy number vimax

is selected from ith row of weighted fuzzy assessment matrix V . Then based on matrix V and
vimax for i = 1 to i = m, the regret decision-making matrix R is obtained by Eq. (6).

Step 6: OWA weight is calculated by Eq. (10) and individual regrets under each criteria for
each green suppliers are aggregated in this step. In order to aggregate the regrets based on OWA
operator, each column elements in matrix R is sorted in descending order to get rjpj(k). Then
Eq. (7) is used to aggregate all individual regrets under each criteria for each supplier to obtain
effective regrets.

Step 7: Alternative suppliers can be ranked according to the effective regrets. The alternative
with smaller effective regret, then it ranks higher.

4 An illustrative application and discussing

In this section, a numerical example from [49] is used to show the proposed decision model
in detail and illustrate its effectiveness. It is considered that a manufacture employs GSCM
practices and needs to evaluate four green suppliers according to their performance in GSCM.
And the managers of this manufacture make use of our proposed decision model to make this
evaluation.

First, the basic example data in [49] is given. The criteria for evaluating four suppliers is
shown in Table 1. Those criteria are divided into four groups, which is inbound,operations,production
operations, outbound operations, and reverse logistics and four suppliers. Each criterion group
consists of several sub-criteria. Globe fuzzy weights of all criteria based on the importance of
each criterion and linguistic assessments of three experts are presented in Table 3. In addition,
linguistic scale is shown in Table 4.

Then the assessment matrix is disposed to get the weighted fuzzy assessment matrix. As-
sessments of three experts can be fussed by equal because there is no weight information about
these experts. Let A = (a1, b1, c1), B = (a2, b2, c2), C = (a3, b3, c3) be the assessments given by
three experts, then those three assessments can be fused by D = 1

3 × (A + B + C) . The fused
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assessments matrix S is shown in Table 4. The fused assessments matrix is weighted to ensure
that can reflect the importance degree of criteria. The weights of criteria can be transformed
to the crisp number first. The weight W̃ = (w1, w2, w3) of each criterion is defuzzified by using
following function:

W =
(w1 + 4w2 + w3)

6
(14)

After defuzzfying, the fuzzy weights are transformed to crisp numbers. By multiplying the de-
fuzzified weight and fussing assessment matrix, the crisp weights and a weighted fuzzy assessment
matrix V are shown in Table 5.

The next step is to calculate the regret decision-making matrix according to weighted fuzzy
assessment matrix V . First, all triangular fuzzy numbers need to be ranked to find the the
maximal fuzzy number vimax. It can be seen that any two triangular fuzzy numbers V1 =
(a1, b1, c1) and V2 = (a2, b2, c2) of case in [49] always satisfy b1 > b2 and c1 > c2 if a1 > a2.
Distance between two triangular fuzzy numbers defined in Section 2, which is commonly applied
to rank triangular fuzzy number. The value of distance can be calculated by Eq. (5 in this
example. It is noted that the best assessment given by expert is VG with triangular fuzzy scale
(7, 9, 10). Let L = (7, 9, 10), vimax = Max[vij ]. Thus the distance between L and vimax is
minimum among all elements in row i. It can be seen that any two triangular fuzzy numbers
V1 = (a1, b1, c1) and V2 = (a2, b2, c2) of case in [49] always satisfy b1 > b2 and c1 > c2 if a1 > a2.
Eq. (13) is used to calculate distance between L and vij so that we can find vimax according to
the minimum value of distance. The result of largest fuzzy numbers of each row is showed in
Table 5. Based on the data in Table 5, the fusing regret matrix R shown in Table 6 is obtained
by Eq. (6).

At this stage, each column elements in matrix R are sorted in descending in order to get
rjpj(k). The effective regrets for four suppliers can be obtained by Eq. (10). Same as the case
for calculating effective regrets in literature [55], r in Eq. (10) takes 0.5 in this case. And there
are 18 criteria, so m in Eq.(10) is 18. OWA weights Wk and rjpj(k) is shown in Table 7.

After obtaining the effective regrets, the alternative suppliers can be ranked. The greater re-
gret for a supplier, the higher the ranking. Finally, alternative suppliers can be ranked according
to the effective regrets. The result of effective regrets and the both ranking result obtained by
proposed model and by the method in [49] are presented in Table 8. According to the ranking
result shown in Table 8, supplier D ranks number 1, which shows that the performance of supplier
D is the best among four suppliers. Therefore, the decision of this GSCM problem is choosing
supplier D to support GSCM practice for this manufacture.

By comparing two ranking results shown in Table 8, it can be seen that both two results
support that: (1) supplier A and supplier D rank higher than supplier B and supplier C, that
is to say, the performance of supplier A and supplier D are better than supplier B and supplier
C; (2) supplier C rank higher than supplier D, that is, supplier C is better than supplier B. The
difference of two ranking results is the ordering of supplier A and supplier D. The ranking result
obtained by the proposed method shows the supplier D rank higher than supplier A. However,
the result obtained by method in [49] shows that supplier A and supplier D both rank number
one.

In [49] supplier A and supplier D both rank number one, which means there is no difference
between good or bad for supplier A and supplier D. So in practice it is difficult for managers
to make a choice between supplier A and supplier D. However, the proposed method overcomes
this shortcoming. According to Table 8, it is known that the effective regrets of supplier A and
supplier D are much lager than supplier B and supplier C and the regret of supplier A is lager
than supplier D. This result indicates that supplier A and supplier D are better alternatives for
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Table 1: Criteria for evaluating GSCM [49]

The group of the criteria Criteria Concrete content of criteria

inbound operations

C1.1 Choosing suppliers by environmental criteria
C1.2 Guiding suppliers to establish their own environmental programs
C1.3 Urging/pressuring suppliers to take environmental actions
C1.4 Purchasing environment friendly items

production operations

C2.1 Design products for recycling
C2.2 Using cleaner technology
C2.3 Improving capacity utilization
C2.4 Promoting remanufacturing

outbound operations

C3.1 Enhancing vehicle operating efficiency
C3.2 Encouraging eco-driving
C3.3 Using environmental friendly packaging
C3.4 Reducing empty running
C3.5 Improving vehicle routing using GPS (Global Positioning System) and other systems
C3.6 Increasing vehicle payload capacity

reverse logistics

C4.1 Re-use of products and components
C4.2 Recycling of materials
C4.3 Waste management
C4.4 Taking back packaging

Table 2: Linguistic assessments of suppliers and Weights of criteria [49]

Criteria Supplier A Supplier B Supplier C Supplier D Weight

C1.1 VG, G, G F, G, P F, G, G G, VG, F (0.03, 0.05, 0.08)
C1.2 G, F, P VG, G, G G, F, F VG, VG, G (0.03, 0.05, 0.08)
C1.3 P, F, F F, P, G P, F, VP G, F, VG (0.04, 0.07, 0.12)
C1.4 F, G, G F, G, P G, F, VG F, VG, F (0.01, 0.02, 0.04)
C2.1 F, P, P F, G, F F, G, F VG, G, G (0.03, 0.05, 0.09)
C2.2 F, G, F G, VG, VG F, F, G VG, G, VG (0.03, 0.06, 0.10)
C2.3 VG, G, VG P, F, P F, G, G VG, G, VG (0.05, 0.09, 0.16)
C2.4 G, VG, VG P, P, F F, P, P P, G, F (0.02, 0.04, 0.07)
C3.1 VG, G, G G, P, G F, G, F VG, F, G (0.03, 0.06, 0.10)
C3.2 VG, G, G F, P, G G, VG, VG F, G, G (0.04, 0.07, 0.11)
C3.3 VG, G, VG G, F, P F, G, F VG, G, G (0.05, 0.11, 0.20)
C3.4 G, F, VG P, F, F F, G, G VG, VG, VG (0.03, 0.05, 0.09)
C3.5 G, F, F P, VP, VP F, G, F P, VP, F (0.04, 0.06, 0.10)
C3.6 VG, G, G F, P, F P, VP, VP G, VG, G (0.04, 0.07, 0.12)
C4.1 G, VG, VG F, G, G G, VG, F F, P, G (0.02, 0.03, 0.06)
C4.2 VG, G, VG P, F, VP F, F, G VG, G, G (0.02, 0.04, 0.08)
C4.3 F, G, G F, P, G G, VG, F F, P, F (0.03, 0.06, 0.11)
C4.4 VP, P, P F, F, G F, G, G VG, G, G (0.02, 0.03, 0.05)

Table 3: Linguistic scale for evaluating GSCM performance of suppliers [49]

Linguistic scale for evaluating suppliers Triangular fuzzy scale

Very Poor (VP) (0, 1, 3)
Poor (P) (1, 3, 5)
Fair (F) (3, 5, 7)
Good (G) (5, 7, 9)
Very Good (VG) (7, 9, 10)
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Table 4: The fused assessments matrix [49]

Criteria Supplier A Supplier B Supplier C Supplier D

C1.1 (5.667, 7.667, 9.333) (2.333, 4.333, 6.333) (4.333 ,6.333, 8.333) (5.000 , 7.000, 8.667)
C1.2 (3, 5, 7) (5.667, 7.667, 9.333) (3.667, 5.667, 7.667) (6.333, 8.333, 9.667)
C1.3 (2.333 ,4.333, 6.333) (3, 5, 7) (1.333, 3.000, 5.000) (5.000, 7.000, 8.667)
C1.4 (4.333, 6.333, 8.333) (3, 5, 7) (5.000, 7.000, 8.667) (4.3333, 6.3333, 8.0000)
C2.1 (1.667, 3.667, 5.667) (3.667, 5.667, 7.667) (3.667, 5.667, 7.667) (5.667, 7.667, 9.333)
C2.2 (3.667, 5.667, 7.667) (6.333, 8.333, 9.667) (3.667, 5.667, 7.667) (6.333, 8.333, 9.667)
C2.3 (6.333, 8.333, 9.667) (1.667, 3.667, 5.667) (4.333, 6.333, 8.333) (6.333,8.333,9.667)
C2.4 (6.333, 8.333, 9.6667) (1.667, 3.667, 5.667) (1.667, 3.667, 5.667) (3, 5, 7)
C3.1 (5.667, 7.667, 9.333) (3.667, 5.667, 7.667) (3.667, 5.667, 7.667) (5.000, 7.000, 8.667)
C3.2 (5.667, 7.667, 9.333) (3, 5, 7) (6.333, 8.333, 9.667) (4.3333, 6.3333, 8.3333)
C3.3 (6.333, 8.333, 9.667) (3, 5, 7) (3.667, 5.667, 7.667) (5.667,7.667,9.333)
C3.4 (5.000, 7.000, 8.667) (2.333, 4.333, 6.333) (4.333, 6.333, 8.333) (7, 9, 10)
C3.5 (3.667, 5.667, 7.667) (0.333, 1.667, 3.667) (3.667, 5.667, 7.667) (1.333, 3.000, 5.000)
C3.6 (5.667, 7.667, 9.333) (2.333,4.333,6.333) (0.333,1.667,3.667) (5.6667, 7.6667, 9.3333)
C4.1 (6.333, 8.333, 9.667) (4.333, 6.333, 8.333) (5.000, 7.000, 8.667) (3, 5, 7)
C4.2 (6.333, 8.333, 9.667) (1.333, 3.000, 5.000) (3.667, 5.667, 7.667) (5.667, 7.667, 9.333)
C4.3 (4.333, 6.333, 8.333) (3, 5, 7) (5.000, 7.000, 8.667) (2.333, 4.333, 6.333)
C4.4 (0.667, 2.333, 4.333) (3.667, 5.667, 7.667) (4.333, 6.333, 8.333) (5.667, 7.667, 9.333)

Table 5: The weighted fuzzy assessment matrix and the best assessment on each criteria

Criteria Defuzzified weight Supplier A Supplier B Supplier C Supplier D The largest fuzzy number

C1.1 0.052 (0.293, 0.396, 0.483) (0.121, 0.224, 0.327) (0.224, 0.327, 0.431) (0.259, 0.362, 0.448) (0.293, 0.396, 0.483)
C1.2 0.052 (0.155, 0.259, 0.362) (0.293, 0.396, 0.483) (0.190, 0.293, 0.396) (0.327, 0.431, 0.500) (0.327, 0.431, 0.500)
C1.3 0.073 (0.175, 0.325, 0.475) (0.225, 0.375, 0.525) (0.100, 0.225, 0.375) (0.375, 0.525, 0.650) (0.375, 0.525, 0.650)
C1.4 0.022 (0.094, 0.137, 0.181) (0.065, 0.109, 0.152) (0.109, 0.152, 0.188) (0.094, 0.137, 0.174) (0.109, 0.152, 0.188)
C2.1 0.053 (0.089, 0.195, 0.302) (0.195, 0.302, 0.409) (0.195, 0.302, 0.409) (0.302, 0.409, 0.498) (0.302, 0.409, 0.498)
C2.2 0.062 (0.226, 0.350, 0.473) (0.391, 0.514, 0.596) (0.226, 0.345, 0.473) (0.391, 0.514, 0.596) (0.391, 0.514, 0.596)
C2.3 0.095 (0.602, 0.792, 0.918) (0.158, 0.348, 0.538) (0.412, 0.602, 0.792) (0.602, 0.792, 0.918) (0.602, 0.792, 0.918)
C2.4 0.042 (0.264, 0.348, 0.403) (0.070, 0.153, 0.236) (0.070, 0.153, 0.236) (0.125, 0.209, 0.292) (0.264, 0.348, 0.403)
C3.1 0.062 (0.347, 0.473, 0.576) (0.226, 0.350, 0.473) (0.226, 0.350, 0.473) (0.309, 0.432, 0.535) (0.350, 0.473, 0.576)
C3.2 0.072 (0.406, 0.550, 0.669) (0.215, 0.359, 0.502) (0.454, 0.598, 0.693) (0.311, 0.454, 0.598) (0.454, 0.598, 0.693)
C3.3 0.115 (0.728, 0.958, 1.112) (0.345, 0.575, 0.805) (0.422, 0.652, 0.882) (0.652, 0.882, 1.073) (0.728, 0.958, 1.112)
C3.4 0.053 (0.267, 0.373, 0.462) (0.124, 0.231, 0.338) (0.231, 0.338, 0.444) (0.373, 0.480, 0.533) (0.373, 0.480, 0.533)
C3.5 0.063 (0.401, 0.528, 0.612) (0.106, 0.232, 0.359) (0.274, 0.401, 0.528) (0.401, 0.528, 0.612) (0.401, 0.528, 0.612)
C3.6 0.073 (0.415, 0.562, 0.684) (0.171, 0.318, 0.464) (0.024, 0.122, 0.269) (0.415, 0.562, 0.684) (0.415, 0.562, 0.684)
C4.1 0.033 (0.211, 0.278, 0.322) (0.144, 0.211, 0.278) (0.167, 0.233, 0.289) (0.100, 0.167, 0.233) (0.211, 0.278, 0.322)
C4.2 0.043 (0.274, 0.361, 0.419) (0.058, 0.130, 0.217) (0.159, 0.245, 0.332) (0.245, 0.332, 0.404) (0.274, 0.361, 0.419)
C4.3 0.063 (0.274, 0.401, 0.528) (0.190, 0.317, 0.443) (0.317, 0.443, 0.549) (0.148, 0.274, 0.401) (0.317, 0.443, 0.549)
C4.4 0.032 (0.021, 0.074, 0.137) (0.116, 0.180, 0.243) (0.137, 0.201, 0.264) (0.180, 0.243, 0.296) (0.180, 0.243, 0.296)
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Table 6: Regret matrix

Criteria Supplier A Supplier B Supplier C Supplier D

C1.1 0 0.167 0.063 0.035
C1.2 0.161 0.029 0.126 0
C1.3 0.192 0.142 0.283 0
C1.4 0.012 0.041 0 0.015
C2.1 0.207 0.101 0.101 0
C2.2 0.151 0 0.151 0
C2.3 0 0.422 0.169 0
C2.4 0 0.185 0.185 0.130
C3.1 0 0.117 0.117 0.041
C3.2 0.040 0.223 0 0.128
C3.3 0 0.358 0.281 0.064
C3.4 0.095 0.231 0.124 0
C3.5 0 0.281 0.113 0
C3.6 0 0.236 0.415 0
C4.1 0 0.059 0.041 0.104
C4.2 0 0.217 0.106 0.024
C4.3 0.035 0.120 0 0.162
C4.4 0.162 0.060 0.039 0

Table 7: Sorted regret values and OWA weights

ρk Supplier A Supplier B Supplier C Supplier D OWA weight

ρ1 0.207 0.422 0.415 0.162 0.236
ρ2 0.192 0.358 0.283 0.130 0.098
ρ3 0.162 0.281 0.281 0.128 0.075
ρ4 0.161 0.236 0.185 0.104 0.063
ρ5 0.151 0.231 0.169 0.064 0.056
ρ6 0.095 0.223 0.151 0.041 0.050
ρ7 0.040 0.217 0.126 0.035 0.046
ρ8 0.035 0.185 0.124 0.024 0.043
ρ9 0.012 0.167 0.117 0.015 0.040
ρ10 0 0.142 0.113 0 0.038
ρ11 0 0.120 0.106 0 0.036
ρ12 0 0.117 0.101 0 0.035
ρ13 0 0.101 0.063 0 0.033
ρ14 0 0.060 0.041 0 0.032
ρ15 0 0.059 0.039 0 0.031
ρ16 0 0.041 0 0 0.030
ρ17 0 0.029 0 0 0.029
ρ18 0 0 0 0 0.028

Table 8: The effective regrets and the ranking results for four suppliers

Regret The proposed model The method in [49]

Supplier A 0.107 2 1
Supplier B 0.242 4 3
Supplier C 0.210 3 2
Supplier D 0.076 1 1
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decision makers, and the best choice is supplier D which has the best performance. From Table
8, the effective regrets of supplier D and supplier A is 0.076, and 0.107 respectively. According
to these two regret values, the manager can easily make a clear choice to choose supplier D.

5 Conclusion

A good GSCM is important for reducing the environmental harm cased by industrial activities
through the supply chain. The companies need to evaluate their own GSCM performance and
select the best supplier. Therefore a good evaluation model plays an important part. In this
paper, a novel fuzzy multi-criteria decision making method for GSCM is proposed. In the
proposed decision-making method, the regret sense of decision-maker is taken into consideration,
which improves the accuracy and reliability of decision making. Besides, instead of using the basic
regret decision-making method, the fuzzy generalized regret decision-making method is proposed
to obtain effective regret. The generalized regret decision making method based on OWA is used
for certain decision-making environment in [55]. On this basic, the proposed method can be
used to settle problems under fuzzy decision-making environment. Then the proposed method is
implemented to the case about GSCM practices introduced in [49], as a result of which, a more
accurate and clearer ranking result about green suppliers is obtained. A comparative analysis of
the result verifies the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method in this paper. In the
future research, the proposed method is expected to extend its applications. More multi-decision
making problems in any other application background can be considered to resolve with this
method.
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Abstract: Spiking neural P systems (SN P systems, for short) are a class of dis-
tributed and parallel computing devices inspired from the way neurons communicate
by means of spikes. In most of the SN P systems investigated so far, the system
communicates on command, and the application of evolution rules depends on the
contents of a neuron. However, inspired from the parallel-cooperating grammar sys-
tems, it is natural to consider the opposite strategy: the system communicates on
request, which means spikes are requested from neighboring neurons, depending on
the contents of the neuron. Therefore, SN P systems with communication on re-
quest were proposed, where the spikes should be moved from a neuron to another one
when the receiving neuron requests that. In this paper, we consider implementing
arithmetical operations by means of SN P systems with communication on request.
Specifically, adder, subtracter and multiplier are constructed by using SN P systems
with communication on request.
Keywords: membrane computing, spiking neural P system, communication on re-
quest, arithmetic operation.

1 Introduction

Since Gh. Păun first circulated his idea of membrane computing in 1998 [3] [22] (first circu-
lated as a Turku Center for Computer Science (TUCS) Report 208, 1998), membrane computing
has developed rapidly for almost two decades. As a branch of natural computing, membrane
computing aims on abstract computing ideas from the structure and the functioning of a single
cell, and also from complexes of cells, such as tissues and organs (including the brain) [23]. The
computational devices in membrane computing are known as membrane systems (P systems, for
short). Till now, three main classes of P systems have been investigated: cell-like P systems [22],
tissue-like P systems [13,50] and neural-like P systems [9]. The present paper deals with a class
of neural-like P system, called spiking neural P systems (SN P systems, for short) [9].

SN P systems are a class of distributed parallel computing devices inspired from the way
the neurons communicate by sending spikes to each other. In SN P systems, neurons (in the
form of membranes) are placed in the nodes of a directed graph, with the edges representing
synapses. Each neuron contains a number of identical objects, denoted by a and called spikes.
Each neuron may also contain a number of firing rules and forgetting rules. When the contents

Copyright ©2018 CC BY-NC
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of a neuron satisfy some regular expression, a firing rule allows a neuron to send information
to other neurons in the form of spikes. On the other hand, forgetting rule removes from the
neuron a specified number of spikes. The system evolves by means of firing rules and forgetting
rules. And it evolves synchronously, in each time unit, each neuron which can use a rule, no
matter firing or forgetting, should use one. When the computation halts, no further rule can be
used, and a result is obtained, e.g., in the form of the distance between the first two spikes of the
output neuron, or the number of spikes present in a specified neuron in the halting configuration.

Since 2006 there have been quite a few research efforts put forward to SN P systems. Many
variants of SN P systems have been proposed, such as asynchronous SN P systems [3], sequential
SN P systems [8], SN P systems with anti-spikes [16], homogenous SN P systems [47], SN P
systems with astrocytes [19], SN P systems with weighted synapses [21], SN P systems with rules
on synapses [32], SN P systems with weights [36], SN P systems with a generalized use of rules [52],
SN P systems with white hole neurons [27], SN P systems with request rules [30], cell-like SN
P systems [43], extended SN P systems [1], SN P systems with scheduled synapses [2], SN P
systems with polarizations [19]. Most of the classes of SN P systems obtained are computationally
universal, equivalent in power to Turing machines [4, 11, 15, 31, 33, 35, 40, 42, 46, 51, 53]. An
interesting topic is to find small universal SN P systems [14,20,25,28,29,44,54]. In certain cases,
polynomial solutions to computationally hard problems can also be obtained in this framework
[10, 17]. Moreover, SN P systems have been applied to solve real-life problems [24] [21], for
example, to design logic gates, logic circuits [34] and databases [5], to represent knowledge [38],
to diagnose faults [26,37,39], or to approximately solve combinatorial optimization problems [49].

SN P systems can also be applied in a very different way, where they are viewed as components
of a restricted Arithmetic Logic Unit. Some SN P systems were constructed for dealing with
basic arithmetic operations. These systems apply different encoding method. In [7], the binary
number is encoded as a sequence of spikes: at each time unit, zero or one spike will be provided to
the input neuron, depending on the corresponding bit being 0 or 1. The numbers used in [45] are
encoded as the interval of time elapsed between two spikes. Under the third encoding mechanism,
natural numbers are encoded in the form of spike train and introduced in the system through the
input neurons, while the results of arithmetic operations are encoded in the form of the number
of spikes emitted to the environment [13].

These SN P systems mentioned above perform communication on command, that is the ini-
tiative for communication belongs to the emitting neuron. Specifically speaking, the application
of evolution rules depends on the contents of a neuron, (as mentioned above, checked by a regular
expression), a specified number of spikes are consumed and a specified number of spikes are pro-
duced, and then sent to each neurons linked to the evolving neuron by a synapse. Inspired from
parallel-cooperating grammar systems, it is natural to consider the opposite strategy – communi-
cation on request. In this case, spikes are requested from neighboring neurons, depending on the
contents of the neighboring neuron (also checked by a regular expression). On the other hand, no
spike is consumed or created, they are only moved from a neuron to another one along synapses
when the receiving neuron requests that. This request-response communication is an important
concept in software engineering, and computers use it as a basic method to communicate with
each other. Recently, communication on request was introduced into SN P systems by Pan et
al., and this variant of SN P systems is shortly called SNQ P systems [18]. Communication on
request is a powerful feature in SN P systems: SNQ P systems using two types of spikes are
proved to be universal, equivalent with Turing machines, and it is reported that 49 neurons are
sufficient for SNQ P systems to achieve Turing universality.

In this work, SN P systems with communication on request for performing the arithmetic
operations are introduced. The arithmetic operations we will consider are addition, subtraction
and multiplication. Natural numbers can be encoded in the form of the number of spikes and
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introduced in the system through input neurons. And then by performing the computation of
the system, a number of spikes are present in the output neuron when the system halts. By
analyzing the number of specific spikes in the output neuron, we can obtain the result of this
arithmetic operation.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we recall some preliminaries that will
be used in the following, including the formal definition of SN P systems with communication on
request. In Section 3.1 we present an SN P system with communication on request that is used
to add two natural numbers. A subtracter based on SN P system with communication on request
is given in Section 3.2. An SN P system with communication on request for multiplication is
constructed in Section 3.3. Conclusions and some open problems for future works are present in
Section 4.

2 Spiking neural P systems with communication by request

Formally, a spiking neural P system with communication on request (shortly, SNQ P system),
with k types of spikes, is a construct of the form (this form is almost the same as the one appearing
in [18], except one reasonable change by introducing input neurons)

Π = (O, σ1, σ2, . . . , σm, aiin , aiout , in, out),

where:

1. O = {a1, a2, . . . , ak} is an alphabet (ai is a type of spikes), k ≥ 1;

2. σ1, σ2, . . . , σm are neurons, of the form

σi = (an1
1 an2

2 . . . ankk , Ri), 1 ≤ i ≤ m,nj ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ k,

where:

a) nj ≥ 0 is the initial number of spikes of type aj contained in the neuron σj , 1 ≤ j ≤ k;
b) Ri is a finite set of rules of the form E/Qw, with w a finite non-empty list of queries

of the forms (aps, j) and (a∞s , j), 1 ≤ s ≤ k, p ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, or j = env;

3. aiin , aiout , 1 ≤ iin, iout ≤ k, are the types of input spikes and output spikes,

4. in ⊆ {1, 2, . . . ,m} indicate the input neurons, and out ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} indicates the output
neurons, respectively.

A query (aps, j) means that neuron σi requests p copies of as from neuron σj , while the
meaning of (a∞s , j) is that all spikes of type as from σj , no matter how many they are, are
requested by σi. Specifically, a query of the form (a, env) is allowed to be used, which means
that one copy of a is requested from the environment – with the environment supposed to contain
arbitrarily many copies of a. This kind of rules can be removed [18], so it will not effect the
arithmetic operations.

A rule of the form E/Qw can be used if both of the following conditions are satisfied: (1) the
contents of the neuron are described by the regular expression E; (2) all queries formulated in w
are satisfied (for example, if σj contains strictly less than p spikes, then the query (aps, j) is not
satisfiable). Specifically, there is a situation called the conflicting queries, where two different
neurons σi1 , σi2 ask different numbers of occurrences of the same spike as from the same neuron
σj (namely, two queries of the forms (aps, j), (ars, j) with p 6= r, or of the forms (aps, j), (a∞s , j) for
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p a given number). In the case of conflicting queries, the two rules cannot be used simultaneously,
but one of them, non-deterministically chosen, can be used.

In SNQ P systems, the definition of a computational step is quite delicate because of the
interplay of the queries. A computational step is described in terms of three sub-steps: (1) In
each neuron, a rule is chosen to be applied, and its applicability is checked; (2) The requested
spikes are removed from the neurons where they were present. (3) The queries are satisfied, the
requested spikes are moved to the requesting neuron. The three sub-steps together form a step,
which lasts one time unit.

An SNQ P system starts from the initial configuration, which is described by the number of
spikes of each type present in each neuron in the beginning of the computation. Then it proceeds
by applying the rules synchronously, which means that in each neuron if a rule can be used, then
it is applied according to the procedure described above. After a computation step, we can define
transitions configurations. Any sequence of transitions starting from the initial configuration is
called a computation. A computation halts if reaches a configuration where no rule can be used.
The result of a halting computation is the number of copies of spikes aiout present in neuron σout
in the halting configuration.

In order to perform arithmetic operations, it is necessary to introduce the numbers to be
computed into the system, which may be encoded in many different ways. Here, we use the way
discussed in [7]. A positive integer number is given as input to a specified input neuron. The
number is specified as the number of input spikes initially contained in the input neuron. The
result of the operation is encoded as the number of output spikes present in the output neuron
when a computation halts.

In the next sections SNQ P systems are represented graphically, which is easy to understand.
An oval with the initial number of spikes and rules inside is used to represent a neuron. The
input neurons have incoming arrows and the output neuron have outgoing arrows, suggesting
their communication with other devices (or the environment).

3 Performing arithmetic operations by SN P systems with com-
munication on request

3.1 An SNQ P system for addition

In this section we present an SN P system with communication on request, as shown in Fig.
1, for dealing with the addition of two arbitrary natural numbers. System Πadd is composed of 5
neurons: two specified neurons are used as input neurons, where the summand and addend are
introduced, and one neuron is used for giving the obtained result.

Theorem 1. For two arbitrary natural numbers x and y, SN P system with communication on
request Πadd computes the addition of x and y.

Proof: We construct a system Πadd of the form

Πadd = ({a, b, c1}, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, σ5, {a, b}, {a}, {1, 2}, 5),

where:
σ1 = (ax, ∅),
σ2 = (by, ∅),
σ3 = (λ, {λ/Q(c1, env), c1/Q(a∞, 1)}),
σ4 = (λ, {λ/Q(c1, env), c1/Q(b, 2), bc1/Q(a, env)}),
σ5 = (λ, {λ/Q(c1, env), a∗b∗c1/Q(a∞, 3)(ab, 4)}).
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ax

1/in1

λ/Q(c1, env)

c1/Q(a∞, 1)

3

by

2/in2 λ/Q(c1, env)

c1/Q(b, 2)

bc1/Q(a, env)

4

λ/Q(c1, env)

a∗b∗c1/Q(a∞, 3)(ab, 4)

5/out

Figure 1: The structure of adder Πadd

SNQ P system Πadd functions as follows. In the initial configuration of Πadd, all neurons are
empty. The summand x and the addend y are encoded as spikes ax and by, and are provided
to neuron σin1 and neuron σin2 , respectively. Since neurons σ3, σ4 and σout are empty, all of
them can use the rule λ/Q(c1, env), the spikes c1 arrives into them, and these neurons become
active. With spike c1 inside, neuron σ3 can absorb from neuron σin1 all spikes a , which will be
requested by neuron σout in a later step. In the meantime, neuron σ4 absorb spike b, one by one,
from neuron σin2 . In the next step, the spike b in neuron σ4 will absorb from the environment
one spike a, and then both the spike a and spike b are requested by neuron σout together. In this
way, through neuron σ3, the spikes a in σin1 move to σout at one time, and through neuron σ4,
the spikes b in σin2 move to σout one by one, together with a spike a every time. When the last
spike b in σin2 is requested by neuron σ4, and then moves to σout together with a spike a, all the
spikes a and b in neurons σin1 , σin2 , σ3 and σ4 are exhausted. The computation halts, because
there is no rule that can be used in the system. At this time, the spikes present in neuron σout
are ax+yby (ax absorbed from neuron σ3 and (ab)y absorbed from neuron σ4). The number of
spikes a from the output neuron is x+ y, which means that the result computed by the system
is x+ y.

Table 1: Spikes in each neuron of Πadd at each step during the computation of the addition
5 + 2 = 7

step 1/in1 2/in2 3 4 5/out

0 a5 b2 λ λ λ
1 a5 b2 c1 c1 c1

2 λ b a5c1 bc1 c1

3 λ b a5c1 abc1 c1

4 λ b c1 c1 a6bc1

5 λ λ c1 bc1 a6bc1

6 λ λ c1 abc1 a6bc1

7 λ λ c1 c1 a7b2c1

With the explanation above, readers can check that, for given x, y > 0, system Πadd can
correctly compute the addition of x and y, which completes the proof. 2

As an example, let us consider the addition 5 + 2 = 7. Table 1 reports the spikes contained
in each neuron of Πadd at each step during the computation. The input and output spikes are
written in bold.
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3.2 An SNQ P system for subtraction

We now describe an SN P system with communication on request Πsub used as subtracter,
which is shown in Fig. 2. System Πsub is composed of 6 neurons, where two specified neurons
are used to introduce the minuend and subtrahend into the system, and one neuron is used for
giving the obtained result.

ax

1/in1

λ/Q(a∞, 1)

3

by

2/in2

λ/Q(b∞, 2)

4

λ/Q(c2, env)

a∗b∗c2/Q(a∞, 3)(b, 4)

5/out

(ab)∗/Q(ab, 5)

6

Figure 2: The structure of subtracter Πsub

Theorem 2. For two arbitrary natural numbers x and y, where x > y > 0, SN P system with
communication on request Πsub computes the subtraction of x and y.

Proof: We construct a system Πsub of the form

Πsub = ({a, b, c2}, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, σ5, σ6, {a, b}, {a}, {1, 2}, 5),

where:
σ1 = (ax, ∅),
σ2 = (by, ∅),
σ3 = (λ, {λ/Q(a∞, 1)}),
σ4 = (λ, {λ/Q(b∞, 2)}),
σ5 = (λ, {λ/Q(c2, env), a∗b∗c2/Q(a∞, 3)(b, 4)}),
σ6 = (λ, {(ab)∗/Q(ab, 5)}).

SNQ P system Πsub functions as follows. In the initial configuration of Πsub, all neurons are
empty. The minuend x and the subtrahend y are encoded as spikes ax and by, and are provided
to neuron σin1 and neuron σin2 , respectively. Since neurons σ3, σ4 are empty, the spikes ax will
be absorbed by σ3, and the spikes by by σ4, respectively. In the meantime, neuron σ5 can use
the rule λ/Q(c2, env), and spike c2 arrives in it. With spike c2 inside, the neuron σ5 will absorb
one spike a from neuron σ3 and one spike b from σ4. In the next step, this pair of spikes a and
b will move to the neuron σ6, and spike c2 remains in the neuron σ5. So the absorbability of
pairs of spikes a and b continues. When the spikes b in σ2 get exhausted, the last spike b will
be absorbed by σ4, moves to σ5 together with one spike a from σ3, and this last pair of spikes
of a and b moves to σ6 at last. At this time, there is no rule can be used in the system, so the
computation halts. During the computation there are y pairs of a and b moves to σ6, the spikes
b get exhausted in neuron σ4, and there are x − y spikes of a left in neuron σ3. At the end of
computation, the number of spikes a present in the output neuron is x − y, which means that
the result computed by the system is x− y.
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Table 2: Spikes in each neuron of Πsub at each step during the computation of the subtraction
5− 2 = 3

step 1/in1 2/in2 3 4 5/out 6

0 a5 b2 λ λ λ λ
1 λ λ a5 b2 c2 λ
2 λ λ λ b a5bc2 λ
3 λ λ λ λ a4bc2 ab
4 λ λ λ λ a3c2 a2b2

With the explanation above, readers can check that, for given x > y > 0, system Πsub can
correctly compute the subtraction of x and y, which completes the proof. 2

As an example let us calculate 5−2 = 3. Table 2 reports the spikes that occur in each neuron
of Πsub at each step during the computation. Also, the input and output spikes are written in
bold.

3.3 An SNQ P System for multiplication

In this section, we present an SN P system with communication on request Πmul, as shown
in Fig. 3 with 6 neurons, for implementing the multiplication of two arbitrary natural numbers.

ax

1/in1

λ/Q(c3, env)

c3/Q(a∞, 1)(b, 5)(a∞, 4)

3

λ/Q(c3, env)

c3/Q(a∞, 3)

4

by

2/in2

λ/Q(c3, env)

c3/Q(b, 2)

5

λ/Q(c3, env)

a∗b∗c3/Q(a∞, 3)(b, 3)

6/out

Figure 3: The structure of multiplier Πmul

Theorem 3. For two arbitrary natural numbers x and y, where x, y > 0, SN P system with
communication on request Πmul computes the multiplication of x and y.

Proof: We construct a system Πmul of the form

Πmul = ({a, b, c3}, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, σ5, σ6, {a, b}, {a}, {1, 2}, 6),

where:
σ1 = (ax, ∅),
σ2 = (by, ∅),
σ3 = (λ, {λ/Q(c3, env), c3/Q(a∞, 1)(b, 5)(a∞, 4)}),
σ4 = (λ, {λ/Q(c3, env), c3/Q(a∞, 3)}),
σ5 = (λ, {λ/Q(c3, env), c3/Q(b, 2)}),
σ6 = (λ, {λ/Q(c3, env), a∗b∗c3/Q(a∞, 3)(b, 3)}).
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SNQ P system Πmul functions as follows. In the initial configuration of Πmul, all neurons
are empty. The multiplicand x and the multiplier y are encoded as spikes ax and by, and are
provided to neuron σin1 and neuron σin2 , respectively. Since neurons σ3, σ4, σ5 and σout are
empty, all of them can use the rule λ/Q(c3, env), the spikes c3 arrive in them, and these neurons
become active.

With spike c3 inside, neuron σ5 can absorb from neuron σin2 one spike b. Now spike b is
present in σ5, so the rule c3/Q(a∞, 1)(b, 5)(a∞, 4) in neuron σ3 can be used: all spikes a in
neuron σin1 and the one spike b in neuron σ5 are requested by neuron σ3 (there is no spike a
in neuron σ4, so no spike a requested). After this rule is used, neuron σin1 becomes empty, and
spike c3 is left in neuron σ5, which means neuron σ5 can use again the rule c3/Q(b, 2). In the
next step, the spikes ax and b are requested by the neuron σout, and the spike c3 is left in neuron
σ5. This is the first time the spikes ax arrive in the output neuron. In the meantime, with spike
c3 present in neuron σ4 and σ5, neuron σ5 absorb the second spike b from neuron σin2 , neuron
σ4 absorb the spikes ax from neuron σ3, Also with the present of spike c3, these spikes ax and
b will be requested by neuron σ3 in the next step, and then moves to neuron σout, which is the
second time the spikes ax arrive in the output neuron.

Table 3: Spikes in each neuron of Πmul at each step during the computation of the subtraction
5× 2 = 10

step 1/in1 2/in2 3 4 5 6/out

0 a5 b2 λ λ λ λ
1 a5 b2 c3 c3 c3 c3

2 a5 b c3 c3 bc3 c3

3 λ b a5bc3 c3 c3 c3

4 λ λ c3 a5c3 bc3 a5bc3

5 λ λ a5bc3 c3 c3 a5bc3

6 λ λ c3 a5c3 c3 a10b2c3

With the above explanation, readers can check that, the spikes ax in neuron σin1 finally arrive
y times at the output neuron, and at the end of the computation, the number of spikes a present
in the output neuron is xy, which means that the result computed by the system is xy. So for
given x, y > 0, system Πmul can correctly compute the product of x and y, which completes the
proof. 2

For example let us consider 5× 2 = 10. Table 3 reports the spikes that occur in each neuron
of Πmul at each step during the computation. Also, the input and output spikes are written in
bold.

4 Conclusions and future work

Using the SN P systems with communication on request instead of the traditional SN P
systems communicating on command, we have restudied the problem of considering SN P systems
as components of an arithmetic logic unit. Specifically speaking, we have proposed three SN P
systems with communication on request to implement addition, subtraction and multiplication
of two arbitrary natural numbers, respectively. In these systems, natural numbers are introduced
into the system as the number of some spike in input neuron, while the result of an arithmetic
operation is the number of a specified spike present in output neuron at the end of computation.
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First of all, it is an urgent task to propose an SNQ P system to compute the division between
two natural numbers, and this one is probably the most difficult to design. In this work, the
adder, subtracter and multiplier contain 5 neurons, 6 neurons and 6 neurons, respectively. The
number of neurons is less than that is used in [45] (10 neurons, 12 neurons and 26 neurons,
respectively), but it has no obvious advantage when compared to that is used in [13] (2 neurons,
2 neurons and 11 neurons, respectively). Therefore, it deserves to be investigated whether the
SNQ P systems for arithmetic operations can be simplified by carefully examining the structure,
or by using a different construction. Besides, for the further investigation, it is natural to mention
this problem: how to construct an SNQ P system to implement arithmetic operations with signed
number.
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Abstract: Identification of essential proteins plays an important role for under-
standing the cellular life activity and development in postgenomic era. Identification
of essential proteins from the protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks has become
a hot topic in recent years. In this work, fruit fly optimization algorithm (FOA) is
extended for identifying essential proteins, the extended algorithm is called EPFOA,
which merges FOA with topological properties and biological information for essen-
tial proteins identification. The algorithm EPFOA has the advantage of identifying
multiple essential proteins simultaneously rather than completely relying on ranking
score identification individually. The performance of EPFOA is analyzed on dynamic
PPI networks, which are constructed by combining the gene expression data. The
experimental results demonstrate that EPFOA is more efficient in detecting essential
proteins than the state-of-the-art essential proteins detection methods.
Keywords: essential proteins, protein-protein interaction (PPI), dynamic PPI net-
works, subcellular localization data, fruit fly optimization algorithm (FOA).

1 Introduction

Protein plays an important role in the cellular life activity, and essential proteins are critical
for the growth and development of organisms under a variety of conditions [27]. The absence
of a single essential protein is sufficient to cause lethality or infertility [50]. Some recent results
suggest that a comprehensive analysis of essential proteins can provide a deeper understanding
of the relationship between mutations and human diseases, revealing the general principles of
human diseases [12,15,59]. Therefore, the identification of essential proteins is closely related to
disease prediction and drug design [53].

With the development of high-throughput technologies, various biological data are available,
e.g., yeast-two-hybrid, tandem affinity purification, and mass spectrometry. In [2], a greedy
algorithm is proposed to optimize the detection of protein communities.

Existing methods for identifying essential proteins can be roughly divided into two types.
The first type includes the biological experiment-based methods, e.g., gene knockouts [11], RNA
interference [7], and conditional knockouts [35], which are expensive and time-consuming. The

Copyright ©2018 CC BY-NC
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other type includes the topology-based centrality method, e.g., Degree Centrality (DC) [14],
Betweenness Centrality (BC) [24], Closeness Centrality (CC) [52], Subgraph Centrality (SC) [9],
Eigenvector Centrality (EC) [3], Information Centrality (IC) [40], Neighborhood Centrality (NC)
[20], and Local Average Connectivity-based method (LAC) [19]. By defining and computing
the topologically potential value of each protein, these methods can obtain a precise ranking
score reflecting the importance of proteins in the protein-protein interaction (PPI) network [18].
Some centrality analysis tools and RNA detection tools [54] have been developed. For example,
CytoNCA [43], a Cytoscape plugin, integrated eight centrality measures, i.e., DC, BC, CC,
EC, IC, SC, NC and LAC. Obviously, the topology-based centrality methods can improve the
efficiency with less cost. However, these centrality methods also have their own shortcomings. It
is well known that the performance of topology-based methods is closely related to the quality
of the PPI networks, but there are many false positive and false negative in the PPI networks.

In order to deal with the drawbacks of these methods, some new methods are proposed to
predict essential proteins by integrating their topological properties with their biological prop-
erties. Considering the interaction data and Gene Ontology (GO) annotations, Hsing et al.
introduced a method to predict highly-interacting proteins [13]. Later, a new prediction method
called PeC was proposed by Li et al. [21], and another method called WDC was proposed by
Tang et al. [41], which integrate network topology with gene expression profiles. Afterwards,
Tang introduced a new method to identify essential proteins in which topological features of PPI
network is combined with subcellular localization information [42]. Next, a new centrality mea-
sure is proposed by Ren et al. to discover essential proteins, named harmonic centricity, which
merges subgraph centrality with protein complexes to discover essential proteins [34]. Recently,
a new prediction method, named UDoNC, that combine the domain features of proteins with
their topological properties in PPI networks, was proposed by Peng et al. [30]. Some machine
learning methods, e.g., Support Vector Machine, Naive Bayes, Bayes Network, and NBTree, were
also adopted to predict essential proteins by using different features. For example, the random
forest was adopted to predict essential proteins by Qin et al. [32]. These methods that combine
the network topological features with biological data is capable of improving the accuracy and
efficiency of prediction significantly. These existing methods regard the PPI networks as static
networks that ignore the time-course of the networks. The real PPI networks in cell keeps chang-
ing over different stages of the cell cycle [31], and they can be classified into stable or transient
PPI networks [46], which are usually described as dynamic PPI networks (DPIN). Thus it is im-
portant to construct dynamic PPI networks to investigate the temporal properties of individual
proteins and protein interactions. Based on dynamic network topology and complex informa-
tion, Luo and Kuang proposed a new method to predict essential proteins [22]. The results show
that the identification of essential proteins in dynamic networks is more conducive than in static
networks.

Fruit fly optimization algorithm (FOA) is a novel swarm intelligent algorithm that mimics
the foraging behavior of fruit flies for global optimization [25]. FOA is easy to be understood
and implemented, which has few parameters to be adjusted. Due to its simplicity and efficiency,
FOA showed great success in solving some real-world complex problems like multidimensional
knapsack problem [48]. Here, FOA will be used to find the essential proteins.

In this work, we present a new algorithm, called EPFOA, in which FOA is merged with
topological properties and biological information for essential proteins identification. To the best
of my knowledge, most of the methods of essential proteins identification focus on static PPI
networks and ignore the intrinsic features of organisms.

In our method, we first integrate gene expression data with static PPI network to construct
the dynamic network model. Then a new topological centrality method that combines GO
annotation and edge aggregation coefficient (ECC) is proposed to measure the topological char-
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acteristic of PPI networks with modular local average connectivity (LAC) in dynamic networks.
Furthermore, the distribution of proteins in each compartment according to subcellular localiza-
tion data is obtained, and the role of components in identifying essential proteins is analyzed.

Finally, EPFOA is designed to identify essential proteins. To assess the performance of
our method, EPFOA is compared with some existing methods including DC, EC, IC, SC, NC,
LAC, PeC and UDoNC, and the experimental results indicate that our method significantly
outperforms with the existing methods.

2 Method

2.1 Fruit fly optimization algorithm

Fruit fly optimization algorithm (FOA) is a novel method for global optimization, which is
inspired by the foraging behavior of fruit flies. In sensory perception, the fruit fly is superior
to the other species, especially in olfactory and vision. The olfactory organs of fruit flies can
collect all kinds of scents floating in the air, even smell the food source from 40 kilometers away.
After the fruit fly gets close to the food, it can also use the sensitive vision to find food and the
companyĄŻs flocking location, and fly to the direction [25]. The procedure of FOA is presented
in pseudo code as follows.

Step 1. Randomly initialize the location of the fruit flies (Xaxis, Yaxis).

Step 2. Give the random direction and distance for the search of food using osphresis by an
individual fruit fly. {

Xi = Xaxis +RandomV alue

Yi = Yaxis +RandomV alue
(1)

Step 3. The distance (Disti) to the origin is estimated, then the smell concentration judgment
value (Si) is calculated, which is the reciprocal of the distance.{

Disti =
√
x2 + y2

Si = 1
Disti

(2)

Step 4. Substitute smell concentration judgment value (Si) into smell concentration judgment
function (or called fitness function) to find the smell concentration (Smelli) of the individ-
ual location of the fruit fly.

Smelli = Function(Si) (3)

Step 5. Find the individual with the maximal smell concentration among the fruit fly swarm
according to the smell concentration value.

[bestSmell bestInedx] = max(Smell) (4)

Step 6. Maintain the best smell concentration value x and y, where the fruit fly swarm will use
vision to fly towards that location.

Smell = bestSmell

Xaxis = X(bestIndex)

Yaxis = Y (bestIndex)

(5)

Step 7. Repeat steps 2-5 until the smell concentration is superior to the previous smell concen-
tration; otherwise, go to step 6.
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2.2 Dynamic PPI network model construction

Gene expression data is valuable for revealing the dynamic properties of proteins and PPI.
We integrate gene expression data with high-throughput PPI data to construct a dynamic PPI
network. Note that protein does not always become active at a cell cycle, a protein is active at the
highest gene expression level. In order to mark the active time of each gene, the active threshold
of each gene should be calculated, and the gene is active if its expression value is greater than
the active threshold. The calculation of active threshold is proceeded on the 3-sigma model [45].

AT (p) = µ(p) + 3× σ(p)× (1− 1

1 + σ(p)2
), (6)

where µ(i) is the mean gene expression value of protein i and σ(i) is the algorithm standard
deviation of the expression values over time 1 to T for protein i. Since the gene expression data
has three cycles and each cycle has 12 times tamps, the final gene expression at each time point
is the average of the three cycles, which is defined as follows [16]:

FT (i) =
T (i) + T (i+ 12) + T (i+ 24)

3
, (i ∈ [1, 12]), (7)

where T (i) denotes the gene expression value at time point i. At a certain times tamp, if
both proteins are active with an interaction, the interaction of the two proteins is also active.
Eventually the entire PPI network was divided into 12 sub-networks, the dynamic PPI network
was constructed.

2.3 Topological characteristics of dynamic networks

A PPI network is not only an important biological network but also a typical complex network,
which meets the topological characteristics of complex network, such as small-world [49], scale-
free [51], and modularity [10]. In this part, the role of the topological characteristics in the process
of essential proteins identification is investigated, and a new topological centrality method based
on the ECC and GO annotation is proposed. Furthermore, the modularity of the network that
applied LAC is also considered.

Dynamic network topology centrality strategy

A PPI network can usually be expressed as an undirected graph G = (V,E), where the set of
vertices V represents protein, and E represents all of interactions between pairs of proteins. In
order to assess the centrality of dynamic network topology, we introduce the GO annotation (since
the ECC cannot fully reflect the characteristics). GO annotation provides valuable information
and a convenient method to study the gene function similarity, some researches have shown that
the adoption of GO semantic similarity term can improve the prediction accuracy of protein
complexes gene and disease [36, 56,57].
Weighting the networks via ECC

In order to measure the tightness of the two nodes, we use the ECC [41], which is defined
as follows:

ECC(u, v) =
|Nu ∩Nv|+ 1

min{du, dv}
, (8)

where Nu (or Nv) refers to the set of neighbours of node u (or v) in PPI networks, |Nu ∩ Nv|
is the number of common neighbor nodes of u and v, which is consistent with the number of
triangles which edge (u, v) belongs to du (or dv) indicates the degrees of node u (or v).
Weighting the networks using the Gene Ontology
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The GO information consists of three sub-ontologies: Biological Process (BP), Cellular Com-
ponent (CC) and Molecular function (MF) [6]. In order to measure the semantic similarity
between the GO terms to protein annotations in an interaction network, we applied the method
developed by Wang et al. [47]:

GO_sim(u, v) =

∑
t∈Tu

⋂
Tv

(Su(t) + Sv(t))∑
t∈Tu Su(t) +

∑
t∈Tv Sv(t)

, (9)

where where Tu and Tv are the annotations of protein u and v; Su(t) is the S-value of GO term
t related to term u and Sv(t) is the S-value of GO term t related to term v.

Generating new weighted networks
Based on the definition of the ECC and gene functional similarity, a new centrality measure,

named EG, is proposed. For a protein u, the essentiality EG(u) is defined as the probability
between the ECC and GO information:

EG(u) =
∑
v∈Nu

ECC(u, v)×GO_sim(u, v), (10)

where N(u) denotes the set of all neighbors of node u. When computing dynamic EG(u), we
should consider the number of times that each node appears in a dynamic PPI network, since
some nodes are not included in all the time networks. Dynamic EG(u) can be defined as the
follows:

DEG(u) =

∑N
i=1EG

i(u)

tim(u)
, (11)

where N is the number of temporal networks in the dynamic network, EGi(u) the EG of node u
in the ith time point, tim(u) the number of time networks that contain node u. If node u does
not appear at time point i, EGi(u) is equal to zero.

Dynamic local average connectivity

The LAC of a node indicates its closeness [49], and the LAC of a node v is defined as:

LAC(u) =

∑
v∈Nu deg

Cu(v)

|Nu|
, (12)

where Nu is the neighbors of node v, |Nu| the number of nodes in Nu, and Cu the subgraph
induced by Nu. For a node u in Cv, its local connectivity in Cu is represented as deg(Cu)(v).
Similar to DEG(u), we define Dynamic LAC as follows [30]:

DLAC(u) =

∑N
i=1 LAC

i(u)

tim(u)
, (13)

where N is the number of temporal networks in the dynamic network, LACi(u) the LAC of
node v in the ith time point, and tim(u) the number of time networks that contain node u.

2.4 Subcellular localization score

Subcellular location is divided into different compartments, different compartments play dif-
ferent roles in cell activities. In order to understand the relationship between subcellular local-
ization and essential proteins, we analyze the number of essential proteins in each subcellular
location and propose a method to evaluate subcellular localization in previous research. Assume
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that in the Nucleus, the wider the distribution of the proteins is, the greater the possibility of
essential protein becomes [17].

Let Cmax denote the protein with the largest number of times appearing in subcellular lo-
calization of the nucleus, |u| represents the number of times of the protein u appearing in the
nucleus. The importance of protein u, denoted as NSL(u), is calculated by the ratio of its size
to the largest size of the nucleus. The value of NSL(u) is in the range of (0, 1].

NSL(u) =
|u|
|Cmax|

(14)

2.5 EPFOA algorithm

In order to make up for the shortcomings of traditional identification of essential proteins
one by one, we propose the algorithm EPFOA. The algorithm can identify p candidate essential
proteins simultaneously, which greatly improves the recognition efficiency. In what follows, we
introduce the algorithm EPFOA. First, initialize the position of fruit fly and set the rules of
location updating. Then find p candidate essential proteins according to the characteristic of
FOA. Finally, the identified p essential proteins are compared with known essential proteins to
verify the number of essential proteins identified correctly.

The initialization and update of the location of fruit flies
The initialization and location update rules of fruit fly play an important role in the perfor-

mance of EPFOA. The position of the fruit fly is encoded as an integer set of p-dimensional set
Xi = (xi1, xi2, . . . , xip), (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) which denotes a candidate essential protein set. Each
element xij (xij ≤ |N |, j = 1, 2, . . . , p) in Xi is the sequence number of a protein. First we
randomly selected p proteins to initialize a fruit fly position Xi. Then we compare the selected p
proteins with the known essential proteins and keep the proteins that are successfully matched.
After that the remaining positions that represent proteins are updated. In order to speed up the
convergence of the proposed EPFOA algorithm, we sort all the proteins based on degree except
selected p proteins. A random value is assigned to the individual that is not essential protein in
the Xi and update the position in a sequence that is ranked by degree.

Encoding and decoding of EPFOA
The framework of EPFOA is shown in Fig.2. We set every fruit fly as essential protein

candidate set, and the location of fruit fly is the serial number of the candidate proteins. For the
purpose of evaluating the topological characteristics of the network comprehensively, we combine
LAC that represents the network modularity with the new network centrality. Thus, when a
fruit fly is in a certain position, we suppose its smell concentration judgment value S(i) can be
calculated as following equation:

S(i) =

p∑
j=1

(DLAC(µj) +DEG(µj)), (15)

where DLAC(uj) denotes the dynamic local average connectivity of the jth protein among the
p candidate essential proteins and DEG(uj) denotes dynamic network topology centrality of the
jth protein among the p candidate essential proteins.

The topological characteristics and biological data are both indispensable in the process of
identifying essential proteins and subcellular localization data plays an important role in essential
proteins identification. We set the following smell concentration judgement function to measure
the possibility of essential proteins represented by a fruit fly individual:

Fit(i) = α× S(i) + (1− α)×
p∑
j=1

NSL(µj), (16)
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Figure 1: The framework of the algorithm EPFOA.
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where NSL(uj) denotes subcellular localization score of the jth protein among the p candidate
essential proteins and α ∈ [0, 1], α is a parameter that regulates the proportion of the network
topology and biological information in the process of identifying essential proteins. If α = 0,
only subcellular location information works; else if α = 1, only network topology works.

Pseudo code of EPFOA

The process of EPFOA can be divided into two steps. The first step calculates the topological
and biological characteristics of protein nodes. The second step applies the process of FOA
algorithm to seek the optimal to find the essential proteins. The pseudo code of EPFOA is
shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The pseudo code of EPFOA
Ensure: G = (V,E) (the PPI network), Gene expression data, Gene Ontology GO, Subcellular

location data.
Require: Essential protein set.
1: Construct the dynamic PPI network
2: for each interacting protein pair (a, b) in PPI do
3: Calculate ECC /*The closeness of the two nodes*/
4: Calculate GO /*The functional similarity of the two nodes based on GO annotation*/
5: end for
6: for each node in G do
7: Update the centrality DEG(u)
8: Calculate DLAC(u)
9: Calculate subcellular location score NSL(u)

10: end for
11: for fruit fly i do
12: Initialize location x(i) and its best location b_x(i)
13: Calculate the smell concentration smell(i)= Fit(S(i))
14: end for
15: for m in [1,maxiter] do
16: for fruit fly i do
17: Update location X(i) = X(i) + random
18: if smell(i)<Fit(S(i)) then
19: b_x(i) = X(i)
20: end if
21: end for
22: end for

3 Results and discussion

In this section, we first introduce the experimental data. Then we analyze the parameter A
towards the performance of EPFOA. Next, in order to evaluate the performance of EPFOA more
synthetically, we not only compare EPFOA with some topology-based centrality methods (DC,
EC, IC, SC, NC, LAC) but also with some methods that integrate their topological properties
with their biological properties (PeC and UDoNC). In order to assess the essentiality of proteins
in PPI networks, these methods are ranked in descending order based on their ranking scores
including eight existing centrality methods (DC, EC, IC, SC, NC, LAC, PeC and UDoNC). After
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that, top 1%,5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 25% of the ranked proteins are selected as candidates for
essential proteins. In this paper, the size of the set of essential proteins candidate is 1274.
Taking into account of the random optimization process of FOA, we conduct ten experiments
and then use the average of ten experiments as the final result to to analyze the parameter
towards the performance of EPFOA. The ten experiments are listed in the attachment 1. To
further evaluate the EPFOA performance, we randomly choose a candidate essential proteins
from ten experiments to compare with other methods. The performance is presented in the form
of histograms of the number of essential proteins predicted by each algorithm and also use six
statistical measures to evaluate them. And precision-recall curves and jackknife curves are also
used to evaluate the performance of the proposed EPFOA method and the other eight methods.
Finally,we analysis the modularity of identified essential proteins.

3.1 Experimental data

To evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm EPFOA, we adopt PPI networks
of S.cerevisiae which has been well characterized by knockout experiments and widely used in
the evaluation of methods for essential proteins discovery. The PPI data of S.cerevisiae was
downloaded from DIP database [58], which contains 5093 proteins and 24743 interactions after
removing the repeated interactions and the self-interactions. The known essential proteins data
of S.cerevisiae contains 1285 essential proteins among which 1167 essential proteins present in
the DIP network, which are collected from four databases: MIPS [23], SGD [4], DEG [55], and
SGDP (http://www-sequence.stanford.edu/group). The gene expression data of S.cerevisiae
are downloaded from GEO database [44] that contains 7074 gene expression products. The
Gene ontology annotation data of S.cerevisiae is obtained from GO Consortium [5]. Subcellular
localization dataset of S. cerevisiae is downloaded from knowledge channel of COMPARTMENTS
database [1], which includes 5095 yeast proteins and 206,831 subcellular localization records.

3.2 The effect of parameter α on performance

In our proposed algorithm EPFOA, evaluation function of proteins is changed with different
values of α. To study the effect of parameter α on performance of EPFOA, we evaluate the
prediction accuracy by setting different values of α, ranging from 0 to 1. The detailed results
are listed in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, the results are similar with α, ranging from 0.4 to 1.
Synthetically, we consider the optimal values to be α = 0.1.

Table 1: Effect of parameter α on the performance of EPFOA

α 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1TOP

1% 37 45 42 40 40 40 39 40 40 39 39
5% 181 183 183 184 184 185 177 178 177 176 178
10% 350 341 334 317 304 295 287 289 288 284 284
15% 444 451 445 429 423 417 415 409 409 400 415
20% 563 542 537 532 531 528 529 530 530 529 544
25% 610 628 624 621 618 612 616 617 617 616 616
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3.3 Comparison with other prediction measures

In order to demonstrate the advantage of our proposed EPFOA, we compare EPFOA with
eight existing methods including DC, EC, IC, SC, NC, LAC, PeC and UDoNC. The essential
proteins candidate population size p is set to 1274 (5093*25%=1274). The top 1, 5, 10, 15, 20
and 25% proteins are selected as candidate essential proteins, respectively. Then the prediction
results are compared with the known essential proteins, and the experimental results are shown
in Fig. 3. It can be observed that the percentage of essential proteins predicted by EPFOA
is consistently higher than that achieved by the eight compared methods. Taking top 1% (top
51) predicted essential proteins as an example, 46 essential proteins are correctly identified by
EPFOA while SC and EC have correctly predicted 24 essential proteins.
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Figure 2: EPFOA compared with several existing methods.(a) Top 1% (Top 51), (b) Top 5%
(Top 255), (c) Top 10% (Top 510), (d) Top 15% (Top 764), (e) Top 20% (Top 1019), (f) Top
25% (Top 1274).

3.4 Validation using six statistical measures

In order to evaluate the performance of EPFOA, we compare EPFOA with the other methods
using six statistical measures: sensitivity (SN), specificity (SP), positive predictive value (PPV),
negative predictive value (NPV), F-measure, and accuracy (ACC). Each statistical measure is
defined as follows:

SN =
TP

TP + FN
, (17)

SP =
TN

TN + FP
, (18)

PPV =
TP

TP + FP
, (19)

NPV =
TN

TN + FN
, (20)

F −measure =
2× SN × PPV
SN + PPV

, (21)

ACC =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
, (22)
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where TP is the number of essential proteins correctly identified as essential proteins, FP is the
number of nonessential proteins mistakenly identified as essential proteins, TN is the number
of nonessential proteins correctly identified as nonessential proteins, and FN is the number of
essential proteins mistakenly identified as nonessential proteins. The comparison results between
EPFOA and the other predicted essential proteins methods by six statistical measures performed
on DIP are shown in Table 2. Obviously, we can see that EPFOA significantly outperforms all
the compared methods.

Table 2: Comparison of EPFOA and the other methods in terms of SN, SP, PPV, NPV, F-
measure, and ACC on the PPI networks.

Method SN SP PPV NPV F-measure ACC

DC 0.4302 0.8033 0.394 0.8258 0.4113 0.7178
EC 0.4002 0.7944 0.3666 0.8167 0.3826 0.704
IC 0.4319 0.8038 0.3956 0.8263 0.4129 0.7186
SC 0.4002 0.7944 0.3666 0.8167 0.3826 0.704
NC 0.467 0.8143 0.4278 0.8371 0.4465 0.7347
LAC 0.473 0.8161 0.4333 0.8389 0.4523 0.7374
PeC 0.4225 0.801 0.387 0.8235 0.4039 0.7143

UDoNC 0.491 0.8214 0.4498 0.8444 0.4695 0.7457
EPFOA 0.5373 0.8352 0.4922 0.8586 0.5137 0.7669

3.5 Comparison of the experimental results based on precision-recall curves

To further validate the performance of EPFOA, we study the Precision-Recall (PR) of EPFOA
on the PPI networks and compare with the other methods. The precision and recall of the top
n ranked proteins are defined as follow:

Precision(n) =
TP (n)

TP (n) + FP (n)
, (23)

Recall(n) =
TP (n)

P
, (24)

where TP (n) is the number of true predicted essential proteins among the top n ranked proteins,
FP (n) is the number of false predicted essential proteins among the top n ranked proteins, P
is the total number of essential proteins under consideration. Fig. 4 shows the PR curves of
EPFOA and the other eight methods on the PPI networks. Obviously, EPFOA obtains the best
performance, which demonstrates that the algorithm EPFOA works well in identifying essential
proteins.

3.6 Validation using jackknife curves

A more general comparison between the proposed algorithm EPFOA and the eight previously
proposed methods is tested by using a jackknife curves. The experimental results validated by
Jackknife curves are shown in Fig. 5 the X-axis represents the proteins ranked in descending
order from left to right according to the values computed using the corresponding methods, and
the Y-axis represents the number of true essential proteins among the top n proteins, where n is
the number along the X-axis. The area under the curve is always used to measure the generality
of a method. As shown in Fig. 5, EPFOA clearly performs better than the other methods.
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Figure 3: The PR curves of GSP and that of other methods.

3.7 The modularity of essential proteins predicted by EPFOA

Proteins usually perform tasks in biological system with protein complexes or functional
modules and rarely act alone. Therefore, protein modularity may be an appropriate measurement
to evaluate the significance of essential proteins identified by EPFOA. In order to examine the
modularity of essential proteins identified by EPFOA, we compare EPFOA with DC that fully
depend on network topology and PeC that combine network topology with biological information.
We show the top 1% identified essential proteins of each method. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the
number of essential proteins identified by EPFOA is higher than DC and PeC obviously. It also
can be seen in Fig. 5, it is worthy to note that the essential proteins identified by EPFOA show
more significant modularity than DC and PeC. It indicates that EPFOA is effective in identifying
essential proteins.
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Figure 4: The jackknife curves of GSP and the other nine methods.

Figure 5: The modules formed by the top 1% identified essential proteins predicted by DC, PeC
and EPFOA. Yellow circles are the essential proteins predicted by EPFOA, and blue circles are
the non-essential proteins that incorrectly predicted.
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4 Conclusion

It is believed that identification of essential proteins is very useful for understanding the min-
imal requirements for cellular life, and even the disease study and drug design. Although there
are many methods have been proposed, it is still a challenge to improve the predicted precision.
It is a strong potential way to use computational methods to identify essential proteins. In this
study, we propose a novel algorithm EPFOA to boost the performance of essential proteins. We
not only analyze the network topological characteristics in the dynamic PPI networks with GO
annotation, but also analyze the biological characteristics with the subcellular location infor-
mation. By comparing with other existing methods, FOCA can more effectively identify the
essential proteins with the higher precision. As future work, it would be interesting to apply the
EPFOA to other studies, such as gene and disease prediction.
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Abstract: Faced with a great number of conditional factors in big data causal
analysis, the reduction algorithm put forward in this paper can reasonably reduce
the number of conditional factors. Compared with the previous reduction methods,
we take into consideration the influence of conditional factors on resulted factors, as
well as the relationship among conditional factors themselves. The basic idea of the
algorithm proposed in this paper is to establish the matrix of mutual deterministic
degrees in between conditional factors. If a conditional factor f has a greater deter-
ministic degree with respect to another conditional factor h, we will delete the factor
h unless factor h has a greater deterministic degree with respect to f , then delete
factor f in this case. With this reduction, we can ensure that the conditional factors
participating in causal analysis are as irrelevant as possible. This is a reasonable
requirement for causal analysis.
Keywords: factors space, causal analysis, reduction of factors, fuzzy logic.

1 Introduction

Causal analysis in factors space [18] is proposed in the paper [22], which extracts causal rules
from the background distribution in between a group of factors. This is the original methodology
provided by the factor space for the machine learning, classification and decision-making and so
on. The paper [13] applies those causal rules to causal reasoning, and the paper [17] improves the
inductive algorithm introduced in paper [22]. The paper [1] puts forward that the slip-differential
algorithm, improving the precision of causal reasoning. The paper [15] gives the rule extraction
with respect to multi-result factors, which connects multi-label learning theory [5]. The paper [2]
presents a reasonable statement on logistic regression based on fuzzy sets and the factor space
theory. The paper [14] introduces the historic background of factors space and its relationship
with formal concept analysis [6]. A lot of theoretical papers about factors space can be found
in the reference [3, 4, 7–12, 16, 19–21, 23, 24]. All this lays a complete foundation for the unified
depiction of causal induction and reasoning in artificial intelligence. However, in the face of the
impact of big data, the number of factors to be processed by causal analysis is surprisingly large.
We will discuss how to simplify and merge the large number of conditional factors in this paper.

The idea of the article [22] is that the factor which has the strongest influence on the resulted
factor will be used first. By using it, we can have a causal rule and delete some data. Repeating

Copyright ©2018 CC BY-NC
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the process, when all the data are deleted all unused conditional factors were reduced. This
reduction method is determined by the deterministic degrees of conditional factors with respect
to the resulted factor. This paper makes a supplement to the idea of reduction. Not only do
we consider the influence of the conditional factors on the result factor, but also the relationship
between the condition factors is taken into consideration. The deterministic degrees of a condition
factor with respect to other factors should be considered. The conditional factors are reduced
or merged according to the degree of mutual determination, and the last is a set of conditional
factors that are as not related to each other as possible, which is the best condition for causal
analysis.

The structure of this paper is that section 2 introduces the mutual relationship in between
conditional factors, and section 3 introduces the reduction algorithm of conditional factors. Sec-
tion 4 is a short conclusion. This paper is a mathematical method without specific examples.

2 Mutual relationship in between conditional factors

The factor is the quality root, each factor in command of a string of attributes. For example,
the color is a factor, which commands the red, orange, yellow, green, blue, blue, purple and so
on. It mathematically is defined as a mapping f : U → X(f). f is color, for example, U are a
group of cars, X(f)={red, orange, yellow, green, green, blue, purple}, which draws our attention
from the group of cars to their colors. X(f) is called the state space of the factor f , where the
states are described by natural language words, called the qualitative states; of course, factors
also can have quantitative state space, then back to the variable. The factor is the promotion of
variables. Factor f is regular if there are at least two objects u and v such that f(u) 6= f(v).

Considering a set of basic factors F ∗ = {f1, · · · , fn}, we can define a synthetic factor by any
subset f = {f(1), · · · , f(k)} of F ∗ with the state space X = X(f(1)) × · · · ×X(f(k)) ( × stands
for Cartesian product). Denote the synthetic factor as f = {f(1) ∪ · · · ∪ f(k)}. It is easy to prove
that P (F ∗) = (P (F ∗),∪,∩, c) forms a factorial Boolean algebra, where the operations ∪ and ∩
are called the synthesis and separation of factors respectively.

Denote XF ∗ = {X(f)}(f∈P (F ∗)), and φ = (U,XF ∗) is called the factor space defined on U .
A factor f defines an equivalence relation ∼ in the domain U : For any u, v ∈ U , u ∼ v if and

only if f(u) = f(v). Denote the subclass of U containing u as [u]f = {v ∈ U |f(v) = f(u)}. We
call that H(f, U) = {[u]f |u ∈ U} the division of U by f .

We call that f is more specific than h, denoted as H(f, U)〉H(h, U), if for any u, there is an
v in U such that [v]f ⊆ [u]h, and for any u, there is an v in U such that [u]f ⊆ [v]h. It is obvious
that H(f, U)〉H(h, U) if and only if H(f ∪ h, U) = H(f, U), in this case, for any a ∈ X(h),
there are a1, · · · , at ∈ X(f), such that [a]h = [a1]f + · · · + [at]f . We call that f and h are
equivalent if H(f, U)〉H(h, U) and H(h, U)〉H(f, U). Suppose that the numbers of subclasses in
the divisions of f and h are s and t respectively, and suppose that s, t > 1. If H(f ∪ h, U) is
the roughest common more specific division of H(f, U) and H(h, U), then we call that f and h
are independent in division. In this case, for any b ∈ X(h), there are a1, · · · , as ∈ X(f) such
that [b]h = [a1]f + · · · + [as]f ; and for any a ∈ X(f), there are b1, · · · , bt ∈ X(h) such that
[a]f = [b1]h + + [bt]h.

Given a factors space φ = (U,XF ∗), selecting f1, · · · , fk and g from XF ∗ , called a set of
conditional factors and a result factor respectively, and extracting m objects from U to form a
sample domain U ′, we obtain the combined states data of these objects with respect to the k+ 1
factors. Causal analysis aims to extract causal rules from conditions to the result based on the
sample distribution of U ′. One of the key concepts is the deterministic degree of factor fi with
respect to g.
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Definition 1. (Wang2015) If there is an object u ∈ U ′ such that [u]fi ⊆ [u]g, then we say that
[u]fi is a deterministic class of fi with respect to g. The ratio d of the number of objects in
all deterministic classes of fi with respect to g and the number of objects in U ′ is called the
determination degree of fi with respect to g.

When fj(u) = fj(v),we have that [u]fi = [v]fi . To avoid repetition, denote [u]fi = [v]fi =
[a]fi , then we have

d(fj , g) =
∑
{|[a]fi ||[a]fi is a deterministic class of fi on g}/m (1)

where |A| stands for the number of elements in A.
In this Section, we will consider the deterministic degree d(f, h) of a conditional factor f with

another conditional factor h. The whole theory is applied on a sampling U ′ ⊆ U .

Theorem 2. Let f , h be two conditional factors on sample U ′. Factor f is more specific than h
on U ′ if and only if d(f, h) = 1.

Proof: Suppose that f is more specific than h on U ′. For any u ∈ U ′, there is v ∈ U ′ such that
[v]f ⊆ [u]h, it means that [v]f is a deterministic subclass of f with respect to h. Therefore, all
the elements of U ′ is covered by deterministic subclasses of f with respect to h, then, we have
that d(f, h) = 1.

Inversely, suppose that d(f, h) = 1. For any a ∈ X(h), let [a] be the subclass that has the
state a under h, there must be an element u ∈ U ′ such that h(u) = a, and then [a] = [u]h. Since
d(f, h) = 1, we have that [u]f ⊆ [u]h, i.e., [u]f ⊆ [a]; For any a ∈ X(f), let [a] be the subclass
has the state a under f , there must be an element u ∈ U ′ such that f(u) = a. Since d(f, h) = 1,
we have that [u]f ⊆ [u]h, i.e., [u] ⊆ [u]f . Therefore, the factor f is more specific than h. 2

Theorem 3. If f is more specific than h on U ′, and the two factors h and f are not equivalent,
then d(h, f) < 1.

Proof: Suppose that d(h, f) = 1. According to proposition 2, h is more specific than f , and
then f and h are equivalent U ′. This is a contradiction. 2

Theorem 4. If f is more specific than h on U ′, then d(f, g) ≥ d(h, g).

Proof: Suppose that [a] is a deterministic subclass of h (a ∈ X(h)). There is u ∈ [a]h such that
h(u) = a. Since that f is more specific than h on U ′, we have that H(f ∪ h, U) = H(f, U), and
then [a]h = [a1]f + · · · + [at]f , where [a1]f , · · · , [at]f are deterministic degrees of f on U ′ with
respect to g both. It is obvious that d(f, g) ≥ d(h, g). 2

Theorem 5. If f and h are two regular factors mutual independent in division on U ′, then
d(f, h) = d(h, f) = 0.

Proof: Since f and h are two regular factors mutual independent in division on U ′ for any
b ∈ X(h), there are a1, · · · , as ∈ X(f) such that [b]h = [a1]f + · · ·+ [as]f ; and for any a ∈ X(f),
there are b1, · · · , bt ∈ X(h) such that [a]f = [b1]h + · · ·+ [at]h, and it ensures that [a]f \ [b]h 6= Φ
and [b]h \ [a]f 6= Φ hold for any a ∈ X(f) and any b ∈ X(h). then d(f, h) = d(h, f) = 0. 2

There are three kinds of relationship between conditional factors: 1. d(f, h) is rather larger
and d(h, f) is rather smaller; 2. d(f, h) and d(h, f) are rather larger both; 3. d(f, h) and d(h, f)
are rather smaller both. According to the statements mentioned above, in case 1, if d(f, g) is
larger, then we need not the factor h when f is taken part in with respect to the result g; in
case 2, factors f , h are related to each other closely, and they are not suitable to be conditional
simultaneously, and need to do reduction; in the case 3, factors f , h are rather independent, so
they don’t need to be deleted provided they have important influence to the resulted factor.
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Table 1: Conditional Factors

factor name state space

f1 Age X(f1)={Old, Middle, Young}
f2 Income X(f2)={High, Average, Low}
f3 Student X(f3)={Y, N}
f4 Credit X(f4)={Very-good, Good, Un-recorded}
f5 Education X(f5)={Primary, Junior, University, Graduated}
f6 Civil X(f6)={Civil, Private}
f7 Housing X(f7)={Rent, Narrow, Mansion}
f8 Car X(f8)={Car, Bike}
f9 Health X(f9)={Healthy, Sickness}
f10 Residence X(f10)={Town, Rural}

Table 2: Causal Data

u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 u9 u10 u11 u12 u13 u14

f1 O O M O O M M M M Y Y Y Y Y
f2 L A H A H L A H L A H A L L
f3 N N N N N N N N N Y N Y Y Y
f4 U U V G V U G V G V V V G U
f5 P J G U U J U J P G U U U G
f6 C C C C C P C P P P C P P P
f7 N N M M M N N M N N M R R R
f8 B B C C B B C C B C C B B B
f9 H S H H S H S S H H H S H S
f10 R T T T T R T R R T T T T T
g 0 1 2 1 2 0 1 2 0 2 2 2 1 0

3 Reduction of conditional factors

Causal analysis aims to extract the rules form conditional to resulted factors; the more
independent the better the conditional factors. The reduction of conditions factors obeys such a
principle: For a pair of the factors with higher deterministic degrees with respect to the resulted
factor g both, delete one of them except their mutual deterministic degrees are smaller both (i.e.,
in the case 3). This principle aims to take conditional factors into causal analysis as independent
as possible.
Algorithm
Step 1. Rank the conditional factors according to their deterministic degrees with respect to
the resulted factor g from high to low;
Step 2. Write the matrix of deterministic degree between conditional factors;
Step 3. For any i and j, if (d(fi, fj) > 0.5 or d(fj , fi) > 0.5) and d(fi, fj) > d(fj , fi), then
delete fj .

The remaining factor sequence is the conditional sequence that is required by the reduction.
If causal analysis is performed according to this sequence, the sequence will be terminated when
the causal tree is formed, and all unused conditional factors are deleted at all.
Example. In customer analysis, the goal is to open the market. The utility factor is the
purchasing power of the customer, and the form factor is the information of the customers. Take
the form factors as the conditionals; the benefit factor should be the result to do the causal
analysis. The conditional factors considered are listed in Table 1.

Selecting 14 customers to form a sampling universe
U ′ = {u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 u9 u10 u11 u12 u13 u14},
Table 2 presents causal data type.
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Table 3: Frequencies of factors

f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9 f10
0 4 0 6 2 0 0 0 0 0

Table 4: The matrix of mutual deterministic degrees between conditional factors

f4 f2 f5 f1 f3 f6 f7 f8 f9 f10
f4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
f2 4 0 0 5 0 4 9 0 5
f5 2 2 0 2 0 2 4 4 8
f1 0 0 0 9 4 0 0 0 5
f3 0 2 0 2 4 0 0 0 4
f6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
f7 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 0 0
f8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
f9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
f10 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0

The steps of reduction of conditional factors are shown as follows:
Step 1. Reordering conditional factors according to their deterministic degrees with respect to
g. Remember that m=14, to be more simple, we write all frequencies by 14 times. The results
are given in Tables 3.

The new order is shown as: f4, f2, f5, f1, f3, f6, f7, f8, f9, f10.
Step 2. The matrix of mutual deterministic degrees between conditional factors is listed in
Table 4.
Step 3.

When i = 2, j = 8, d(fi, fj) = 9/14 > 0.5 and d(fi, fj) > d(fj , fi) = 0, delete f8;
When i = 5, j = 10, d(fi, fj) = 8/14 > 0.5 and d(fi, fj) > d(fj , fi) = 0, delete f10;
When i = 1, j = 3, d(fi, fj) = 9/14 > 0.5 and d(fi, fj) > d(fj , fi) = 0, delte f3.
After deleting the three conditional factors, the new causal analysis data style is presented

in Table 5
According to the causal analysis [22], do rule extraction by f4 to get that

Rule 1: If Credit is very good, then the purchasing power is #2

Taking out those customers having very good credit from U ′, Table 6 presents newer causal
analysis data style.

Do rule extraction by f4 and f2 to get that
Rule 2: If Credit is unrecorded and Income is low, then the purchasing power is #0;
Rule 3: If Credit is unrecorded and Income is average, then the purchasing power is #1;
Rule 4: If Credit is good and Income is average, then the purchasing power is #1;

Table 5: New Causal Data

u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 u9 u10 u11 u12 u13 u14

f4 U U V G V U G V G V V V G U
f2 L A H A H L A H L A H A L L
f5 P J G U U J U J P G U U U G
f1 O O M O O M M M M Y Y Y Y Y
f6 C C C C C P C P P P C P P P
f7 N N M M M N N M N N M R R R
f9 H S H H S H S S H H H S H S
g 0 1 2 1 2 0 1 2 0 2 2 2 1 0
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Table 6: New Causal Data (with 8 factors)

u1 u2 u4 u6 u7 u9 u13 u14

f4 U U G U G G G U
f2 L A A L A L L L
f5 P J U J U P U G
f1 O O O M M M Y Y
f6 C C C P C P P P
f7 N N M N N N R R
f9 H S H H S H H S
g 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0

Table 7: New Causal Data (with 2 factors)

U ′ u9 u13

f4 G G
f2 L L
f5 P U
f1 M Y
f6 P P
f7 N R
f9 H H
g 0 1

Taking out those customers having been contributed to rule extraction from U ′, the newer
causal analysis data style is given in Table 7.

Do rule extraction by f4, f2 and f5 to get that
Rule 5: If Credit is Good, Income is low, and Education is Univ., then the purchasing is #1;
Rule 6: If Credit is Good, Income is low, and Education is Prim., then the purchasing is #0;
Now, the universe U ′ has been empty, the rule extraction has finished. We just select three

factors in use, all of others have been deleted at all. What are the relationship in between the
three factors?

d(f4, f2) = 0 < 0.5, d(f2, f4) = 4/14 < 0.5,
d(f4, f5) = 0 < 0.5, d(f5, f4) = 2/14 < 0.5,
d(f2, f5) = 0 < 0.5, d(f5, f2) = 2/14 < 0.5.
All of mutual deterministic degrees between them are small, which satisfy the requirement

of causal analysis.

4 Conclusion

In the face of the challenge of big data, the number of conditional factors in causal analysis is
very large, so the reduction of conditional factors is an important task. The proposed reduction
algorithm can reasonably reduce the number of conditional factors. Compared with the previous
reduction methods, we take into consideration the influence of conditional factors on resulted
factors, as well as the relationship among conditional factors themselves. In this paper we
consider the mutual deterministic degrees in between conditional factors. Such reduction ensures
the conditional factors are selected as independent as possible, Causal analysis requires such
selection, and this improvement is of great importance in practice.
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Abstract: Decision attributes are important parameters when choosing an alter-
native in a multiple criteria decision-making (MCDM) problem. In order to select
the optimal set of decision attributes, an analysis framework is proposed to illustrate
the attribute selection problem. Then a two-step attribute selection procedure is
presented based on the framework: In the first step, attributes are filtered by using
correlation algorithm. In the second step, a multi-objective optimization model is
constructed to screen attributes from the results of the first step. Finally, a case
study is given to illustrate and verify this method. The advantage of this method is
that both external attribute data and subjective decision preferences are utilized in
a sequential procedure. It enhances the reliability of decision attributes and matches
the actual decision-making scenarios better.
Keywords: attribute selection, multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM), multi-
objective optimization, attribute correlation.

1 Introduction

Multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) is successfully applied to help decision makers (DMs)
choose optimal alternatives. During the past few decades, various MCDM methods have been
proposed based upon different philosophies such as multi-attribute utility, the analytic hierar-
chy process (AHP), outranking methods and so on. Meanwhile, many decision support systems
(DSSs) have been designed in MCDM to assist DMs in analyzing problems and making decisions
more easily. MCDM deals with a general class of problems that contains multiple attributes,
objectives and criteria [20]; and alternatives are determined based on many qualitative or quan-
titative criteria which are generally complicated and assessed by more relevant attributes. How-
ever, not all of them can be used in decision-making procedure, because they contain plenty of
redundant or "noisy" attributes and it will lead to useless decision alternatives. Therefore, the
effectiveness of an alternative is highly dependent on the set of decision attributes.

The concept of "optimal" can be illustrated by two aspects: (1) Elements of the set are highly
related to the MCDM problem for decision purpose; (2) The set of attributes is parsimonious, and
the selected alternative will be suboptimum if one of these attributes is omitted. The rationale
of attribute selection is similar to feature selection in data mining field. There are a lot of feature
selection methods have been proposed, but only a few of them can be applied in decision-making
process directly which are mentioned in the Literature Review part. Most of these methods can’t
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account for both objective and subjective perspectives, so there is a low reliability of decision
attributes. This study is focused on how to select the optimal set of decision attributes for a
MCDM problem, external attribute data and subjective decision preferences are utilized in a
sequential procedure to enhance the reliability of decision attributes.

The attribute selection method for decision problem should account for both objective and
subjective perspectives, more precisely, this paper merges attribute data (objective) with DMs’
requirement (subjective). Utilize the former for rational, constrained modeling and the latter for
adapting specific problem issues to the decision-making process. In order to obtain the optimal
set of attributes, an analysis framework for attribute selection problem and a two-step screening
procedure is conducted in this paper. The specific procedure is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The illustration for the presented method

This new attribute selection method in MCDM contributes to selecting the optimal set of
decision attributes and helping DMs choose optimal alternatives better. Meanwhile, this method
merges objective data and subjective preferences to improve performance for actual decision
scenarios.

2 Literature review

Many feature selection methods have been proposed, and they are usually classified into three
classes: "filter" methods, "wrapper" methods and "embedded" methods [2,7,8,14]. Wu [19] pro-
posed using the fuzzy and grey Delphi methods to identify a set of reliable attributes and,
based on these attributes, transforming big data to a manageable scale to consider their impacts.
Meinshausen et al. [11] demonstrated linear model and Gaussian model of variable selection
consistency in higher dimensional case. Although they have good performance, they cannot be
applied in decision-making process directly (partial principle may be accepted). Only a few
papers mentioned attribute selection in decision-making problems; for instance, Chun [4] con-
sidered the "optimizing" and "satisficing" (a portmanteau of satisfy and suffice) attributes and
deal with the multi-attribute decision problem with sequentially presented decision alternatives;
Dai et al. [6] constructed three attribute selection approaches in context of incomplete deci-
sion systems based on information-theoretical measurement of attribute importance; in order to
screen the critical factors influencing the stability of perilous rock, Meng et al. [12] used fuzzy
compromise TOPSIS method to calculate the importance of attributes in the decision problem.
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Wu [18] used Fuzzy Delphi method to screen out the unnecessary attributes to deal with the
complex interrelationships among the aspects and attributes. Attribute selection procedure can
improve the decision performance, but no papers used this procedure in MCDM problems.

3 Method

3.1 Preliminaries

Trapezoidal fuzzy numbers

Definition 1. Let X be a universe set. A fuzzy ã in a universe of discourse X is characterized
by a membership function µã(x), which associates with each element x in X, a real number in
the interval [0,1]. The function is termed the grade of membership of x in ã.

Definition 2. A tuple Ã = (a, b, c, d), a ≤ b ≤ c ≤ d, is called a trapezoidal fuzzy number (TFN)
if its membership function is

µã(x) =


(x− a)/(b− a) a ≤ x ≤ b
1 b ≤ x ≤ c
(d− x)/(d− c) c ≤ x ≤ d
0 otherwise

Where a, b, c, d are real numbers.

Definition 3. Given two trapezoidal fuzzy numbers Ã = (a1, b1, c1, d1), Ã = (a2, b2, c2, d2), and
a real number λ, the main operations can be expressed as follows:

1○Ã1
⊕
Ã2 = (a1 + a2, b1 + b2, c1 + c2, d1 + d2)

2○Ã1
⊗
Ã2 = (a1a2, b1b2, c1c2, d1d2)

3○λ
⊗
Ã2 = (λa1, λb1, λc1, λd1)

Multi-objective optimization

Let χ be a vector containing n decision variables and in a universe of discourse X. Mathe-
matically, an optimization problem with p objective functions can be expressed as (Mahdi and
Seyed, 2012):

minimize fi(x) for i = 1, 2, ..., p

subject to: gj(x) ≤ 0, j = 1, 2, ..., q,
hj(x) = 0, j = q + 1, 2, ...,m

where x = (x1, x2, ..., xn), xl is the lth decision variable; p andm are respectively the numbers
of objective function and constraint.

A variety of methods can be used to solve this problem. One popular method is to combine
those objectives into a single composite objective so that traditional mathematical programming
methods can be applied. And other approaches are based on the Pareto optimum concept, and
more specifically, let y = (y1, y2, ..., yn) be another vector containing n decision variables in X.

Definition 4. (Domination) x ∈ X dominates y ∈ X, denoted x � y, if ∀j ∈ p, vj(x) ≤ vj(y)
with at least one strict inequality.

Definition 5. (Pareto Optimal) x is a Pareto Optimal (PO) solution, if there is no y ∈ X such
that y � x. The set of all Pareto optimal solutions in X is denoted PO(X).
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These methods include Multiple Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA), Non-dominated
Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA), NSGA-II, Multi-objective Multi-state Genetic Algorithm
(MOMS-GA), Niched-Pareto Genetic Algorithm (NPGA) and Multi-objective Particle Swarm
Optimization (MOPSO) [9, 21].

An analysis framework of attribute selection under MCDM

Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) has been widely applied as a well-known branch of
decision making, and can be further divided into multi-objective decision making (MADM) and
multi-attribute decision making (MODM) [5, 13]. The whole hierarchical structure of a MCDM
problem is shown in Figure 2, and it can be unfolded from four hierarchies from top to the
bottom, namely, objective, criteria, attribute and alternative.

(1) Objective Hierarchy: Generally contain multiple decision objectives given by DMs which
reflect different decision requirement.

(2) Criteria Hierarchy: Criteria Hierarchy is to realize a fair comparison of alternatives from
the various aspects of Objective Hierarchy, and it is also developed in a hierarchical fashion,
starting from some general but imprecise criteria description, which is refined into more
precise sub- and sub-sub criteria.

(3) Attribute Hierarchy: Attribute Hierarchy is determined by criteria Hierarchy and Objective
Hierarchy. It is generally assumed that each criterion can be represented by some measur-
able attributes of the consequences arising from implementation of any particular decision
alternative [16], as well as objective. No matter what kind of MCDM methods, decision
attributes are the bottom and direct evaluative parameters to determine alternatives.

(4) Alternative Hierarchy: Consist from candidate alternatives evaluated by the set of decision
attribute.

Figure 2: The hierarchical structure of a MCDM problem

This paper focus on how to obtain the optimal set of decision attributes from Attribute
Hierarchy for evaluating alternatives.
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Rationale of the proposed method

Let O = {O1, O2, ..., Oγ} be a finite set of objectives, and C = {C1, C2, ..., Cn} be the set of
criteria. In most actual cases, objectives and criteria are always predetermined by MDs according
to different knowledge background and decision experiences, thus we assume that all of objectives
and criteria (or sub-criteria) are given.

We define decision attribute selection procedure as a sequential selection procedure based on
objective and subjective information. It means that a series of screening steps will be applied
in sequence to obtain an optimal set of attributes. A sequential screening can be described as
follows [3]:

Scrh,h−1,...,1(Aoriginal) = Scrh(Scrh−1(...(Scr1(Aoriginal))...)) (1)

where Scrk, k = 1, 2, ..., h are screening steps, and Scrh is the final screening step in this
sequential screening; Aoriginal = {aj |j ∈ N} is the original set of decision attributes.

And two screening steps are conducted in proposed selection procedure, namely, Scr2,1(A) =
Scr2(Scr1(A)).

Scri is a screening step based on real-time attribute data, and the corresponding screening
algorithm is established in the step. The result Scri(A) is to obtain a relatively optimized set of
decision attributes AScr1 by deleting redundant attributes.

Scr2 is a further screening step based on the results of Scr2(A) to acquire the absolutely
optimal set of decision attributes AScr2 . Decision goals that represent subjective preference are
utilized in this step, and the selected set should satisfy all decision goals.

The whole procedure of attribute selection is shown by Figure 3

Figure 3: The procedure of the proposed method

where AScr1 = {{A1}, {A1}, ..., {Ap}, ..., {An}}, and ÃbScr2 is candidate optimal set of Scr2.

3.2 A new method for attribute selection

Preprocessing of the data

We consider three data types of decision attributes in this paper, namely, real numbers
expressed as α0, intervals expressed as [αL, αU ] and linguistic term set expressed as a linguistic
term set S = {s0, s1, ..., sK}. And real-time attribute data can be listed as attribute value series
in Table 1.

where c ≤ t1 < t2 < ... < tm ≤ d and [c, d] is a time interval.
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Table 1: Attribute value series

α1 α2 ... αj ...
t1 α1(t1) α2(t1) ... αj(t1) ...
t2 α2(t2) α2(t2) ... αj(t2) ...
...
ti αi(ti) α2(ti) ... αj(ti) ...
...
tm αm(tm) α2(tm) ... αj(tm) ...

Both Scr1 and Scr2 are quantification procedures and therefore, in order to guarantee the
scientificity and preciseness of the presented method, preprocessing of attribute data need to be
carried out firstly (referring to our previous work [10]).

(1) Convert attribute values to TFNs

For a real number α0, it can be denoted as a TFN (α1, α2, α3, α4), where α1 = α2 =
α3 = α4 = α0; for internal value bαL, αUc, the corresponding TFN can also be expressed
as (α1, α2, α3, α4), where α1 = α2 = αL and α3 = α4 = αU . It is a little complex for a
linguistic term set with odd cardinality S = {s0, s1, ..., sK}, and the element sK is converted
to the corresponding TFN as follows:

(α1
k, α

2
k, α

3
k, α

4
k) =

max

{
2k − 1

2K + 1
, 0

}
,

2k

2K + 1
,

2k + 1

2K + 1
,min

{
2k + 2

2K + 1
, 1

} (2)

where k = 0, 1, ...,K.

(2) Normalize values of attributes

In real-world decision scenarios, some decision attributes are cost ones, which mean the lower
the values of attributes, the better they will be; the others are benefit ones, which mean the
higher the values of attributes, the better they will be. Without loss of generality, we
assume that the attribute values can be expressed as αj(ti) = (α1

j (ti), α
2
j (ti), α

3
j (ti), α

4
j (ti)),

and normalized attribute values can be denoted as γj(ti) = (r1
j (ti), r

2
j (ti), r

3
j (ti), r

4
j (ti)). The

normalized methods are given as follows:

• For cost attributes:

rvj (ti) =
max
i

(
α4
j (ti)

)
− αvj (ti)

max
i

(
α4
j (ti)

)
−min

i

(
α1
j (ti)

) v = 1, 2, 3, 4. (3)

• For benefit attributes:

rvj (ti) =
αvj (ti)−min

i

(
α1
j (ti)

)
max
i

(
α4
j (ti)

)
−min

i

(
α1
j (ti)

) v = 1, 2, 3, 4. (4)

And the normalized attribute value series can be denoted as
γ1 = {r1(t1), r1(t2), ..., r1(tm)};
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γ2 = {r2(t1), r2(t2), ..., r2(tm)};
...;

γj = {rj(t1), rj(t2), ..., rj(tm)};
....

The first step for screening Scr1

In Scr1, one "relatively best" representative attribute will be chosen by DMs for each crite-
rion. It means that,

For ∀Cp ∈ {C1, C2, ..., Cn}, 1 ≤ p ≤ n,
∃ap1 ∈ Aoriginal, st.Cp ⇔ ap1.

For example, "Economic losses" is a criterion in emergency decision, and "Amount of loss"
is the "relatively best" attribute to evaluate loss degree. Thus the set {ap1|1 ≤ p ≤ n} is a
significant by-product after criteria determination, and actually it is the input of Scr1.

Scr1 is used to screen decision-relevant attributes from Aoriginal by analyzing attribute in-
terrelation. More precisely, we will investigate geometrical relationship between attributes based
on attribute value series; select highly correlative attributes for ap1 from Aoriginal to constitute a
"relatively best" representative set for each criterion Ci, and omit the rest of decision-irrelevant
attributes. The step is entirely implemented on attribute value series without subjective impacts,
and the outcome AScr1 is a smaller and relative optimal set which the elements are determined
by evaluation criteria.

The idea of Scr1 arises from Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) Theory which provides a valid
way to quantify the interrelation of different factors using geometric methods [22]. And the
detailed process of Scr1 is given in the following.

Step 1.1: Normalize attribute value series
It is different from normalization of attribute values, and it guarantees comparability of

different attribute value series. The specific process is

yj = {aj(ti)/Dj , i = 1, 2, ...,m} (5)

Dj =
1

m− 1

m∑
i=2

|aj(ti)− aj(ti−1)| (6)

where yj is normalized attribute value series, and Dj is increment average of yj .
Step 1.2: Calculate increment series

∆yj = {∆yj(ti) = yj(ti)− yj(ti−1), i = 2, 3, ...,m} (7)

Step 1.3: Calculate correlation coefficient
AScr1 is obtained based on the input set {ap1|1 ≤ p ≤ n} and thus, Step 1.3 will be stepwise

conducted for each element ap1. The correlation coefficient of different ti between ap1 and aj can
be defined as follows:

ξ(ti) =

{
sgn(∆yp1(ti) ·∆yj(ti)) · min(|∆yp1(ti)|,|∆yj(ti)|)

max(|∆yp1(ti)|,|∆yj(ti)|) ; j 6= p1

0 ∆yp1(ti) ·∆yj(ti) = 0
(8)

where sgn(·) is a sign function; and sgn(∆yp1(ti) · ∆yj(ti)) = 1, if ∆yp1(ti) · ∆yj(ti) >
0; sgn(∆yp1(ti) ·∆yj(ti)) = −1, if ∆yp1(ti) ·∆yj(ti) < 0.

Step 1.4: Calculate correlation degrees
The correlation degree between ap1 and aj can be obtained by
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τ(ap1, aj) =

∣∣∣∣∣ 1

d− c

m∑
i=2

∆ti · ξ(ti)

∣∣∣∣∣ (9)

The correlation degrees reflect the closeness of two attributes; the greater the value of
τ(ap1, aj) is, the closer the two attributes are, and the better the capability of aj is to eval-
uate criterion Cp.

Step 1.5: Set threshold and screen correlation attributes for ap1
For ∀Cp, a threshold of correlation degree τ∗ should be set by DMs, and the attribute aj will

be reserved, if τ(ap1, aj) > τ∗. And the reserved attributes for evaluating Cp can be denoted as
{Ap} = {ap1, ap2, ..., apθp}, where θp is the sum of attributes. In addition, the correlation degree
τ(ap1, apqp) between ap1 and apqp will be abbreviated as zpqp , where 1 ≤ qp ≤ θp.

Step 1.6: Acquire the screening result set AScr1
Repeat Step 1.1 to Step 1.5 for each ap1, where 1 ≤ p ≤ n; and the result set AScr1 can be

obtained, namely,
AScr1 = {{A1}, {An}, ..., {An}}.

The second step based on multi-objective optimization Scr2

Implementing decision attribute selection is aimed to assist DMs in evaluating alternatives for
given decision problems and therefore, the selected attributes should be sensitive to the decision
problem as well as familiar to DMs. Sensitivity reflects whether the selected attributes are
accurate enough to represent the decision problem, and familiarity is used to estimate whether
DMs are certain enough to make decision based on the selected attributes. For example, "fire
duration" and "indoor fire load" are more important (sensitive) attributes than "carbon monoxide
concentration" for evaluating fire grades; while it is more reliable for medical staff to estimate
the physical condition of the wounded with "carbon monoxide concentration" than "Radiative
Heat Flux".

Multi-objective optimization theory is a feasible way to quantify and synthesize these re-
quirements, and it has solved similar problems in other areas successfully [1]. Thus three main
objectives will be considered in this paper: attribute amount, attribute utility and attribute
familiarity. Attribute amount should be as few as possible without reducing the validity of al-
ternative, and it is the demand of both Scr2 and attribute selection method. Attribute utility is
used to distinguish attribute sensitivity in estimating the same decision problem, and attribute
familiarity explores DMs’ cognition differences for decision attributes. The outcome AScr2 drawn
from Scr2 should satisfy mentioned three goals, and now the optimal set of decision attributes
have been found after Scr1 and Scr2, namely, AScr2 = Scr2(Scr1(Aoriginal)).

A set of zero-one binary vectors {vb} with T = (θ1+θ2+...+θn) dimensionality will be defined
to represent different candidate outcome set ÃbScr1 , where one represents the attribute belonging
to the set, otherwise it is zero. The optimal set of decision attributes is AScr2 ∈ {ÃbScr1 |b ∈ N},
and {ÃbScr1} contains all the subsets of AScr1 .

Three objective functions are defined firstly, and we will show that all the objective functions
can be expressed as the functions with independent variable vb.

Defining objective functions (1) Attribute utility function
Attribute utility function measures decision sensitivity of ÃbScr1 , and it can be defined as

follows:

U(ÃbScr1) = g(MU(ÃbScr1),W (ÃbScr1)) (10)
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where

1○ MU(ÃbScr1) = vb ·MU∗ (11)

MU∗ represents attribute utility matrix, and it is diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements
∆a11
∆a11

, ..., ∆a11
∆a1θ1

, ...,
∆ap1
∆apqp

, ..., ∆an1
∆an1

, ..., ∆an1
∆anθn

.
More precisely, MU∗ can be explained by a marginal utility function u(·), namely,

u(apqp) =
∆ap1
∆apqp

1 ≤ p ≤ n, 1 ≤ qp ≤ θp; (12)

where ∆ap1 is increment of ap1, and ∆apqp is the corresponding varying of apqp . And the
function u(·) quantifies the assessment performance on criterion Ci of the attribute apqp according
to calculate the ratio between increments of the two attribute values.

In fact, MU∗ can be predetermined by domain experts, because plenty of field studies have
been conducted to investigate utility relation of attributes.

2○ W (ÃbScr1) = W ∗ · (vb)′ (13)

W ∗ represents attribute weighting matrix, and it is also a diagonal matrix with diagonal
elements w11, ..., w1θ1 , ..., wpqp , ..., wn1, ..., wnθn .

where

wpqp = ωp · zpqp , 1 ≤ p ≤ n, 1 ≤ qp ≤ θp; (14)

and {ω1, ω2, ..., ωn} are the know weights of C = {C1, C2, ..., Cn}.
g(·) is a dot product function and therefore, U(ÃbScr1) can be transformed into the following

function with independent variable vb, namely,

U(vb) = (vb ·MU∗) · (W ∗ · (vb)′) (15)

(2) Attribute familiarity function
Attribute familiarity function is established to quantify DMs’ cognition degrees on different

candidate set ÃbScr1 , and it is defined as

F (vb) = η · σ · (vb)′ (16)

In Eq. 16, η = (η1, η2, ..., ηL)1×L is the weight vector of DMs, and L is the number of DMs;
σ is attribute familiarity matrix with the following expression

σ =



σ1(1) σ2(1) ... σT (1)
σ1(2) σ2(2) ... σT (2)
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·

σ1(L) σ2(L) ... σT (L)


L×T

(17)

and σh(l) represents the lth DM’s familiarity degree with attribute ah, where 1 ≤ l ≤ L, and
1 ≤ h ≤ T . Attribute familiarity is usually evaluated qualitatively by DMs, and many methods
can be applied to quantify assessment results and obtain matrix σ, such as AHP and fuzzy set
theory.

(3) Attribute count function
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Attribute count function calculates the attribute number of a candidate set ÃbScr1 , and it can
be defined by means of vector length formula,

Count(ÃbScr1) = |vb|2 (18)

where |vb| represents the length of vector vb.

Establish multi-objective optimization model for Scr2 After define relevant objective
functions, the multi-objective optimization model of Scr2 is established to obtain the Pareto
Optimal solutions AScr2 , as well as the optimal set of decision attribute selection problem.

Maximize U(vb) = (vb ·MU∗) · (W ∗ · (vb)′)
F (vb) = η · σ · (vb)′

(19)

Minimize Count(ÃbScr1) = |vb|2

Subject to : |vb|2 ≥ n

The model Eq. 19 can be solved by aforementioned algorithm, such as MOGA, NSGA,
MOMS-GA and traditional mathematical programming methods, and it depends the specific
model drawn from given decision problems and decision requirements.

4 Empirical results

4.1 Accident scenario and computational settings

In order to validate the presented method, a fire accident scenario will be constructed and
simulated. The fire happens in a factory dormitory, and two workers are asleep; some inflammable
are stacked near the door which arise spontaneous combustion for some reasons. The total layout
of this room is illustrated in Figure 4, containing three beds, two workers marked by fellow
cuboids, fire origin and plenty of fire smoke. Now two experts need to make rescue alternative
based on the collected data; one is fire expert who are engaged in fire research for many years and
have in-depth study of the fire attributes, and the other is an experienced firefighter who know
some medical knowledge. And they are weighted with 0.6 and 0.4 respectively. A fire simulation
software FDS [17] is used to establish fire scenario and generate fire data.

The purpose of simulation is not only to provide a fire scenario, and more importantly, it can
generate relevant fire attributes data for the following experiment. The data can be exported
from FDS containing attribute names, physical dimensions, attribute values and attribute types.
In this paper, we generate twelve fire attributes and 125 data records.

4.2 Select fire attributes by utilizing the presented method

In this fire scenario, three main criteria will be considered, i.e., fire behavior, personal security
and environmental conditions, and corresponding attributes are shown in Table 5

where "Enthalpy" is an interval attribute, "Indoor fire load" and "Circuit aging degree" are
linguistic attributes, and the rest are real number attributes. The bold attributes are "relatively
best" representative attributes for each criterion.

(1) Data preprocessing
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Figure 4: A simulated fire scenario

Table 2: List of criteria and corresponding attributes

Criterion Attributes
Fire behavior Temperature / Enthalpy / Heat Release Rate / Relative

Humidity / Burning Rate / Pressure / Radiative Heat Flux
Personal security Carbon monoxide / Carbon dioxide / oxygen
Environmental conditions Indoor fire load / Circuit aging degree

As aforementioned, the real number attributes and interval attributes can be denoted by
TFNs directly. The linguistic attributes "Flammable of storage items" and "Circuit aging degree"
can be transformed into TFNs in Table 3.

Table 3: Linguistic attributes and corresponding TFNs

Linguistic terms TFNs
Not dangerous (0,0,0.111,0.222)
Medium dangerous (0.111,0.222,0.333,0.444)
Dangerous (0.333,0.444,0.555,0.666)
Very dangerous (0.555,0.666,0.777,0.888)
Highly dangerous (0.777,0.888,0.999,1)

Then we carry out normalization by Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 to obtain corresponding TFNs.
(2) The first step for screening Scr1

Without loss of generality, the criterion "Fire behavior" will be utilized to illustrate the
first screening procedure and the other two criteria "Personal security" and "Environmental
conditions" can be dealt with similarly.
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The criterion "Fire behavior" is represented by seven attributes, namely, "Temperature",
"Enthalpy", "Heat Release Rate", "Relative Humidity", "Burning Rate", "Pressure" and "Ra-
diative Heat Flux"; and "Temperature" is the "relatively best" representative attribute for the
criterion "Fire" behavior.

Step 1.1 to Step 1.4 are implemented to calculate correlation degrees between ""Tempera-
ture" and the remaining six attributes, and the results are given in Table 4.

Table 4: Correlation degrees between "Temperature" and the other six attributes

Attribute Enthalpy Heat Release
Rate

Relative
Humidity

Burning
Rate

Pressure Radiative
Heat Flux

Correlation degree 0.53745 0.96987 0.33271 0.74787 0.47665 0.88712

Step 1.5 : Set threshold of correlation degree τ∗ = 0.6
Thus the attributes will be reserved whose correlation degrees is greater than or equal to 0.6,

i.e., "Burning Rate", "Heat Release Rate" and "Radiative Heat Flux".
Step 1.6 : Repeat Step 1.1 to Step 1.5 for each criterion
For criteria "Personal security" and "Environmental conditions", the "relatively best" rep-

resentative attributes are respectively "Carbon monoxide" and "Indoor fire load", and relevant
correlation degrees are shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Relevant correlation degrees for the other two criteria

Criterion Personal security Environmental conditions
Attribute Carbon dioxide oxygen Circuit aging degree
Correlation degree 0.80961 0.93428 0.76865

We reset thresholds of correlation degree for each criteria, viz., τ∗Personal = 0.9 and τ∗Environmental =
0.8.

Finally, the result of the first screening AScr1 can be obtained, namely,
AScr1 = {"Temperature", "Heat Release Rate", "Radiative Heat Flux", "Burning Rate",

"Carbon monoxide", "oxygen", "Indoor fire load"}.
(3) The second step for screening Scr2

Before conducting Scr2, MU∗, σ and W ∗ should be given firstly. As aforementioned, MU∗

and σ can be determined by relevant research achievements and expert experiences, and therefore,
we collected and integrated evaluation results from ten fire researchers to assign MU∗ and σ as
follows:

MU∗ =



19.5
15.6

7.4
11.2

15.4
18.7

18.2


and σ =

(
9 8 8 9 4 4 5
4 5 4 4 9 9 7

)

where the elements values of MU∗ are in the interval [0, 20], and the greater the value is,
the more sensitive the attribute is for evaluation. The elements values of σ are in the interval [0,
10], and the greater the value is, the more familiar the attribute is to DMs.
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Moreover,W ∗ can be acquired with the given criteria weight vector (ω1, ω2, ω3) = (0.4, 0.4, 0.2),
namely,

W ∗ =



0.299
0.388

0.215
0.354

0.352
0.374

0.197


After determine relevant parameters MU∗, W ∗, σ, and the seven-dimensional independent

variable vb, Scr2 based on the multi-objective optimization model Eq 19 is performed in Matlab
R2013b. We choose the traditional mathematical programming method to solve this model,
because the research [15] has proven that the programming method has better performance than
aforementioned other algorithms to solve such a problem with the zero-one binary vector variable
and the small size of data.

The results are shown in Figure 5 where the curve represents all possible solutions and
the Pareto Optimal solution is the intersection of the curve and the x-axis, namely, vb =
(1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1) . It means that the attribute "Radiative Heat Flux" represented by zero can be
omitted, and the optimal set of decision attributes is:

AScr2 = {"Temperature", "Heat Release Rate", "Burning Rate", "Carbon monoxide", "oxy-
gen", "Indoor fire load"}.

Figure 5: The results of the second step Scr2

4.3 Validation of the presented method

In order to verify the result is the optimal set for a MCDM problem, multi-attribute utility
theory will be used in the following.

A conclusion underlies the presented method: Removing decision-irrelevant attributes from
the set of decision attributes will improve the effectiveness of decision alternatives. Thus it is
reasonable and feasible to verify our work starting from Scr2, because the purpose of Scr1 is to
omit decision-irrelevant attributes.
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Multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) is used to choose decision alternatives by evaluating
the utility values of alternatives which is calculated based on the utility of decision attributes, and
it is an effective way to quantify decision attributes’ impact on decision results. More precisely,
the utility evaluation model of an alternative is given as follows:

u(x1, x2, ..., xn) =

n∑
i=1

kiui(xi) if

n∑
i=1

ki = 1 (20)

where xi is the ith decision attribute, and ki is the corresponding weight; ui(xi) is the at-
tribute utility function of xi, and u(x1, x2, ..., xn) is the utility function of an alternative evaluated
by x1, x2, ..., xn.

Thus the utility values of all possible candidate sets ÃbScr1 are calculated based on Eq. 20,
where attribute utility function ui(xi) can be defined as Eq. 12, and the weights are acquired
by Eq. 14. It should be pointed that normalization of weights need be carried out to guarantee
n∑
i=1

ki = 1. And the results are given in Table 6, where Si represents the candidate set of decision

attributes, and 1 ≤ i ≤ 16. The correspondence between Si and the set of attributes are shown
in Table 7.

Table 6: The utility values of attribute sets

Attribute set S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8

Utility value 23.621 24.343 28.496 28.923 29.665 31.745 28.474 29.500
Attribute set S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16

Utility value 25.908 28.447 32.631 31.229 30.335 35.774 31.658 33.439

Table 7: The correspondence between Si and the set of attributes

Si The correspondence set Si The correspondence set
S1 (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1) S9 (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1)
S2 (1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1) S10 (1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1)
S3 (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1) S11 (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1)
S4 (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1) S12 (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1)
S5 (1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1) S13 (1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1)
S6 (1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1) S14 (1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1)
S7 (1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1) S15 (1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)
S8 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1) S16 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)

In Table 6, for ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 16, it has u(S14) > u(Si), where i 6= 14. The set S14 has
the maximum utility value u(S14) = 35.774, and thus the alternative chosen based on S14 (the
optimal set AScr2) is the optimal alternative.

In addition, S1 contains three attributes with minimum utility value u(S1) = 23.621, and S16

contains all attributes with utility value u(S16) = 33.439. It means that too few or too many
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attributes are not available in a MCDM problem; too few attributes are not enough to evaluate
the decision problem, while too many attributes may lead to conflict and interfere decision results.

The set of decision attributes obtained by utilizing the presented method has the maximum
utility value in alternative evaluation, and it demonstrates the effectiveness of the presented
method.

5 Implications

This paper utilizes attribute selection procedure in MCDM problems innovatively. MCDM
problems refer to getting the optimal alternatives which are determined based on many quali-
tative or quantitative criteria, and these criteria are conflicting and assessed by more relevant
attributes. Therefore, the set of decision attributes determines the effectiveness of an alternative.
In order to improve the reliability of MCDM, the method proposed in this study can select the
optimal set of decision attributes which are highly related to the MCDM problem and remove
redundant or "noisy" attributes. Meanwhile, the selection of optimal set can reduce the attribute
dimension and improve the efficiency of decision making while maintaining the great effect.

The method combines external attribute data with subjective decision preferences in the
sequential procedure to improve decision performance. External attribute data are objective
factors, which show the features of the data. These attributes contain its own regularity and
all kinds of information that decision-making needs, so the first step to screen is based on
objective attribute data. Subjective factors show the decision makers’ preferences. Because of
the different profession and background knowledge, decision makers have different recognition of
attributes. Considering the subjective decision preferences contributes to improve the reliability
and accuracy of decision-making. Using the former to build the method and using the constraint
conditions of the latter to adjust the method can make it more in line with the actual situation.

The method combines external attribute data with subjective decision preferences in the
sequential procedure to improve decision performance. External attribute data are objective
factors, which show the features of the data. These attributes contain its own regularity and
all kinds of information that decision-making needs, so the first step to screen is based on
objective attribute data. Subjective factors show the decision makers" preferences. Because of
the different profession and background knowledge, decision makers have different recognition of
attributes. Considering the subjective decision preferences contributes to improve the reliability
and accuracy of decision-making. Using the former to build the method and using the constraint
conditions of the latter to adjust the method can make it more in line with the actual situation.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, a new attribute selection method with the context of MCDM is proposed.
According to the analysis of attribute selection problem, a two-step procedure is established to
reduce original set to the optimal set of decision attributes. GRA theory and multi-objective
optimization method are respectively used to implement these two screening steps. And then a
fire example is shown to illustrate application and validity of screening method. The attribute
selection method presented in this paper is a dynamic and flexible procedure which depends on
decision data resource and decision requirement. It eliminates the drawback that decision at-
tributes are chosen completely subjectively, and it will show better performance for new decision
scenarios.

Attribute selection is also a critical process for many domains, such as classification problem,
clustering problem, risk assessment, credit assessment, etc. And even solution of these issues
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depended on results of attribute selection. Attribute selection problem is also discussed in data
mining called "Feature Engineering", and still has needs to continue thorough research and the
technique problem to be solved.

Generally it exists plenty of missing data among decision information, and how to select the
optimal decision attributes in this case will be our future research.
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Abstract: We have already survey many significant approaches for many years
because there are many crucial contributions of the sentiment classification which
can be applied in everyday life, such as in political activities, commodity production,
and commercial activities. We have proposed a novel model using a Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) and a Dennis Coefficient (DNC) for big data sentiment classification
in English. Many LSA vectors (LSAV) have successfully been reformed by using the
DNC. We use the DNC and the LSAVs to classify 11,000,000 documents of our testing
data set to 5,000,000 documents of our training data set in English. This novel model
uses many sentiment lexicons of our basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD). We
have tested the proposed model in both a sequential environment and a distributed
network system. The results of the sequential system are not as good as that of the
parallel environment. We have achieved 88.76% accuracy of the testing data set, and
this is better than the accuracies of many previous models of the semantic analysis.
Besides, we have also compared the novel model with the previous models, and the
experiments and the results of our proposed model are better than that of the previous
model. Many different fields can widely use the results of the novel model in many
commercial applications and surveys of the sentiment classification.
Keywords: English sentiment classification; parallel system; Cloudera; Hadoop Map
and Hadoop Reduce; Dennis Measure; Latent Semantic Analysis

1 Introduction

In this survey, our novel model is performed as follows: Firstly, we use the Dennis Coefficient
(DNC) to identify the valences and polarities of the sentiment lexicons of the basis English
sentiment dictionary (bESD). Then, the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is improved by using
the sentiment lexicons. All the positive documents of the training data set are transferred into
one LSAV, called the positive LSAV group. All the negative documents of the training data
set are transferred into one LSAV, called the negative LSAV group. Each document in the
documents of the testing data set is transferred into one LSAV. We use the DNC to cluster this
LSAV into either the positive LSAV group or the negative LSAV group. One similarity measure
between the LSAV and the positive LSAV group is calculated certainly, called Measure_1 and
one similarity measure between the LSAV and the negative LSAV group is calculated certainly,
called Measure_2. If Measure_1 is greater than Measure_2, it means that the LSAV being close
to the positive LSAV group is greater than the LSAV being close to the negative LSAV group, so

Copyright ©2018 CC BY-NC
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the LSAV (corresponding to the document of the testing data set) is clustered into the positive.
If Measure_1 is less than Measure_2, it means that the LSAV being close to the positive LSAV
group is less than the LSAV being close to the negative LSAV group, so the LSAV (corresponding
to the document of the testing data set) is clustered into the negative. If Measure_1 is as equal
as Measure_2, it means that the LSAV being close to the positive LSAV group is as equal as
the LSAV being close to the negative LSAV group, so the LSAV (corresponding to the document
of the testing data set) is not clustered into both the positive and the negative. The LSAV is
clustered into the neutral polarity. Therefore, the sentiment classification of this document is
identified successfully. Finally, the sentiment classification of all the document of the testing
data set is identified fully.

We firstly implement all the above things in the sequential system, and then, we perform
all the above things in the parallel network environment to shorten the execution times of the
proposed model.

Our proposed model has the crucial contributions to many areas of research as well as com-
mercial applications as follows: (1) Many surveys and commercial applications can use the results
of this work in a significant way; (2) The algorithms are built in the proposed model; (3) This
survey can certainly be applied to other languages easily; (4) The algorithm of data mining is
applicable to semantic analysis of natural language processing; (5) Millions of English documents
are successfully processed for emotional analysis; (6) Our proposed model can be applied to many
different parallel network environments such as a Cloudera system; (7) This study can be applied
to many different distributed functions such as Hadoop Map (M) and Hadoop Reduce (R); (8)
The LSA − related algorithms are proposed in this survey; (9) The DNC − related algorithms
are built in this work.

2 Related work

We summarize many researches which are related to our research. The surveys related the
similarity coefficients to calculate the valences of words are in [1,13–18]. In the research [1], the
authors generate several Norwegian sentiment lexicons by extracting sentiment information from
two different types of Norwegian text corpus, namely, news corpus and discussion forums. The
methodology is based on the Point wise Mutual Information (PMI), etc.

The English dictionaries are [19–21] and there are more than 55,000 English words (including
English nouns, English adjectives, English verbs, etc.) from them.
There are the works related to the Dennis Coefficient (DNC) in [2, 3, 5]. The authors in [3]
collected 76 binary similarity and distance measures used over the last century and reveal their
correlations through the hierarchical clustering technique, etc.

There are the researches related the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) in [4, 6, 7]. The study
in [4] presents a novel statistical method for factor analysis of binary and count data which is
closely related to a technique known as Latent Semantic Analysis, etc.

The latest researches of the sentiment classification are [8–12]. In the research [9], the authors
have explored different methods of improving the accuracy of sentiment classification. The
authors’ proposed method based on the combination of TermCounting method and Enhanced
Contextual Valence Shifters method has improved the accuracy of sentiment classification, etc.

3 Methodology

Our methodology comprises 3 sub-sections as follows: (1) First sub-section: Creating the
sentiment lexicons of the bESD; (2) Second sub-section: Improving the LSA according to the
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sentiment lexicons of the bESD a sequential environment and a distributed network system; (3)
Third sub-section: Using the LSA and a DNC to cluster the documents of the testing data set
into either the positive or the negative in both a sequential environment and a parallel distributed
system.

We built our the testing data set including the 11,000,000 documents in the movie field, which
contains the 5,500,000 positive and 5,500,000 negative in English. We also built our the training
data set including the 5,000,000 documents in the movie field, which contains the 2,500,000
positive and 2,500,000 negative in English. All the English documents in our testing data set
and training data set are automatically extracted from millions of the documents of English
Facebook, English websites and social networks; then we labeled positive and negative for them.

3.1 Creating the sentiment lexicons of the bESD

Calculating a valence of one word (or one phrase) in English

Figure 1: Overview of identifying the valence and the polarity of one term in English using a
Dennis coefficient (DNC)

In this part, we calculated the valence and the polarity of one English word (or phrase) by
using the DNC through a Google search engine with AND operator and OR operator, as the
following diagram in Figure 1 shows.
According to [1, 13–18], Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) between two words wi and wj has
the equation

PMI(wi, wj) = log2

[
P (wi, wj)

P (wi)× P (wj)

]
(1)

and SO (sentiment orientation) of word wi has the equation

SO(wi) = PMI(wi, positive)− PMI(wi, negative) (2)

In the research [1], the authors generate several Norwegian sentiment lexicons by extracting
sentiment information from two different types of Norwegian text corpus, namely, news corpus
and discussion forums. The methodology is based on the Point wise Mutual Information (PMI),
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etc. The authors in [13] used the Ochiai Measure through the Google search engine with AND
operator and OR operator to calculate the sentiment values of the words in Vietnamese. The
authors in [14] used the Consine Measure through the Google search engine with AND operator
and OR operator to identify the sentiment scores of the words in English. The authors in [15]
used the Sorensen Coefficient through the Google search engine with AND operator and OR
operator to calculate the sentiment values of the words in English. The authors in [16] used
the Jaccard Measure through the Google search engine with AND operator and OR operator to
calculate the sentiment values of the words in Vietnamese. The authors in [17] used the Tanimoto
Coefficient through the Google search engine with AND operator and OR operator to identify
the sentiment scores of the words in English.

With the above proofs, we had the information about the measures as follows: PMI was used
with AltaVista in English, Chinese, and Japanese with the Google in English; Jaccard was used
with the Google in English, Chinese, and Vietnamese. The Ochiai was used with the Google in
Vietnamese. The Consine and Sorensen were used with the Google in English.

According to [1,13–18], PMI, Jaccard, Consine , Ochiai, Sorensen, Tanimoto, and DNC were
the similarity measures between two words, and they can perform the same functions and with
the same chracteristics; so DNC was used in calculating the valence of the words. In addition, we
proved that DNC can be used in identifying the valence of the English word through the Google
search with the AND operator and OR operator.

With the Dennis coefficient (DNC) in [2, 3, 5], we had the equation of the DNC:

DNC(a, b) =
[(a ∩ b)× [(¬a) ∩ (¬b)]− [(¬a) ∩ b]× [a ∩ (¬b)]]√
n× [(a ∩ b) + [(¬a) ∩ b]]× [(a ∩ b) + [a ∩ (¬b)]]

(3)

with a and b are the vectors.
In this study, we chose n=1. Therefore, we had eq. (4) as follows:

DNC(a, b) =
[(a ∩ b)× [(¬a) ∩ (¬b)]− [(¬a) ∩ b]× [a ∩ (¬b)]]√

[(a ∩ b) + [(¬a) ∩ b]]× [(a ∩ b) + [a ∩ (¬b)]]
(4)

From the eq. (1), (2), (3), we proposed many new equations of the DNC to calculate the
valence and the polarity of the English words (or the English phrases) through the Google search
engine as the following equations below. In eq. (3), when a had only one element, a is a word.
When b had only one element, b is a word. In eq. (3), a was replaced by w1 and b was replaced
by w2.

DennisMeasure(w1, w2) = DennisCoefficient(w1, w2) = DNC(w1, w2) =
B√
A

(5)

with
(1) B=P(w1,w2)× P(¬w1,¬w2)-P(¬w1,w2) × P(w1,¬w2);
(2) A=[P(w1,w2)+P(¬w1,w2)]× [P(w1,w2)+P(w1,¬w2)].

Eq. (5) was similar to eq. (1). In eq. (2), eq. (1) was replaced by eq. (4). We had eq. (6)
as follows:

V alence(w) = SO_DNC(w) = DNC(w, positive_query)−DNC(w, negative_query) (6)

In eq. (5), w1 was replaced by w and w2 was replaced by position_query. We had eq. (7). Eq.
(7) was as follows:

DNC(w, positive_query) =
B7√
A7

(7)
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with

(1) B7=P(w,positive_query) × P(¬w, ¬positive_query)-P(¬w,positive_query)
× P(w,¬positive_query);

(2) A7=[P(w,positive_query)+P(¬w,positive_query)]
× [P(w,positive_query)+P(w,¬positive_query)].

In eq. (5), w1 was replaced by w and w2 was replaced by negative_query. We had eq. (8).
Eq. (8) was as follows:

DNC(w, negative_query) =
B8√
A8

(8)

with:
(1) B8=P(w,negative_query) × P(¬w,¬negative_query)-P(¬w,negative_query)

× P(w,¬negative_query);
(2) A8=[P(w,negative_query)+P(¬w,negative_query)]

× [P(w,negative_query)+P(w,¬negative_query)].

We had the information about w, w1, w2, and etc. as follows:
(1) w, w1, w2 : were the English words (or the English phrases);
(2) P(w1, w2): number of returned results in Google search by keyword (w1 and w2). We use

the Google Search API to get the number of returned results in search online Google by keyword
(w1 and w2);

(3) P(w1): number of returned results in Google search by keyword w1. We use the Google
Search API to get the number of returned results in search online Google by keyword w1;

(4) P(w2): number of returned results in Google search by keyword w2. We use the Google
Search API to get the number of returned results in search online Google by keyword w2;

(5) Valence(W) = SO_DNC(w): valence of English word (or English phrase) w; is SO of
word (or phrase) by using the Dennis coefficient (DNC);

(6) positive_query: active or good or positive or beautiful or strong or nice or excellent or
fortunate or correct or superior with the positive_query is the a group of the positive English
words;

(7) negative_query: passive or bad or negative or ugly or week or nasty or poor or un-
fortunate or wrong or inferior with the negative_query is the a group of the negative English
words;

(8) P(w, positive_query): number of returned results in Google search by keyword (posi-
tive_query and w). We used the Google Search API to get the number of returned results in
search online Google by keyword (positive_query and w);

(9) P(w, negative_query): number of returned results in Google search by keyword (nega-
tive_query and w). We used the Google Search API to get the number of returned results in
search online Google by keyword (negative_query and w);

(10) P(w): number of returned results in Google search by keyword w. We used the Google
Search API to get the number of returned results in search online Google by keyword w;

(11) P(¬w,positive_query): number of returned results in Google search by keyword (¬w
and positive_query). We used the Google Search API to get the number of returned results in
search online Google by keyword (¬w and positive_query);

(12) P(w, ¬positive_query): number of returned results in the Google search by keyword
(w and ( ¬positive_query)). We used the Google Search API to get the number of returned
results in search online Google by keyword (w and (¬positive_query));
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(13) P(¬w, ¬positive_query): number of returned results in the Google search by keyword
(¬w and (¬positive_query)). We used the Google Search API to get the number of returned
results in search online Google by keyword ((¬w) and (¬positive_query));

(14) P(¬w,negative_query): number of returned results in Google search by keyword (¬w
and negative_query). We used the Google Search API to get the number of returned results in
search online Google by keyword (¬w and negative_query);

(15) P(w, ¬negative_query): number of returned results in the Google search by keyword
(w and (¬negative_query)). We used the Google Search API to get the number of returned
results in search online Google by keyword (w and (¬negative_query));

(16) P(¬w,¬negative_query): number of returned results in the Google search by keyword
(¬w and (¬negative_query)). We used the Google Search API to get the number of returned
results in search online Google by keyword (¬w and (¬negative_query)).

We have the information about the DNC as follows: (1) DNC(w, positive_query) ≥ 0 and
DNC(w, positive_query) ≤ 1. (2) DNC(w, negative_query) ≥ 0 and DNC (w, negative_query)
≤ 1. (3) If DNC (w, positive_query) = 0 and DNC (w, negative_query) = 0 then SO_DNC (w)
= 0. (4) If DNC (w, positive_query) =1 and DNC (w, negative_query) = 0 then SO_DNC (w)
= 0. (5) If DNC (w, positive_query) = 0 and DNC (w, negative_query) = 1 then SO_DNC (w)
= -1. (6) If DNC (w, positive_query) =1 and DNC (w, negative_query) = 1 then SO_DNC(w)
= 0.
So, SO_DNC (w) ≥ -1 and SO_DNC (w) ≤ 1.
The polarity of the English word w is positive polarity If SO_DNC (w) < 0. The polarity of the
English word w is negative polarity if SO_DNC (w) < 0. The polarity of the English word w is
neutral polarity if SO_DNC (w) = 0. In addition, the semantic value of the English word w is
SO_DNC (w). The result of calculating the valence w (English word) is similar to the result of
calculating valence w by using AltaVista. However, AltaVista is no longer.
In summary, by using eq. (6), eq. (7), and eq. (8), we identified the valence and the polarity of
one word (or one phrase) in English by using the DNC through the Google search engine with
AND operator and OR operator.

Creating a basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD) in a sequential environment

In this part, we calculated the valence and the polarity of the English words or phrases for
our bESD by using the DNC in a sequential system in the algorithm 1. According to [19–21], we
had at least 55,000 English terms, including nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc.

Algorithm 1 Performing a bESD in a sequential environment
1: Input: the 55,000 English terms; the Google search engine
2: Output: a bESD.
3: for all Each term in the 55,000 terms do
4: By using eq. (5), eq. (6), eq. (7) and eq. (8) of the calculating a valence of one word

(or one phrase) in English in the sub-section [Overview of identifying the valence and the
polarity of one term in English using a DNC], the sentiment score and the polarity of this
term were identified. The valence and the polarity were calculated by using the DNC through
the Google search engine with AND operator and OR operator.

5: Add this term into the basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD)
6: end for
7: Return bESD

Our basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD) had more 55,000 English words (or English
phrases) and bESD was stored in Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2.
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Creating a basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD) in a distributed system

In this part, we calculated the valence and the polarity of the English words or phrases for our
bESD by using the DNC in a parallel network environment in the algorithm 2 and the algorithm
3. According to [19–21], we had at least 55,000 English terms, including nouns, verbs, adjectives,
etc. This section included two phases: the Hadoop Map (M) phase and the Hadoop Reduce (R)
phase. The input of the Hadoop Map phase was the 55,000 terms in English in [19–21]. The
output of the Hadoop Map phase was one term which the sentiment score and the polarity are
identified. The output of the Hadoop Map phase was the input of the Hadoop Reduce phase.
Thus, the input of the Hadoop Reduce phase was one term which the sentiment score and the
polarity are identified. The output of the Hadoop Reduce phase was the basis English sentiment
dictionary (bESD).

Algorithm 2 Performing the Hadoop Map phase
1: Input: the 55,000 English terms; the Google search engine.
2: Output: one term which the sentiment score and the polarity are identified.
3: for all Each term in the 55,000 terms do
4: By using eq. (5), eq. (6), eq. (7) and eq. (8) of the calculating a valence of one word

(or one phrase) in English in the sub-section [Overview of identifying the valence and the
polarity of one term in English using a DNC], the sentiment score and the polarity of this
term were identified. The valence and the polarity were calculated by using the DNC through
the Google search engine with AND operator and OR operator.

5: Return this term
6: end for
7: Return this term

Algorithm 3 Implementing the Hadoop Reduce phase
1: Input: one term which the sentiment score and the polarity are identified − The output of

M.
2: Output: a bESD.
3: Add this term into the basis English sentiment dictionary (bESD);
4: Return bESD

Our bESD had more 55,000 English words (or English phrases) and bESD was stored in
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2.

3.2 Improving the LSA according to the sentiment lexicons of the bESD a
sequential environment and a distributed network system

Reforming the LSA based on the sentiment lexicons of the bESD

According to the Latent semantic analysis (LSA) [4,6,7], it is a technique in natural language
processing, that provides a theory and method for extracting and representing the contextual-
usage and meaning of words by statistical computations applied to a large corpus of text. It
closely approximates many aspects of human language learning and understanding. LSA pro-
duces a set of concepts (themes) exposed by the document analysis, which are based on the terms
contained in the documents. It assumes that words that are similar in meaning occur in similar
pieces of texts. We have the basic step involved in LSA based on the LSA [4, 6, 7] as follows:
Computing Term-Passage Matrix -This is the document-term matrix where each row represents
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Table 1: One Latent semantic analysis vector - LSAV

Documents Latent Semantic Analysis is very useful slow
d1 1 1 1 1 2 1 0
D2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

a document and the columns represent the terms (occurrence) in the document. Typically, given
two documents d1and d2 with d1= "Latent Semantic Analysis is very very useful" and d2=
"Latent Semantic Analysis is slow". Then, the document-term matrix is as shown below (called
one Latent semantic analysis vector - LSAV) in Table 1. ⇒ The Latent semantic analysis vector:

LSAV =

(
1 1 1 1 2 1 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0

)
As known, in one sentence, there are sometimes many terms (meaningful words or meaningful
phrases) bearing the neutral sentiment, the positive sentiment, or the negative sentiment. For
example, we assume that in the bESD, "useful" is the positive sentiment and its valence is +2.3.
"very" is the positive sentiment and its sentiment score is +0.3. "slow" is the negative sentiment
and its valence is -1.1.

We see that the neutral terms are not the important role in a sentence. Thus, if we still use
them in calculating the sentiment of the sentence, there are many noises for this calculating. We
also see that the negative terms make many noises for calculating the sentiment of the positive
polarity and the positive terms make many noises for calculating the sentiment of the negative
polarity. We use the valences of the terms combined with their frequencies to remove many
noises of identifying the sentiment classification of one sentence. We apply the valences of the
sentiment lexicons of the bESD into the Vd1 and Vd2 as follows: According to the bESD, it is
assumed that "Latent" is 0 of its valence; "Semantic" is 0 of its sentiment value; "Analysis" is 0
of its sentiment score; "useful" of +2.3 of its valence; "is" is 0 of its sentiment score; "document"
is 0 of its valence; "classification" is 0 of its sentiment value; "an" is 0 of its valence; "very" is
+0.3 of its sentiment score; the sentiment value of "slow" is −1.1. Therefore, we have d1 and d2
in Table 2.
⇒ d1 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0.6, 2.3, 0) and d2 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)

⇒ emphasizing on the positive terms and the negative terms in one sentence. ⇒ The Latent
semantic analysis vector:

LSAV =

(
1 1 1 1 2 1 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0

)
In one LSA vector (LSAV), the value of each element is (its valences) × (its frequency).

Table 2: The value of d1 and the value of d2

Documents Latent Semantic Analysis is very useful slow
d1 1 × (0) 1 × (0) 1 × (0) 1 × (0) 2 × (+0.3) 1 × (+2.3) 0 × (-1.1)
D2 1 × (0) 1 × (0) 1 × (0) 1 × (0) 0 × (+0.3) 0 × (+2.3) 0 × (-1.1)

Transferring all the documents of the testing data set and the training data set into
the LSAVs in a sequential environmnent

In this section, we proposed the algorithm 4, the algorithm 5, the algorithm 6, and the
algorithm 7 in the sequential system as follows: All the positive documents of the training data
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set were transferred into one LSAV, called the positive LSAV group. All the negative documents
of the training data set were transferred into one LSAV, called the negative LSAV group. Each
document in the documents of the testing data set was transferred into one LSAV.

We implemented the algorithm 4 to create an order list of the LSAV which comprises all the
meaningful terms of both the testing data set and the training data set in the sequential system.
We proposed the algorithm 5 to transfer one document of the testing data set into one LSAV in
the sequential system.
We built the algorithm 6 to transfer the positive documents of the training data set into one
positive LSAV in the sequential system, called the positive LSAV group.

We proposed the algorithm 7 to transfer the negative documents of the training data set into
one negative LSAV in the sequential system, called the negative LSAV group.

Algorithm 4 Creating an order list of the LSAV
1: Input: the documents of the training data set and the testing data set
2: Output: an order list of the LSAV − AnOrderListOfTheLSAV
3: Set AnOrderListOfTheLSAV ← ∅
4: for all Each document into the documents of the training data set and the testing data set

do
5: Split this document into the sentences
6: for all Each sentence in the sentences do
7: Split this sentence into the meaningful terms based on the sentiment lexicons of the

bESD;
8: for all Each term in the meaningful terms do
9: if checking this term in AnOrderListOfTheLSAV is false then

10: Add this term into AnOrderListOfTheLSAV
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: end for
15: Return AnOrderListOfTheLSAV

Transferring all the documents of the testing data set and the training data set into
the the LSAVs in a distributed network system

In this section, we implemented many algorithms in the distributed network system as follows:
All the positive documents of the training data set were transferred into one LSAV, called the
positive LSAV group. All the negative documents of the training data set were transferred into
one LSAV, called the negative LSAV group. Each document in the documents of the testing
data set was transferred into one LSAV.

This section comprises the algorithm 8, the algorithm 9, the algorithm 10, the algorithm 11,
the algorithm 12, the algorithm 13, the algorithm 14, and the algorithm 15.

We created an order list of the LSAV which comprises all the meaningful terms of both the
testing data set and the training data set in the distributed network system in the algorithm 8 and
the algorithm 9. This stage included two phases: the Hadoop Map phase (M) and the Hadoop
Reduce phase (R). The input of M was the documents of the testing data set and the training
data set. The output of R is one term. The input of R was the output of M, thus, the input of
R was one term. The output of R was an order list of the LSAV − AnOrderListOfTheLSAV.

We transferred one document of the testing data set into one LSAV in the parallel system in
the algorithm 10 and the algorithm 11. This stage included two phases: the Hadoop Map phase
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Algorithm 5 Transferring one document of the testing data set into one LSAV in the sequential
system
1: Input: one document in English and an order list of the LSA − AnOrderListOfTheLSAV;
2: Output: one LSAV;
3: Set Columns ← the length of AnOrderListOfTheLSAV
4: Set Rows ← the positive documents of the training data set
5: Set LSAV ← with its column is Columns and its rows is Rows
6: Set i ← 0
7: for all Each term in AnOrderListOfTheLSAV do
8: Number := Count this term in this document
9: Valence := Get the valence of this term based on the sentiment lexicons of the bESD

10: Set LSAV[0][i] ← Number × Valence
11: Set i ← i + 1
12: end for
13: for j:=1; j < Rows; j++ do
14: for i:=0; i < Columns; i++ do
15: Set LSAV[j][i] ← 0
16: end for
17: end for
18: Return LSAV

(M) and the Hadoop Reduce phase (R). The input of M was one document in English and an
order list of the LSA − AnOrderListOfTheLSAV. The output of M was one row of LSAV. The
input of R was the output of M, thus, the input of R was one row of LSAV. The output of R
was one LSAV of this document.

We transferred the positive documents of the training data set into one positive LSAV in
the distributed system, called the positive LSAV group in the algorithm 12 and the algorithm
13. This stage included two phases: the Hadoop Map phase (M) and the Hadoop Reduce phase
(R). The input of M was the positive documents in English and an order list of the LSA −
AnOrderListOfTheLSAV. The output of M was one row of PositiveLSAV. The input of R was
the output of M, thus, the input of R was one row of PositiveLSAV. The output of R was
PositiveLSAV.

We transferred the negative documents of the training data set into one negative LSAV in
the parallel system, called the negative LSAV group in the algorithm 14 and the algorithm 15.
This stage included two phases: the Hadoop Map phase (M) and the Hadoop Reduce phase
(R). The input of the Hadoop Map phase was the negative documents in English and an order
list of the LSA − AnOrderListOfTheLSAV. The output of the Hadoop Map phase was one row
of NegativeLSAV. The input of the Hadoop Reduce phase was the output of the Hadoop Map,
thus, the input of the Hadoop Reduce phase was one row of NegativeLSAV. The output of the
Hadoop Reduce phase was NegativeLSAV.
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Algorithm 6 Transferring the positive documents of the training data set into one positive
LSAV in the sequential system
1: Input: the positive documents of the training data set and an order list of the LSA −

AnOrderListOfTheLSAV
2: Output: one positive LSAV - the positive LSAV group
3: Set Columns ← the length of AnOrderListOfTheLSAV
4: Set Rows ← the positive documents of the training data set
5: Set PositiveLSAV ← with its column is Columns and its rows is Rows
6: for j := 0; j < Rows; j++ do
7: Set i ← 0
8: for all Each term in AnOrderListOfTheLSAV do
9: Number := Count this term in the document (j) of the positive documents of the

training data set
10: Valence := Get the valence of this term based on the sentiment lexicons of the bESD
11: Set PositiveLSAV[j][i] ← Number × Valence
12: Set i ← i + 1
13: end for
14: end for
15: Return PositiveLSAV

3.3 Using the LSA and a DNC to cluster the documents of the testing data
set into either the positive or the negative in both a sequential environ-
ment and a parallel distributed system

Using the LSA and a DNC to cluster the documents of the testing data set into
either the positive or the negative in a sequential environment

This sub-section has the algorithm 16, and the algorithm 17. In this section, we used the
LSA and a DNC to cluster the documents of the testing data set into either the positive or the
negative in a sequential environment.

We built the algorithm 16 to cluster one LSAV (corresponding one document of the testing
data set) into either positive polarity or the negative polarity in the sequential environment.

We proposed the algorithm 17 to cluster all the documents of the testing data set into either
the positive or the negative in the sequential system by using the LSA and the DNC.

Using the LSA and a DNC to cluster the documents of the testing data set into
either the positive or the negative in a distributed system

This part includes the algorithm 18, the algorithm 19, the algorithm 20, and the algorithm
21.

In this part, we used the LSA and a DNC to cluster the documents of the testing data set
into either the positive or the negative in a distributed system.

We clustered one LSAV (corresponding one document of the testing data set) into either
positive polarity or the negative polarity in the distributed environment in the algorithm 18 and
the algorithm 19. This stage comprised two phases: the Hadoop Map phase (M) and the Hadoop
Reduce phase (R). The input of M was one LSAV (corresponding one document of the testing
data set); the positive LSAV group and the negative LSAV group. The output of M was the
result of the sentiment classification of one document. The input of R was the output of M, thus,
the input of R was the result of the sentiment classification of one document. The output of R
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Algorithm 7 Transferring the negative documents of the training data set into one negative
LSAV in the sequential system
1: Input: the negative documents of the training data set and an order list of the LSA −

AnOrderListOfTheLSAV
2: Output: one negative LSAV − the positive LSAV group
3: Set Columns ← the length of AnOrderListOfTheLSAV
4: Set Rows ← the negative documents of the training data set
5: Set NegativeLSAV ← with its column is Columns and its rows is Rows
6: for j := 0; j < Rows; j++ do
7: Set i ← 0
8: for all Each term in AnOrderListOfTheLSAV do
9: Number := Count this term in the document (j) of the positive documents of the

training data set
10: Valence := Get the valence of this term based on the sentiment lexicons of the bESD
11: Set NegativeLSAV[j][i] ← Number × Valence
12: Set i ← i + 1
13: end for
14: end for
15: Return NegativeLSAV

was the result of the sentiment classification of this document of the testing data set.
We used the LSA and the DNC to cluster the documents of the testing data set into either

the positive or the negative in the distributed system in the algorithm 20 and the algorithm 21.
This stage comprised two phases: the Hadoop Map phase (M) and the Hadoop Reduce phase
(R). The input of M was the documents of the testing data set. The output of M was the result
of the sentiment classification of one document. The input of R was the output of M, thus, the
input of R is the result of the sentiment classification of one document. The output of R was the
results of the sentiment classification of the documents of the testing data set.

4 Experiment

To implement the proposed model, we have already used Java programming language to save
the 11,000,000 documents of the testing data set and the 5,000,000 documents of the training
data set, and to save the results of emotion classification. The proposed model was implemented
in both the sequential system and the distributed network environment.
The configuration of one server is: IntelÂŽ Server Board S1200V3RPS, IntelÂŽ PentiumÂŽ Pro-
cessor G3220 (3M Cache, 3.00 GHz), 2GB CC3-10600 ECC 1333 MHz LP Unbuffered DIMMs;
and the operating system of the server is: Cloudera.
Our novel model related to the Latent Semantic Analysis and a Dennis Coefficient is implemented
in the sequential environment with the configuration as follows: The sequential environment in
this research includes 1 node (1 server).
The proposed model related to the Latent Semantic Analysis and a Dennis Coefficient is per-
formed in the Cloudera parallel network environment with the configuration as follows: This
Cloudera system includes 9 nodes (9 servers). All 9 nodes have the same configuration informa-
tion
In Table 3, we show the accuracy and the results of our novel model in the testing data set.
The average time of the classification of our new model for the English documents in testing
data set are displayed in Table 4.
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Algorithm 8 Performing the Hadoop Map phase
1: Input: the documents of the testing data set and the document of the training data set
2: Output: one term;//the output of M.
3: Input the documents of the testing data set and the document of the training data set into

M in the Cloudra system
4: for all Each document into the documents of the training data set do
5: Split this document into the sentences
6: for all Each sentence in the sentences do
7: Split this sentence into the meaningful terms based on the sentiment lexicons of the

bESD
8: for all Each term in the meaningful terms do
9: Return this term;//the output of the Hadoop Map.

10: for all Each document in the documents of the testing data set do
11: Split this document into the sentences
12: for all Each sentence into the sentences do
13: Split this sentence into the meaningful terms according to the sentiment

lexicons of the bESD
14: for all Each term in the meaningful terms do
15: Return this term;//the output of M
16: end for
17: end for
18: end for
19: end for
20: end for
21: end for
22:

Table 3: The accuracy and The results of our novel model in the testing data set.

Testing Dataset Correct Classification Incorrect Classification Accuracy
Negative 5,500,000 4,884,751 615,249

88.76%Positive 5,500,000 4,878,849 621,151
Summary 11,000,000 9,763,600 1,236,400

Algorithm 9 Implementing the Hadoop Reduce phase
1: Input: one term from M
2: Output: an order list of the LSAV − AnOrderListOfTheLSAV
3: Receive on term from M;
4: if checking this term in AnOrderListOfTheLSAV is false then
5: Add this term into AnOrderListOfTheLSAV
6: end if
7: Return AnOrderListOfTheLSAV
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Algorithm 10 Performing the Hadoop Map phase
1: Input: one document in English and an order list of the LSA − AnOrderListOfTheLSAV
2: Output: one row of LSAV; //the output of M.
3: Input one document in English and an order list of the LSA − AnOrderListOfTheLSAV into

the Hadoop Map in the Cloudera
4: Set Columns ← the length of AnOrderListOfTheLSAV
5: Set Rows ← the positive documents of the training data set
6: Set OneRowOfLSAV ← with its columns is Columns
7: Set i ← 0
8: for all Each term in AnOrderListOfTheLSAV do
9: Number := Count this term in this document

10: Valence := Get the valence of this term based on the sentiment lexicons of the bESD
11: Set OneRowOfLSAV[i] ← Number × Valence
12: Set i ← i + 1
13: end for
14: Return OneRowOfLSAV

Algorithm 11 Implementing the Hadoop Reduce phase
1: Input: one row of LSAV; //the output of M.
2: Output: one LSAV
3: Receive one row of LSAV
4: Add this row into LSAV
5: for j:= 1; j < Rows; j++ do
6: for i := 0; i < Columns; i++ do
7: Set LSAV[j][i] ← 0
8: end for
9: end for

10: Return LSAV

Algorithm 12 Performing the Hadoop Map phase
1: Input: the positive documents in English and an order list of the LSA− AnOrderListOfTheL-

SAV
2: Output: one row of LSAV; //the output of M.
3: Set Columns ← the length of AnOrderListOfTheLSAV
4: Set Rows ← the positive documents of the training data set
5: for j := 0; j < Rows; j++ do
6: Set OneRowOfPositiveLSAV ← with its column is Columns
7: Set i ← 0
8: for all Each term in AnOrderListOfTheLSAV do
9: Number := Count this term in the document (j) of the positive documents of the

training data set
10: Valence := Get the valence of this term based on the sentiment lexicons of the bESD
11: Set OneRowOfPositiveLSAV[i] ← Number × Valence
12: end for
13: Set i ← i + 1
14: end for
15: Return OneRowOfPositiveLSAV; //the output of M
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Algorithm 13 Implementing the Hadoop Reduce phase
1: Input: one row of LSAV; //the output of M.
2: Output: PositiveLSAV
3: Receive one row of PositiveLSAV
4: Add this row into PositiveLSAV
5: Return PositiveLSAV

Algorithm 14 Performing the Hadoop Map phase
1: Input: the negative documents in English and an order list of the LSA −

AnOrderListOfTheLSAV
2: Output: one row of LSAV; //the output of M.
3: Set Columns ← the length of AnOrderListOfTheLSAV
4: Set Rows ← the negative documents of the training data set
5: for j := 0; j < Rows; j++ do
6: Set OneRowOfNegativeLSAV ← with its column is Columns
7: Set i ← 0
8: for all Each term in AnOrderListOfTheLSAV do
9: Number := Count this term in the document (j) of the negative documents of the

training data set
10: Valence := Get the valence of this term based on the sentiment lexicons of the bESD
11: Set OneRowOfNegativeLSAV[i] ← Number × Valence
12: Set i ← i + 1
13: end for
14: end for
15: Return OneRowOfPositiveLSAV; //the output of M

Algorithm 15 Implementing the Hadoop Reduce phase
1: Input: one row of LSAV; //the output of M.
2: Output: NegativeLSAV
3: Receive one row of NegativeLSAV
4: Add this row into NegativeLSAV
5: Return NegativeLSAV

Table 4: Average time of the classification of our new model for the English documents in testing
data set

Average time of the classifica-
tion 11,000,000 English docu-
ments.

The Latent Semantic Analysis and a Dennis Coefficient
in the sequential environment 43,460,194 seconds

The Latent Semantic Analysis and a Dennis Coefficient
in the Cloudera distributed system with 3 nodes 13,120,064 seconds

The Latent Semantic Analysis and a Dennis Coefficient
in the Cloudera distributed system with 6 nodes 7,360,032 seconds

Latent Semantic Analysis and a Dennis Coefficient in
the Cloudera distributed system with 9 nodes 4,851,132 seconds
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Algorithm 16 Clustering one LSAV (corresponding one document of the testing data set) into
either positive polarity or the negative polarity in the sequential environment
1: Input: one LSAV (corresponding one document of the testing data set); the positive LSAV

group and the negative LSAV group.
2: Output: positive, negative, neutral;
3: Measure_1 := Similarity measure between this LSAV and the positive LSAV group by using

the eq. (3) of the calculating a valence of one word (or one phrase) in English in the sub-
section [Overview of identifying the valence and the polarity of one term in English using a
DNC].

4: Measure_2 := Similarity measure between this LSAV and the negative LSAV group by using
the eq. (3) of the calculating a valence of one word (or one phrase) in English in the sub-
section [Overview of identifying the valence and the polarity of one term in English using a
DNC].

5: if Measure_1 is greater than Measure_2 then
6: Return positive
7: elseMeasure_1 is less than Measure_2
8: Return negative
9: end if

10: Return neutral

Algorithm 17 Clustering all the documents of the testing data set into either the positive or
the negative in the sequential system by using the LSA and the DNC
1: Input: the documents of the testing data set and the training data set.
2: Output: positive, negative, neutral;
3: the creating a bESD in a sequential environment in the sub-section [Creating a basis English

sentiment dictionary (bESD) in a sequential environment].
4: the algorithm 4 to create an order list of the LSAV which comprises all the meaningful terms

of both the testing data set and the training data set in the sequential system.
5: the algorithm 6 to transfer the positive documents of the training data set into one positive

LSAV in the sequential system, called the positive LSAV group.
6: the algorithm 7 to transfer the negative documents of the training data set into one negative

LSAV in the sequential system, called the negative LSAV group.
7: Results := null;
8: for all Each document in the documents of the testing data set do
9: One LSAV := the algorithm 5 to transfer one document of the testing data set into one

LSAV in the sequential system.
10: OneResult := the algorithm 16 to cluster one LSAV (corresponding one document of

the testing data set) into either positive polarity or the negative polarity in the sequential
environment.

11: Add OneResult into Results;
12: end for
13: Return Results;
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Algorithm 18 Implementing the Hadoop Map phase
1: Input: one LSAV (corresponding one document of the testing data set); the positive LSAV

group and the negative LSAV group.
2: Output: the result of the clustering − OneResult; //the output of M.
3: Measure_1 := Similarity measure between this LSAV and the positive LSAV group by using

the eq. (3) of the calculating a valence of one word (or one phrase) in English in the sub-
section [Overview of identifying the valence and the polarity of one term in English using a
DNC].

4: Measure_2 := Similarity measure between this LSAV and the negative LSAV group by using
the eq. (3) of the calculating a valence of one word (or one phrase) in English in the sub-
section [Overview of identifying the valence and the polarity of one term in English using a
DNC]

5: if Measure_1 is greater than Measure_2 then
6: OneResult := positive;
7: else
8: if Measure_1 is less than Measure_2 then
9: OneResult := negative;

10: else
11: OneResult := neutral;
12: end if
13: end if
14: Return OneResult; //the output of M

Algorithm 19 Performing the Hadoop Reduce phase
1: Input: OneResult; //the output of M.
2: Output: positive, negative, neutral;
3: Receive OneResult;
4: Return OneResult;
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Algorithm 20 Implementing the Hadoop Map phase
1: Input: the documents of the testing data set and the training data set.
2: Output: positive, negative, neutral;
3: the creating a bESD in a distributed system in the sub-section [Creating a basis English

sentiment dictionary (bESD) in a distributed system].
4: the algorithm 4 to create an order list of the LSAV which comprises all the meaningful terms

of both the testing data set and the training data set in the sequential system.
5: creating an order list of the LSAV which comprises all the meaningful terms of both the

testing data set and the training data set in the distributed network system in the algorithm
8 and the algorithm 9.

6: transferring the positive documents of the training data set into one positive LSAV in the
sequential system, called the positive LSAV group in the algorithm 12 and the algorithm 13.

7: transferring the negative documents of the training data set into one negative LSAV in the
sequential system, called the negative LSAV group in the algorithm 14 and the algorithm 15.

8: Input the documents of the testing data set, the positive LSAV group and the negative LSAV
group into the Hadoop Map in the Cloudera system;

9: for all Each document in the documents of the testing data set do
10: One LSAV := transferring one document of the testing data set into one LSAV in the

parallel system in the algorithm 10 and the algorithm 11.
11: OneResult :=clustering one LSAV (corresponding one document of the testing data set)

into either positive polarity or the negative polarity in the distributed environment in the
algorithm 18 and the algorithm 19.

12: Return OneResult;//the output of M
13: end for
14: Return OneResult;//the output of M

Algorithm 21 Performing the Hadoop Reduce phase
1: Input: OneResult − the result of the sentiment classification of one document (the input of

R is the output of M).
2: Output: the results of the sentiment classification of the documents of the testing data set;
3: Receive OneResult − the result of the sentiment classification of one document.
4: Add this OneResult into the results of the sentiment classification of the documents of the

testing data set;
5: Return the results of the sentiment classification of the documents of the testing data set;
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5 Conclusion

In this survey, a new model has been proposed to classify sentiment of many documents in
English using the Latent Semantic Analysis and a Dennis Coefficient with Hadoop Map (M)
/Reduce (R) in the Cloudera parallel network environment. Based on our proposed new model,
we have achieved 88.76% accuracy of the testing data set in Table 3, and this is better than the
accuracies of many previous models of the semantic analysis. Besides, we have also compared
the novel model with the previous models, and the experiments and the results of our proposed
model are better than that of the previous model. Until now, not many studies have shown that
the clustering methods can be used to classify data. According to Table 4, the average time of
the sentiment classification of using the Latent Semantic Analysis and a Dennis Coefficient in the
sequential environment is 43,460,194 seconds / 11,000,000 English documents and it is greater
than the average time of the sentiment classification of using the Latent Semantic Analysis and a
Dennis Coefficient in the Cloudera parallel network environment with 3 nodes which is 13,120,064
seconds / 11,000,000 English documents. The average time of the sentiment classification of
using the Latent Semantic Analysis and a Dennis Coefficient in the Cloudera parallel network
environment with 9 nodes is 4,851,132 seconds / 11,000,000 English documents, and It is the
shortest time in the table. Besides, the average time of the sentiment classification of using the
Latent Semantic Analysis and a Dennis Coefficient in the Cloudera parallel network environment
with 6 nodes is 7,360,032 seconds / 11,000,000 English documents
The accuracy of the proposed model is dependent on many factors as follows: (1) The LSA −
related algorithms. (2) The testing data set. (3) The documents of the testing data set must be
standardized carefully. (4) Transferring one document into one LSAV.

Table 5: Comparisons of our model′s positives and negatives the surveys related to the Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA)

Studies Approach Positives Negatives

[4]

Unsupervised
Learning by
Probabilistic
Latent Semantic
Analysis

The survey presents perplexity results for dif-
ferent types of text and linguistic data collec-
tions and discusses an application in automated
document indexing. The experiments indicate
substantial and consistent improvements of the
probabilistic method over standard Latent Se-
mantic Analysis.

No men-
tion

[6]

The latent seman-
tic analysis theory
of acquisition, in-
duction, and
representation of
knowledge.

A new general theory of acquired similarity and
knowledge representation, latent semantic anal-
ysis (LSA), is presented and used to successfully
simulate such learning and several other psy-
cholinguistic phenomena.

No men-
tion

Our
work

LSA using A
DNC

The positives and negatives of the proposed model are given
in the Conclusion section.

The execution time of the proposed model is dependent on many factors as follows: (1) The
parallel network environment such as the Cloudera system. (2) The distributed functions such
as Hadoop Map (M) and Hadoop Reduce (R). (3) The LSA − related algorithms. (4) The
performance of the distributed network system. (5) The number of nodes of the parallel network
environment. (6) The performance of each node (each server) of the distributed environment.
(7) The sizes of the training data set and the testing data set. (8) Transferring one document
into one LSAV.
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The proposed model has many advantages and disadvantages. Its positives are as follows: It
uses the Latent Semantic Analysis and a Dennis Coefficient to classify semantics of English
documents based on sentences. The proposed model can process millions of documents in the
shortest time. This study can be performed in distributed systems to shorten the execution time
of the proposed model. It can be applied to other languages. Its negatives are as follows: It has
a low rate of accuracy. It costs too much and takes too much time to implement this proposed
model.
To understand the scientific values of this research, we have compared our model’s results with
many studies in the tables below. Our novel model has more benefits than the studies in the
tables, and the results of this model are better than that of the works in the tables.
In Table 5, we present the comparisons of our model′s positives and negatives the surveys related
to the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA).
The comparisons of our model′s benefits and drawbacks with the studies related to the DENNIS
coefficient (DNC) are shown in Table 6.

Table 6: Comparisons of our model′s benefits and drawbacks with the studies related to the
DENNIS coefficient (DNC)

Studies Approach Benefits Drawbacks

[5]

Analysis of
Macromolecular
Polydispersity
in Intensity
Correlation Spec-
troscopy: The
Method of Cumu-
lants

A method is described by which the distribution
function of the decay rates (and thus the extent
of polydispersity) can be characterized, in a light
scattering experiment, by calculation of the mo-
ments or cumulants.

No men-
tion

[3]

A Survey of Bi-
nary Similarity
and Distance
Measures

The authors collected 76 binary similarity and
distance measures used over the last century and
reveal their correlations through the hierarchical
clustering technique

No men-
tion

Our
work

LSA using A
DNC

The advantages and disadvantages of this survey are shown
in the Conclusion section.
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Abstract: There is a growing concern to design intelligent controllers for autopilot-
ing unmanned surface vehicles as solution for many naval and civilian requirements.
Traditional autopilot’s performance declines due to the uncertainties in hydrodynam-
ics as a result of harsh sailing conditions and sea states. This paper reports the design
of a novel nonlinear model predictive controller (NMPC) based on convolutional neu-
ral network (CNN) and ant colony optimizer (ACO) which is superior to a linear
proportional integral-derivative counterpart. This combination helps the control sys-
tem to deal with model uncertainties with robustness. The results of simulation and
experiment demonstrate the proposed method is more efficient and more capable to
guide the vehicle through LOS waypoints particularly in the presence of large distur-
bances.
Keywords: USV, autopilot, predictive control, Convolution Neural Network (CNN),
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), rolling optimization.

1 Introduction

In recent years, The application of USVs is ever increasing in the fields of oceanography [13]
[3], meteorology [7], military and commercial applications. Autopilot is a device for controlling
the heading of USV in a truly autonomous mode, which plays a key role in course-keeping for
USV [24]. When USV is working under harsh sea condition and high-risk environment, the
performance of traditional autopilot declines in the presence of time-varying ocean disturbances,
and measurement noises. A lot of autopilot designs for USV have been proposed to solve this
problem. Gao et al. proposed a fuzzy neural network controller based on chaos neural network
forecast model for the USV in complex sea condition [9, 15, 17]. An optimizing sliding mode
cascade control structure is proposed to determine the optimal sliding surface parameters for
sliding mode control of underactuated USV systems [18]. Further, nonlinear controller of USV
is designed by backstepping method [1, 10]. The fuzzy control approach is also applied to the
control of USV [8, 11, 19]. Li et al. proposed an adaptive radial basis function based on neural
network controller for the nonlinear control of USV which contains modeling errors and unknown
bounded environment disturbances [4]. However, it’s still an open problem that how to develop
effective method for robustness and high-precision steering of USV in extreme sea condition.

This paper reports a kind of autopilot based on convolutional neural network(CNN) and ant
colony optimizer. A NMPC based on CNN is used to compensate this predicted disturbance and
the ant colony algorithm is used to predict the disturbances. This approach helps the autopilot
to deal with model uncertainties and so on. The simulation and experiment results verified the
efficacy of the proposed method.

The rest paper is organized as follows: Section 2 states the specifications of the USV and
the problem formulation. Section 3 elaborates the autopilot design based on CNN and ACO.
Section 4 provides the simulation results and experiment results. Section 5 gives the conclusion
of this paper.

Copyright ©2018 CC BY-NC
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Figure 1: WH-01 USV

2 Problem formulation

Consider a robotic marine surface vehicle, called WH- 01 (as shown in Figure 1), whose spec-
ifications are listed in Table 1.The vehicle, designed in the control laboratory at WHUT(Wuhan
University of Technology), has a hydraulic jet propeller and one rudder driven by servo motors
for controlling its surge speed and heading. The maximum angular detection for rudder is ±35◦.
It is equipped with navigation sensors including Beidou, 3-axis magnetometer, 3-axis accelerom-
eter, and 3-axis rate gyro. The magnetometer and gyro are used to measure its yaw and yaw
rate during trails, respectively. In addition, a 4G communication module is installed to control
and monitor the vehicle from remote computer.

Table 1: SPECIFICATIONS OF WH-01 USV

Parameter Value
Length /m 8.075
Vertical length /m 8
draft depth /m 0.6
moulded depth/m 1.15
Full loaded displacement/T 3.2
Maximum speed /kn 12
Cruising speed /kn 6
Propulsion mode water jet propulsion

Because of the interference of wind, waves and currents, the steering model of USV is ex-
pressed as follows:

T1T2Ψ̈ + (T1 + T2)Ψ̇ + Ψ + aΨ3 = Kδ +KT3δ̇ + fa + fω + fl (1)

T1T2 = (m+ λ22)(Iz + λ66)/C (2)

T = T1 + T2 − T3 (3)

where Ψ is the heading angle of the USV, δ is the rudder angle of the USV , T is the turning lag
index, T1T2T3 is the second-order turning lag index, K is the turning ability index, m is the mass
of the USV, fa is equivalent disturbance rudder angle of the wind, fω is equivalent disturbance
rudder angle of the disturbances due to waves, fl is equivalent disturbance rudder angle of the
disturbances due to currents.
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ACO Plant
Angle deviation+ Rudder

-

Prediction 

angle
Angle feedback

Predictive controller

Target 

Heading

Wind, waves, flow 

interference

+

CNN model

Figure 2: A block diagram of the autopilot based on CNN and ACO for USV

According to the calculation method in the literature [6] and the Zigzag experimental data
of Ψ/δ = 15◦/15◦ for the draft state in the Taihu Lake, it can be obtained that:

K = 2.9097, T = 55.8855 (4)

Zigzag experimental result is shown in table 2.

Table 2: ZIGZAG EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF USV

Time /s Rudder angle /◦ Heading angle /◦ Remark
1′82 15 15 -

5′82 15 28.2 Maximum of
forward heading angle

9′44 -15 0 -

12′68 -15 -15 Maximum of
backward heading angle

15′62 15 -24.7 -

23′06 15 15 Maximum of
forward heading angle

26′56 -15 28.2 -

3 Robust adaptive autopilot

The autopilot design of USV is based on convolutional neural network(CNN) and ant colony
optimizer. Closed-loop state prediction and rolling horizon optimization are included in the
predictive controller. Particularly, The future dynamic trend is predicted by the NMPC based
on historical data of input and output. An ant colony algorithm acting as nonlinear optimizer
is used to improve the rolling horizon. The predictive value is corrected by negative feedback
and then compared with reference input. The difference between the predicted value and the
expected value is minimized in the next period of time. The proposed autopilot design is shown
in Figure 2.

3.1 CNN model

The architecture of CNN based model is shown in Figure 3. The delay lines with taps are
represented by TDL(Tapped Delay Line). The CNN is in parallel with the process of system.
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Figure 3: Architecture of CNN based model

The predictive error is used as training signal of the network. The single-step CNN’s prediction
model is defined as:

ym(k + 1) = f̂ [y(k), y(k − 1), · · · , y(k − n+ 1);u(k), u(k − 1), · · · , u(k −m+ 1)] (5)

where y(k) is the output of the heading angle at sampling time k, u(k) is the input of the heading
angle at sampling time k, m is the system input order, n is the system output order, f̂(·) is the
input and output mapping function of the CNN model, ym(k + 1) is the predictive value of the
heading angle.

Because the single-step neural network model has less predictive information, the multi-
step prediction method is used to improve the anti-interference and robustness of the autopilot.
The prediction model of single-step neural network is used to infer the multi-step one, which is
expressed as:

ym(k + p) = f̂ [y(k + p− 1), · · · , y(k + p− n);u(k + p− 1), · · · , u(k + p−m)] (6)

At sampling time k, y(k + p − 1), · · · , y(k + 1) is the actual output data of future, which
can’t be measured. So, the predictive value is used to replace the output of future. In addition,
the predicted data before the kth moment can be replaced by historical data. So, the p step
predictive model is formulated as:

ym(k + p) = f̂ [ym(k + p− 1), · · · , ym(k + p− n);u(k + p− 1), · · · , u(k + p−m)] (7)

The CNN model structure of multi-step prediction is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Structure of multi-step neural network prediction

3.2 Feedback correction

The reference trajectory function of the autopilot is based on the reference trajectory provided
by the model control algorithm, which is expressed as:

yγ(k + 1) = ay(k) + (1− a)ω (8)
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Because the predictive controller has the model mismatch problem, a large deviation is pro-
duced between prediction model and actual output of the object. The predictive output should
be corrected to reduce the predictive error.

At sampling time k, we must calculate the error between the actual output value y(k) and
the output value predicted by the model(ym(k)) at first. Then, the controller adds the error
to the model predictive output(ym(k + 1)) to get the closed-loop predictive output. The future
closed-loop predictive output of p step is as follows:

ypj(k + j) = ym(k + j) + rjej(k) + βj [ej(k)− ej(k − 1)] (9)

where rj is the error correction coefficient, βj is the change rate of correction coefficient, ej(k) =
y(k)− ym(k) is the difference between actual output and the expected output, j = 1, 2, · · · , p is
the number of predictive steps, ypj(k + j) is the predictive value of the output component after
the (k+ j) moment, ypj(k+ j) is the model predictor of the output component at sampling time
(k + j).

3.3 Rolling optimization

Usually, the difference between the predictive value of heading and the expected value of
heading is supposed to be zero. The range of the control increment should not be too large. For
this reason, the optimal law of predictive controller is determined by the performance index. The
secondary performance indicator is used as the objective function. The optimal control objective
function is introduced by:

J =
1

2
{

s∑
j=1

P∑
i=1

qij [ypj(k + i)− yγj(k + j)]2

+

γ∑
j=1

M∑
i=1

λij [uj(k + i− 1)− uj(k + i− 2)]2}

(10)

where P is the length of predictive time domain, M is the length of time domain, M ≤ P ,
qj is the error weighting factor, λj is the control incremental weighting factor, yj(k + j) is the
reference trajectory of the output at k + j moment.

The ant colony optimizer(ACO) is used to maximize the objective function of the controller
within the range of rudder angle, which has good robustness and can be implemented in parallel.
The implementation steps of the ACO are enumerated below:

1. Initialize the ant pheromone distribution, set the number of iterations;

2. 10 ants are initialized in the neighborhood, moving according to the following transfer
probability. For each ant i, the objective function Ji is defined, the transfer probability for
ant i at time k is as follows:

pij(k) =
[τj(k)]1.2[4Jij(k)]2∑
r

[τr(k)]1.2[4Jir(k)]2
(11)

where τj(k) is the j-neighborhood attracting intensity of the ants at k time. 4Jij = Ji−Jj
is the difference value of the target function.

3. Calculate the objective function value of each ant, and record the optimal control sequence
in the current ant colony;
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4. Revise the intensity of pheromone according to the pheromone update equation, following
the next equation: {

τj(k + 1) = 0.7τj(k) +
∑
4τj

4τj = 1/Jj
(12)

5. Number of iterations N = N + 1

6. If the number of iterations does not reach the ending iteration number 100, the second
step is returned, otherwise, the loop is terminated and the optimal control sequence is
outputted.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Simulation results

The disturbance of wind and wave on USV is simulated using white noise and a second-order
wave transfer function [26]. The disturbance of ocean current is treated as a constant value.

y(s) = Kcω(s)
Kωs

s2 + 2ζω0s+ ω2
0

(13)

where ω(s) is a Gaussian white noise with a mean of zero, the value of power spectrum density
is 0.1, and Kc = 5 is a constant disturbance coefficient, ζ = 0.3 is a damp coefficient, Kω = 0.42
is the gain constant, ω0 = 0.606 is the frequency of the dominant wave.

In the case of wind, wave and current interference, when the setting heading angle is 15◦, the
effect of traditional controller and predictive controller simulated using matlab is shown in the
following figure.
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Figure 5: Heading using PID(Proportion Integration Differentiation) and the MPC

It is shown from Fig.5, Fig.6 that the predictive controller based on CNN has good control
accuracy, robustness and fault tolerance. Compared with the traditional model predictive control,
this controller’s stability has become stronger with external disturbances, which can realize the
stable path tracking with the characteristics of strong anti-interference. Finally, the problem of
model mismatch in conventional generalized predictive control is also solved by this proposed
method.
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Figure 6: Rudder angle using PID and the MPC

Table 3: Latitude and longitude of the target point

target number Coordinate
longitude latitude

1 120◦08′03.7′′E 31◦26′31.4′′N
2 120◦08′07.7′′E 31◦26′27.9′′N
3 120◦08′06.5′′E 31◦26′23.1′′N
4 120◦08′02.3′′E 31◦26′21.0′′N
5 120◦07′57.4′′E 31◦26′24.3′′N
6 120◦07′59.0′′E 31◦26′29.4q′′N

4.2 Experimental results

The predictive controller is applied to the WH-01, in which the course control experiment
was carried out in Taihu Lake, Wuxi, Jiangsu province. Six target points are selected for the
typical trajectory experiment in the lake, of which the latitude and longitude are shown in Table
2. The USV traveled at the average speed of 12 knot during the experiment.This simulation data
is derived from the average of three experimental data.

Fig.7 and Fig.8 show the waypoints follow by the USV by the predictive controller and the
PID scheme. Fig.9 and Fig.10 illustrate the distance of the vehicle from next waypoint and total
time taken to operate under the predictive controller and the PID scheme. Fig.11 and Fig.12
demonstrate mean average deviation of the waypoints by the predictive controller and the PID
scheme. It can be shown from Fig.7, Fig.8 and Table 4 that the USV can also pass through the
target points when disturbed by wind and waves. It is observed that the predictive controller is
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Figure 7: Waypoints followed by the Predictive controller systems
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Figure 8: Waypoints followed by the PID GC systems
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Figure 9: Distance of the vehicle from next waypoint and total time taken to operate by the
Predictive controller systems
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Figure 10: Distance of the vehicle from next waypoint and total time taken to operate by the
PID GC systems(guidance and control systems)

Table 4: Average performance measures of predictive control

Case
Number of

target points arriving

Total

distance(m)

rd

(m/s)

PID(Kp = 8, Ti = 8, Td = 0) 6 393.57 8.01

Predictive controller 6 347.98 4.23
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Figure 11: Mean average deviation of the waypoints by the Predictive controller systems
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Figure 12: Mean average deviation of the waypoints by the PID GC systems

more efficient and capable to control the USV tracking the target points especially in the case of
disturbances.

5 Conclusion

A predictive controller based on convolutional neural network(CNN) is designed for autopi-
loting an USV. It is shown from the experimental results that the predictive controller has good
robustness and anti-jamming. In extreme sea condition, the problem of control overshooting
and poor anti-interference is solved by the algorithm. In addition, the difficulty in hydrody-
namic modeling can be solved by the proposed approach. Finally, the feasibility of the method
is verified by numerical simulations and experiments on lake.

However, the steering mathematical model based on the CNN needs to be improved in the
future. Particularly, the training samples accumulated from the model experiment, the actual
ship test and expert knowledge need to be analyzed. In these conditions, it is difficult to build
the nonlinear steering law, which is worthy of further research.

The next work will be related to research the optimal strategy and design a new predictive
controller with good accuracy, adaptability and robustness. The influence of the designed pa-
rameters on the stability and other control performance can be analyzed in the system. The
robustness of the predictive control system can be researched when there has modeling error
and disturbance. Then, the different optimization strategies can be used to derive the different
controller structure. Therefore, a new rolling optimization strategy needs to be researched.
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Abstract: Both incompleteness of frame of discernment and interference of data will
lead to conflict evidence and wrong fusion. However how to identify new target that
is out of frame of discernment is important but difficult when it is possible that data
are interfered. In this paper, evidential identification based on residual is proposed to
identify new target that is out of frame of discernment when it is possible that data
are interfered. Through finding the numerical relation in different attributes, regress
equations are established among various attributes in frame of discernment. And then
collected data will be adjusted according to three mean value. Finally according to
weighted residual it is able to decide whether the target requested to identify is new
target. Numerical examples are used to verify this method.
Keywords: evidence theory, identification of new target, linear regression, residual.

1 Introduction

How to deal with uncertainty in real life is still an open issue [13,29,30,54,62,66,76]. Many
math tools, such as fuzzy set [3, 25, 58, 64, 67, 71, 73], rough sets [19, 21, 36, 40, 41, 52], entropy
function [1, 2, 49, 49, 70] and D numbers [4, 8, 33, 39, 75], are presented to address this issue
[14, 16, 37, 65, 71, 74]. Among these efficient tools, Dempster Shafer evidence theory [5, 44] has
been paid greatly attention recently. Since Dempster-Shafer theory (DS theory) is proposed
[5,44], it has been widely used in information fusion [9,28,32,51,60,61], control systems [10,31],
uncertainty modelling [7, 19, 38, 46, 47, 59] decision making [26, 27, 35, 73], risk and reliability
analysis [15, 22, 56, 63, 74] and other fields [6, 50, 68, 69]. In DS theory , a basic probability
assignment(BPA) is distributed to power sets of the frame of discernment and the sum of BPA
is always one when supposed that elements in the frame of discernment are mutually exclusive
and exhaustive. However, in fact, the frame of discernment that we assume or have known is not
complete, that is to say probably there are some unknown species in a world, which is called an
open world [20, 45].It should be mentioned that an open issue in evidence theory is the conflict
management [48,53,55,72], which is also partially caused by open world.

And in past decades, a large amount of research has been conducted on this issue. Generalized
evidential theory (GET) is proposed [11], which defines a novel concept called generalized basic
probability assignment (GBPA) to model uncertain information, and provides a generalized
combination rule (GCR) for the combination of GBPAs, and builds a generalized conflict model
to measure conflict among evidences in an open world. Not only that, in [23], the conflict is

Copyright ©2018 CC BY-NC
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explored in a closed world and the result of evidence fusion is able to converge to correct answer
when using the proposed method.

In addition, the identification of frame of discernment also is an open problem. Allocating a
non-null value to the mass function on the empty is able to express and judge the incompleteness
of frame of discernment in certain condition. As considering the case of potentially heterogeneous
sources, Johan Schubert proposed a novel way to construct and evaluate alternative frames of
discernment [43]. And dynamic estimation of the discernment frame in belief function theory
is proposed by Wafa Rekik et al. [42] which using Cartesian product whose axes correspond to
elementary discernment frames dealing with the relevance of each potential hypothesis to judge
and update the frame of discernment.

However all of these works assume the collected data is correct and they are not interfered
or just are interfered a little. In other words, only if the collected data are not interfered or
just are interfered a little, the incompleteness of frame of discernment will be identified. In
fact the collected data is very probably interfered. And the known species will be recognized as
new target using existing method when the collected data is interfered. Therefore considering
incompleteness identification under data interference condition have utilitarian value.

In this paper, evidential identification based on residual is proposed to identify incompleteness
of frame of discernment. First assume that the frame of discernment is complete and there is a
closed world. Then the method proposed in [11] is used to fuse data, which can get correct result
even in evidence conflict in an closed world. Secondly through finding the numerical relation in
different attributes, regress equations are established for different species and residual vector is
calculated. The third step is that adjust collected data according to offset degree. The forth
step is to plug the adjusted data into regress equation to calculate residual vector and weighted
residual. Finally new target or perturbation of data is identified according to weighted residual.
Numerical examples are used to introduce this method.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, Dempster-Shafer theory, general-
ized evidence theory and evidence distance are briefly introduced. In Section 3, a new evidential
identification based on residual is proposed. In section4 numerical examples are used to illus-
trate the behaviour of the new evidential identification based on residual. Section 5 concludes
the main contribution of the paper.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, some preliminaries are briefly introduced below.

2.1 Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence [5, 44]

In Dempster-shafer theory, basic probability is distributed to power sets of the frame of dis-
cernment whose elements are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. Some terminology and notions
are defined below to explain theory better.

Let Θ be a set of N mutually exclusive and exhaustive elements, which means the problem
has N possible values. The following set is called the frame of discernment.

Θ = {H1, H2, ...,HN}. (1)

P (θ) is the power set composed of 2N elements A of θ, representing the object is in A.

P (Θ) ={φ,H1, · · · , HN , (H1, H2), (H1, H3), ..., (HN−1, HN ), · · · ,
(H1, H2, H3), · · · ,Θ}.

(2)
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A basic probability assignment (BPA) is a function from P (θ) to [0, 1] defined by:

m : P (Θ)→ [0, 1] (3)

and which satisfies the following conditions:∑
A∈P (Θ)

m(A) = 1, (4)

m(φ) = 0. (5)

where m(A) represents the belief to A.

2.2 Generalized evidence theory

Generalized evidence theory is proposed by Deng [11], which generalize DS theory of evidence.
When the frame of discernment is probably incomplete, generalized evidence theory is used to
replace classical evidence theory, which defines a novel concept called generalized basic probability
assignment (GBPA) to model uncertain information, and provides a generalized combination rule
(GCR) for the combination of GBPAs, and builds a generalized conflict model to measure conflict
among evidences in an open world [11]. But if the frame of discernment is complete, generalized
evidence theory degrades into classical evidence theory.Some terminology and notions are defined
below to explain theory better.

Let U be a frame of discernment in an open world, Which consists of N mutually exclusive
elements.

U = {H1, H2, ...,HN}. (6)

And its power set 2UG is consisted of 2U propositions, which contains empty set. For ∀A ∈ U , If
the function m : 2UG → [0, 1] satisfies ∑

A∈U
mG(A) = 1 (7)

the function m is called Generalized Basic Probability Assignment(GBPA). In this paper m(Φ)
is not restricted to zero, which means the basic probability assignment to the proposition out of
discernment. In other words, m(φ) represents the probability that the target is out of discern-
ment.

2.3 Existing evidence distance

To measure the distance between two bodies of evidence, Jousselme defined a function from
vector made up of BPAs to real number [24]. Let m1 and m2 be two BPAs on the same frame

of discernment Θ, containing N mutually exclusive and exhaustive hypotheses. The distance
between m1 and m2 is:

dBPA(m1,m2) =

√
1

2
(−→m1 −−→m2)TD(−→m1 −−→m2), (8)

where −→m1 and −→m2 are the associated vectors of BPAs m1 and m2 and D is a 2N × 2N matrix
whose elements are

D(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B|

,

A,B ∈ P (Θ).
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3 The proposed evidential identification of new target based on
residual

In this section evidential identification of new target based on residual is proposed. Like many
ways of identifying the frame of discernment, at first assume the frame of discernment is compete
and the world is closed. And then based on conflicts management in close world in [11], BPAs
are produced and fusion result is obtained. Secondly through finding the numerical relation in
different attributes, regress equations are established for different species and residual vector is
calculated. The third step is that adjust collected data according to offset degree. The forth
step is to plug the adjusted data into regress equation to calculate residual vector and weighted
residual. Finally new target or perturbation of data is identified according to weighted residual.
And the flow diagram is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The flow diagram of new method

3.1 Evidence fusion

First suppose the frame of discernment is complete, conflicts management in close world. The
method proposed in [11] is used to produce and combine BPAs. The reason why this method
is chose is that this method can converge to correct answer even in strongly conflict condition
when the frame of discernment is complete.

Furthermore when supposing that the frame of discernment is complete, many methods can
be used to produce BPAs and fuse BPAs ,which will converge to correct target and show a great
result.

3.2 Linear regression

In most cases, there is strong correlation among different attributes in the same species.
Furthermore the correlation changes with species. For example, the relation expressions for
heights and weights change with sex. Therefore the relation expression for various attributes
of different species is a good tool to distinguish species. In this paper, relation expression will
be established among different attributes for fused result. And it is well known that there are
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many ways to represent the correlation for different attributes, such as covariance matrix, linear
regression, nonlinear regression.

For simplifying linear regression is elected to represent the correlation among attributes which
is able to take every attribute into account at the same time. In other words, the following
equation is used to represent one species.

a1x1 + a2x2 + · · ·+ anxn = a (9)

Where xi represents the value of ith attribute in certain species, ai represents the weight of
ith attribute or is called ith regression coefficient in relation expression which can be calculated
by least square method and a is arbitrary constant which is an artificial constant. In addition,
the value of a just affects regression coefficient increasing or decreasing manifold at the same
time.

In the process of linear regression, residual vector can be calculated. According to the vector,
histogram and probability contribution function for residual are obtained.

Example 1. Take Iris data (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Iris) as an example. Sup-
pose that Setosa is one of elements in frame of discernment and twenty pieces of sample data
are known. There are four attributes in one sample which are sepal length, sepal width, petal
length and petal width. The chosen data are shown in Figure 2
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Figure 2: Twenty pieces of sample data which are used in liner regression

Let X1 is the vector of value of sepal length, X2 is the vector of value of sepal width, X3 is
the vector of value of petal length and X4 is the vector of value of petal width, constant a is
100. Using least square method, the value of a1, a2, a3, a4 is calculated and linear regression of
Setosa is obtained.

10.98x1 + 4.827x2 + 26.98x3 − 47.89x4 = 100. (10)

If setting constant a is 1000 the linear regression of Setosa is

109.8x1 + 48.27x2 + 169.8x3 − 478.9xn = 1000. (11)

The regression coefficient of the second equation is just ten times of the first equation when the
second constant a is ten times of the first constant. And in the process of linear regression,
residual vector can be calculated. And histogram and probability contribution function for
residual are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Histogram of residual vector when a=100 and a=1000

3.3 Data processing

If the target requested to identify is one of the elements of frame discernment and the data
are not disturbed, the collected data will satisfy Eq.(9) equation or the residual will be small.
Not only that, when revising noisy data and take it into Eq.(9), the revised data will satisfy
Eq.(9) or the residual will be small. At the same time, if the target requested to identify is out
of frame, after the same data revising, the revised data will not satisfy Eq.(9) or the residual will
be large.

But how to revise data to satisfy these conditions mentioned above?
First offset degree is defined as follows. Let frame of discernment

θ = {H1, H2, · · · , Hn},

the target which is requested to identify is S. Sj represents jth attribute for S, and Hij represents
jth attribute for element Hi.

tj =
threemean(Sj)

threemean(Hij)
(12)

threemean(A) =
1

4
Q1 +

1

2
M +

1

4
Q3 (13)

where tj is defined as jth attribute offset degree for target requested to identify S. A is a vector,
Q1 is upper quartile for vector A, M is mean for vector A, and Q3 is lower quartile for vector A.

Because threemean have disturbance rejection for extremum and abnormal data have no
effect on offset degree, it is appropriate to use threemean to calculate offset degree.

And then revised data is defined as follows.

Ŝj =
1

tj
× Sj (14)

Because when taking the fusion method in [11], if the target is one of element in frame of
discernment, it can diverge to correct solution. It is enough to calculate offset degree between
target requested to identify and fused result and revise collected data according to fused result.
It is no need to calculate offset degree between target requested to identify and every elements
in frame of discernment.

Next plug these revised data into linear regression Eq.(9) and obtain residual r.

r = a− (a1H1 + a2H2 + · · ·+ anHn) (15)
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3.4 Residual vector processing

Let R represent residual vector of collected data of target requested to identify, and the ith
element of R , R(i), represents the residual between the ith collected sample data and linear
regression of fusion result calculated in (9). If there is extremum in collected data, the part of
component of vector will be large. To avoid the effect of extremum, weighted residual is chose.
In general condition, the more similar the samples data are, the more confidence will be given,
the same as the process of weighted fusion. For simplifying, the weight proposed in [12] consist
of evidence distance serves as weight to produce weighted residual.

As we know the less weighted residual is, the more probably the target requested to identify
is the convergence. When setting α as rejection probability, the section that locate at both ends
in probability density function will be rejected as well as Figure 4.

Therefore according to given rejection probability, residual probability density function or

Figure 4: Rejection method according to probability density function

diagram and weighted residual, whether the target requested to identify is a new target is able
to identify.

4 Numerical example

Real world exist many uncertainty [17, 34, 57]. In this section numerical examples are used
to illustrate the validity of evidential identification of new target based on residual.

Take Iris data (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Iris) as an example. There are 150
samples in Iris data and each sample has four attributes such as sepal length, sepal width, petal
length and petal width. In addition, 150 samples are divided into three classes which are Setosa,
Versicolour and Virginica and there are 50 samples in each class.

Let frame of discernment consist of Setosa and Virginica θ = {Setosa, V irginica}, and Ver-
sicolour is out of frame. To certify the practical of this method, two different conditions are
considered. First condition is that the target requested to identify is Versicolour which is out
of frame. Second condition is that the target requested to identify is Virginica whose collected
data are interfered.

first condition, select 10 samples in Versicolour at random as collected data

Step 1. evidence fusion
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According to method proposed in [11] and collected data, 40 pieces BPA are reduced shown
in Figure 5 and evidence distance is obtained.
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Figure 5: BPAs of collected data

And then fuse these BPAs and result converges to Virginica.

Step 2. linear regression
The Eq. (9) is chose to reflect the relation among four attributes of Virginica. where xi
represent the value of ith attribute in Virginica and ai represent the weight of ith attribute
or is called ith regression coefficient .
Based least square method, parameters in linear regression are calculated and the relational
expression is shown below.

5.15x1 + 9.25x2 + 4.36x3 + 6.75x4 = 100 (16)

At same time the residuals of each sample can be obtained and represented by histogram
shown in Figure 6. According to residual vector, the average of absolute residuals is 6.73.
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Figure 6: Residual distribution histogram

And when the absolute residual is larger than 7, there is seventy percent that the target
requested to identify is not Virginica.
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Step 3. data processing
Offset degree is calculated as below. Where Si represent the vector of ith attribute for
target, Hi represent the vector of ith attribute for Virginica.

t1 =
threemean(S1)

threemean(H1)
= 0.95

t2 =
threemean(S2)

threemean(H2)
= 0.96

t3 =
threemean(S3)

threemean(H3)
= 0.81

t4 =
threemean(S4)

threemean(H4)
= 0.69

And then according to offset degree of each attribute, data are revised.

Ŝi =
1

ti
× Si (i = 1, 2, 3, 4)

Ŝ = [Ŝ1, Ŝ2, Ŝ3, Ŝ4]

Step 4. residual vector processing
Take the revised data into linear regression Eq.(16) ten pieces of residual vector can be
obtained.The figure of residual vector is shown in Figure 7. And according to [12] the
weighted residual 8.3 can be obtained as well.
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Figure 7: Residual vector of collected data

Because 8.3 is larger than 6.73 and 7, the probability that target requested to identify is
Virginica is not larger than seventy percent. Therefore based on the collected data, target
requested to identify is regarded as a new species.
Above all, this method can identify new target.

In the second condition, choose 10 samples in Virginica at random and the sample data
becomes 1.25 times.

Step 1. evidence fusion
According to method proposed in [11] and collected data, 40 pieces BPA are reduced shown
in Figure 8 and evidence distance is obtained.

And then fuse these BPAs and result converges to Virginica.
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Figure 8: BPAs of collected data

Step 2. linear regression
The following equation is chose to reflect the relation among four attributes of Virginica.

5.15x1 + 9.25x2 + 4.36x3 + 6.75x4 = 100 (17)

Step 3. data processing
Offset degree is calculated.

t1 = 1.25, t2 = 1.28, t3 = 1.19, t4 = 1.35

And then according to offset degree of each attribute, data are revised.

Step 4. residual vector processing
Take the revised data into linear regression Eq.(17) ten pieces of residual vector can be
obtained.The figure of residual vector is shown in Figure (9). And according to [12]the
weighted residual 4.9 can be obtained as well.
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Figure 9: Residual vector of collected data

Because 4.9 is less than 7 and 6.73, the result that target requested to identify is Virginica
is not rejected.
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Above all, when the data are interfered largely, target requested to identify is able to be
identified as known species.

5 Conclusion

How to identify new target is a significant problem when it probably exists interference.
However all of these works assume the collected data is correct and they are not interfered or
just interfered a little. In other words, if the collected data are interfered, the identification
of new target probably is wrong. The evidential identification of new target based on residual
proposed in this paper considers the probability that data are interfered when identifying whether
the target is new. And through data fusion, linear regression, data processing and residual
vector processing, weighted residual can be obtained which is able to identify whether it is new
target. It considers correlation among different attributes. By numerical example, efficiency
and practicability of this method are proved. However in this method the setting of rejection
probability which affects the accuracy of result is subjective. Therefore how to find a objective
way to identify rejection probability will be significant research indicators of further studies. Also
for simplifying, liner regression is elected to represent the correlation among attributes, while
other method, such as nonlinear regression, will improve the accuracy.
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